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        VISION STATEMENT

The most challenging aspect of conservation in a rapidly 

developing country like India, is the integration of ‘the 

contemporary aspirations’ of the community living in the 

historic city, with the requirements of conservation. Today, 

multiple pressures are exerted on historic city sites like 

Jaisalmer Fort. Prof Senake Bandranayake encapsulates 

the dilemma when he says that, ‘conservation is not 

simply a question of techniques, although we cannot 

do without these at the highest level of competence. 

It involves theoretical and conceptual capabilities and 

a high level of awareness of contextual and historical 

dynamics -- the social, cultural, economic, institutional 

and political factors that impinge upon the conservation 

process.’

In fact, it is these complexities that make dealing 

with conservation extremely challenging. Often it 

is the interconnectivity of issues that becomes a 

stumbling block in achieving predefi ned goals. There is 

a need to simplify and demystify how social, cultural, 

economic, institutional and political challenges facing 

the community are incorporated with conservation 

challenges in a historic site like Jaisalmer Fort.

The vision for the remote and curiously timeless ‘golden 

fortress’ of Jaisalmer should be one of romance and 

idealism. Any vision for Satyajit Ray’s ‘Sonar Quilla’ 

should take into account the nostalgia of the years gone 

by. The unique quality of this golden Fort, silhouetted 

against the desert sky with its ensemble of palaces, 

temples, fortifi cations, has to be restored. At the present, 

unprecedented growth, ad hoc development and the 

absence of management has vitiated its integrity. 

The golden Fort is the backbone of Jaisalmer’s tourism 

based economy, and therefore the future of the citizens 

of Jaisalmer is inextricably linked to the future of this 

historic Fort. The concurrence of the citizens in the 

conservation process is implicit if the Fort has to be 

restored to its position as India’s ‘Sonar Quilla’. 

The vision of the project, the ‘Stabilization and 

Conservation of the Walls, Bastions and Slopes of 

Jaisalmer Fort’, is to partner with all concerned agencies 

and stakeholders to ensure that there is a clear set 

of objectives and realistic goals that will address the 

aspirations of the local residents, while ensuring the 

stabilization and conservation of the Fort. 

In today’s context, each resident of the Jaisalmer Fort 

requires to understand the challenges of saving this 

historic site. One of the key goals of the current initiative 

is to garner public support and active partnership of 

the community. It is acknowledged that the Jaisalmer 

Fort is a ‘living Fort’ and the conservation measures 

can only be successful with the full cooperation and 

partnership of the stakeholders for the majority of 

whom it is their ‘home’ or source of livelihood. It is 

neither a ‘ghost’ monument nor a deserted city like 

‘Fatehpur  Sikri’; it is instead an urban heritage precinct 

which refl ects a dynamic medieval architecture. This 

single overriding principle has guided the formulation 

of the comprehensive strategy for the stabilization 

and conservation of the bastions, walls and slopes of 

Jaisalmer Fort.
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        EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This project report addresses measures that, if 

implemented, will ensure the stabilization of the critically 

weakened hill upon which the Jaisalmer Fort rests. 

Conservation of the bastions, mori (the passage way mori (the passage way mori

between the inner and outer bastions), and slope must 

be undertaken on a priority basis. This report provides a 

roadmap for conservation and stabilization and establishes 

guidelines for the Fort’s management and monitoring in 

the years ahead.

Jaisalmer Fort, located approximately 300 km west of 

Jodhpur in the northwestern state of Rajasthan, India, 

dates back to 1200 AD. Much of this site, the oldest 

continuously inhabited Fort in India, is today at high risk 

of collapse. Built by Maharawal Jaisal Singh at a strategic 

location along ancient trade routes, it has suffered not just 

the ravages of time, but also the inexorable pressures of 

development, the impacts of unregulated tourism and a 

lack of sensitivity to its historic fabric. Constructed of the 

famous Jaisalmer sandstone, it gained fame in India in 

Satyajit Ray’s fi lm as Sonar Quilla, or Golden Fort. Today Sonar Quilla, or Golden Fort. Today Sonar Quilla

the golden stone is stained an ugly brown and the site is 

littered with garbage, even as waste water percolates into 

the dry masonry, weakening its foundations.

The impact of climate change (including the extreme 

temperatures of a desert region), increased rainfall 

precipitation in recent years, as well as tectonic activity, 

have all accelerated the pace of decay of this fragile 

historic site in a short period of time leaving it critically 

endangered. 

In addition to the challenges faced due to the changing 

ecology of the Thar desert, the lifestyle of the people 

living within the Fort has also undergone a dramatic 

change in recent years. For example, a piped-water supply 

system was introduced for the residents in 1964 without 

adequate attention to its disposal. The Fort receives 

an almost unlimited water supply from fi eld wells 12 

kms from the Fort and from the nearby Indira Gandhi 

Canal, which began pumping water to the Fort in 1991. 

These modern supply systems have added a new and 

unexpected dimension to the Fort’s management, as a 

result of which traditional drainage systems designed for 

the minimal rainfall of a desert climate are today choked 

and overfl owing. The new sewage system, installed a 

decade ago, is already strained and unable to handle the 

unprecedented growth of tourism and resulting water 

demand inside the Fort. 

Alterations done in residential houses, both legal and 

illegal, also exert considerable pressure on the fragile 

infrastructure of the Fort. The conversion of residences 

into hotels and tourist housing further compounds this 

problem, as they use and dispose of much more water 

than local residences. This growth has been largely 

organic and unplanned with unexpected consequences. 

Ironically, while commercial development is taking place 

to meet tourism demands within the Fort, it has, in effect, 

had the reverse impact. Even the Lonely Planet Guide to 

India, which most tourists follow, is now wisely advising 

tourists to help preserve Jaisalmer Fort by staying outside 

its walls in the lower city.  

Over the years, 87 of the 469 structures within the Fort 

have collapsed. In 1995, a portion of the Rani ka Mahal, 

or ‘Queen’s Palace’, one of the Fort’s most signifi cant 

buildings, collapsed under the heavy load of its saturated 

sandstone walls. This was followed by the collapse of 

two bastions and sections of the lower level pitching 

wall in 1999, also caused by unprecedented rainfall. Due 

to the absence of any management strategy and without 

shared responsibility for actions or consequences of any 

stakeholder, the Fort is paying a high price. 

Conservationists and residents alike unanimously agree 

that the Fort requires major interventions. Carrying out 

restoration work in an ancient structure like Jaisalmer Fort 

is in itself a challenge, but to do so while addressing the 

needs of almost 2000 people who reside in and depend 

upon the Fort for their livelihood poses a complex range 

of issues. This delicate balance must be respected.  The 

Fort’s challenges must be addressed with sensitivity; 

public safety concerns are of prime importance, but the 

greatest challenge will be integrating contemporary 

requirements while simultaneously ensuring strategically 

planned conservation treatments. The impact of tourism 

on the Fort, though a considerable economic driver of 

the region, must be monitored and directed to secure 

the future of this important heritage site.

Recent Conservation Initiatives

Following the collapse of the two bastions in July 1999, 

the World Monuments Fund (WMF) commissioned the 

fi rst of two fact-fi nding missions to assess the cause of 

their collapse, study the outer walls of the Fort and to 

develop a project scope and action plan for immediate 

stabilization. These missions identifi ed the fundamental 

problem to be that of an inadequate drainage system. 

This problem, coupled with increasing levels of subsurface 

moisture in the soil below the Fort, has resulted in the 

widespread threat of differential settlement. 

The 2001 technical mission report noted that geophysical 

fi eld testing of the underlying soil strata and geotechnical 

engineering studies along with ongoing monitoring, 

were essential to assess the changes facing Jaisalmer 

Fort. Recommendations from these reports resulted in a 

Memorandum of Understanding being signed between 

the Government of India and the WMF in 2003 to 

fund the required studies to guide the stabilization of 

Jaisalmer Fort and to provide prescriptive measures for 

its preservation.

This current study – Strategies for the Stabilization 

and Conservation of the Walls, Bastions, and Slopes 

of Jaisalmer Fort – began in 2005 and is the result of 

the collaborative project endorsed by the joint initiative 

of the Archaeological Survey of India - ASI, the World 

Monuments Fund - WMF and the National Culture Fund 

- NCF. 

The study focused on six areas:

1. Condition mapping of the walls, bastions and slopes 

of the Fort to assess the damage

2. Geotechnical investigations to ascertain the 

characteristics of the soil and the foundations of the 

Fort

3. Analysis of historic and climatic data based on 

available information, vis-à-vis the adverse effects of 

climate change on the Fort structure

4. Identifi cation of a ’pilot project’

5. Identifi cation of priority projects

6. Recommendations for the stabilization and 

conservation of the walls, bastions and slopes of the 

Fort

The overarching objectives of the project are to ensure 

the safety of the residents and citizens of Jaisalmer and 

to secure the preservation and management of India’s 

oldest ’living’ Fort. 
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Bombay Collaborative, project consultants, undertook 

extensive data collection, surveys and analyses to assess 

damage, identify areas that required urgent intervention 

and arrive at an understanding of how to address the 

multiple pressures exerted on the site. 

The multidisciplinary team of conservation architects, 

structural and geotechnical engineers, drilling and 

instrumentation experts, geologists and other 

professionals, included the following:

1. Bombay Collaborative Urban Design and Conservation 

Pvt. Ltd- architectural, historical, social, structural and 

other related material survey and analysis

2. The Geological Survey of India – geophysical and 

engineering geology survey and site mapping

3.  M.K. Soil Laboratory Pvt. Ltd. Ahmedabad - geotechnical 

investigation work including fi eld and laboratory  

testing 

Key Findings and Areas for 
Intervention

The scientifi c studies and research clearly reveal subsurface 

movement in sections of the Fort hillock. Inclinometer 

borehole readings confi rm movement within the soil at the 

south west corner of the Fort. Additionally, the Geological 

Survey of India’s (GSI) geophysical report indicates that a 

fracture or lineament line passes through this section of 

the Fort’s hill, clearly establishing the south west corner as 

critically endangered and in need of immediate attention. 

The GSI report also examines the urgent need to address an 

integrated water management system, along with crucial 

stabilization and conservation measures. This is supported 

by the condition mapping surveys which conclude that it 

is not foundation failure that was the cause of the recent 

collapses, but water seepage that is destabilizing the clay-

rich soils found in the hill. 

Recommendations

1) Integrated water management 

a) A primary and crucial requirement is that an 

integrated water management scheme be immediately 

initiated for the Fort. The proposed integrated water 

management scheme must be based on the survey 

map prepared by the GSI and this map should serve 

as the base document for all future work in the Fort. 

The ASI protects and is responsible for the entire 

Fort precinct and therefore implementation of any 

project or development within the Fort or in the 300 

meter protected buffer zone around the Fort would 

mandatorily require their approval.

b) It is essential that the storm water and sewage 

lines are separated in the light of increased rainfall 

precipitation and the marked differences in quantity and 

quality of the drainage that requires to be handled.

c) All drainage lines openly discharging into the mori

or onto the slopes must be reversed or removed.

 d) This project must be developed in partnership with 

the Rajasthan State Government and must apply the 

report recommendations and the completed scientifi c 

studies in the development of the system design, so 

that the scheme may be effective and will conform to 

the conservation guidelines and principles as set out in 

this report.

2) Stabilization of the southwest section and other 

endangered areas of Jaisalmer Fort  

 a) The southwest section of the Fort has been under 

stress for many decades and the ASI has made several 

attempts to stabilize and reconstruct the walls in 

this area. Recent inclinometer testing (May - 2007) 

has shown movement in this section of the hill, and 

underscores the need for monitoring on an ongoing 

basis. It is a cause for major concern that demands 

immediate measures to secure this area pending this 

stabilization. 

 b) Similar monitoring and stabilization measures 

must be initiated in the north west corner and the 

eastern slopes of the Fort where movements continue 

to be observed (Oct - 2007).

 c) The ASI, consultants and state and local agencies 

need to work together to ensure public safety through 

the process of stabilization and conservation of these 

critical sections of the slopes.

3) The Mori 

 a) The mori is an important historical feature of mori is an important historical feature of mori

Jaisalmer Fort. Originally serving as a defense structure 

of the Fort, its paving stones literally connect the inner 

and outer bastions. The mori also served as a drainage mori also served as a drainage mori

conduit for storm water. Increased rainfall, misuse as 

a garbage dump, encroachments and uncontrolled 

waste water disposal today endanger not only the 

historic fabric of the mori but also the stability of the mori but also the stability of the mori

adjacent bastions. The GSI’s 2007 report states that 

the mori is constructed on the edge of the escarpment mori is constructed on the edge of the escarpment mori

and records that the recent building additions on this 

edge have added excessive additional load to the 

foundations. This load must be immediately reduced 

and strictly controlled in the future. 

The following measures are recommended.

i) To restore the mori and to reinforce its integrity and mori and to reinforce its integrity and mori

original function, the recent additions and alterations 

need to be removed. This will simultaneously address 

both the conservation issues as well as the stability of 

the edge of the fortifi cations.

 ii) A restoration strategy, informed by this report’s 

documentation and condition mapping, must be 

developed to address drainage and restore the original 

design and levels.

 iii) The ASI and all offi cial agencies should have 

unimpeded access to all sections of the mori. All mori. All mori

encroachments and obstructions in the mori have to be mori have to be mori

removed. Garbage and other waste that has blocked 

large sections of the mori continue to be a major threat mori continue to be a major threat mori

and the Jaisalmer municipality and local authorities 

must address this problem and ensure clearance and 

proper waste management of this area.

4) Restoration of the traditional drains, the 

Ghutnallis

a) It is recommended that the restoration of the 3 

original ghutnallis, currently inoperative and covered ghutnallis, currently inoperative and covered ghutnallis

with rubble and vegetation, be taken up as a priority. 

These meter-wide surface drains originally ran down 

the Fort slope and were integrally linked to the Fort’s 

storm water drainage system. This work needs to be 

undertaken parallel to the stabilization program, after 

the separation of the sewage and storm water drains, 

under the integrated water management scheme.

        EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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5) Master Plan 

 In October 2007, the project team presented the 

fi ndings of its survey at a public hearing in Jaisalmer. 

The existing problems and issues confronting the 

Fort were outlined, the foremost being widespread 

water seepage, public safety and the detected 

movement within the southwest corner of the 

Fort.  The recommendations for treating the priority 

problems were presented and the complexity of the 

task to plan for and implement effective restoration 

measures by multiple stakeholders was discussed in 

earnest.  Residents voiced their concerns, including 

the need for design guidelines to guide permissible 

and appropriate building repairs. It was noted that 

improved coordination between offi cial agencies, 

design professionals and the residents of the Fort is 

needed. To that end, it was agreed by all that the 

residents and government agencies would support 

the development of a master plan to guide the future 

management and conservation of Jaisalmer Fort.   

In conclusion

The future of Jaisalmer Fort is not just one of conservation 

but also of public safety. It is therefore of paramount 

importance that the Municipality of Jaisalmer, the 

Archaeological Survey of India and the Rajasthan State 

Government agencies act in partnership with all other 

stakeholders. It is hoped that this joint initiative of the 

Archaeological Survey of India, the World Monuments 

Fund and the National Culture Fund will secure the future 

of this iconic site. The recent addition of the Rajasthan 

Government to this partnership demonstrates a new 

level of commitment and urgency and signals that the 

restoration project can no longer be deferred. 

        EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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In a scarred, yet intensely romantic land, the medieval 

Fort of Jaisalmer is perhaps the most fascinating discovery 

for visitors …a forgotten, feudal outpost where palaces, 

havelis, temples and havelis, temples and havelis bazaars create a magic, which holds bazaars create a magic, which holds bazaars

every visitor spellbound.

Situated strategically on the ancient trade route that 

connects Kandahar and Delhi on one hand and Jodhpur on 

the other, Jaisalmer  Fort played an important role in the 

chequered history of western Rajasthan in general, and 

the Thar desert in particular, from about the middle of 

circa 12th century AD.

The Jaisalmer Fort occupies a unique place in India’s 

heritage. In addition to being of enormous architectural 

and aesthetic signifi cance, it is also an invaluable cultural 

repository, being the oldest living fort in India today. People 

have been residing here for the past eight centuries, since 

its establishment around 1156 AD. The historic Fort and 

the buildings within still form a base for the growing and 

rapidly diversifying community.

1.1  HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The ancient Silk Route.

Built of the very same golden-bronze rock on which it 

stands, it is today colloquially known as sonar quila or sonar quila or sonar quila

the ‘golden Fort’. The sheer magnifi cence of the golden 

Fort rising in stark contrast to the brilliant blue sky is 

mesmerizing. The Fort owes its origin to Maharawal 

Jaisal, who shifted to Jaisalmer from his ancient capital in 

Ludherva (about 16 km north east of Jaisalmer) and built 

this roughly triangular hill Fort. The origin of the word 

‘Jaisalmer’ lies in the combination of two words, ‘Jaisal’ 

after the name of its founder Maharawal Jaisal, and ‘meru’

meaning hillock.

The Fort is a national asset and a heritage monument 

whose urgent conservation is necessitated by the fact that 

having endured for almost a thousand years it has been 

brought to the brink of destruction in the short span of 

only a few decades. Recent years have seen an alarming 

degradation of the Fort and the remarkable palaces, 

havelis and precincts contained within.havelis and precincts contained within.havelis
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Jaisalmer, the town in which Jaisalmer Fort is located, 

is situated in the western part of the Indian state of 

Rajasthan, close to the Indo-Pak border. The coordinates 

of the location are: longitude 69.3 to 72.2° east, latitude: 

26.01 to 28.02° north. Jaisalmer is at an altitude of 242 

meters above mean sea level. 

1.1.1   GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

Distance of Jaisalmer town from major Indian cities:

•   Mumbai   1177 kilometers

•    Delhi   864 kilometers

•    Ahmedabad   626 kilometers

•    Jaipur   558 kilometers

•    Jodhpur   300 kilometers

Map of Rajasthan showing Jaisalmer District.

Map of Western India showing the state of Rajasthan.
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The Jaisalmer district forms the westernmost province of 

the state of Rajasthan. Most of the desert area in India 

is situated in western Rajasthan in the erstwhile states 

of Bikaner, Jodhpur and Jaisalmer. The Thar desert covers 

an area of 44.6 million hectares, of which 27.8 million 

hectares lie in India. 

Jaisalmer, even today, has a certain exotic exclusivity even 

though access to this town is much easier now than in 

earlier days. In this remote town, amidst golden stretches 

of the great Thar desert, stands the majestic Jaisalmer 

Fort.

Jaisalmer easily resolves itself into two cognate units, 

inseparable yet distinct, the Fort and the town. The origins 

of the town are essentially traced to the Fort, when the 

1.1.1   GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

population spilt out of the Fort onto what is called talhatti, 

or the lower slopes, around 16th century AD. The Fort forms 

the nucleus around which the irregular polygon, that is the 

town, has grown. Originally, development was restricted 

by an outer city wall. Today the township has engulfed 

the outer wall and expanded beyond it. However, within 

the core, the medieval city still thrives. Narrow streets, 

barely 12 feet wide, on a gridiron pattern are fl anked 

by magnifi cent carved havelis, some of them up to fi ve havelis, some of them up to fi ve havelis

stories high, with elaborate fi ligreed sandstone facades, 

temples and palaces. A hierarchy of public squares makes 

a sequence that links the built fabric and the streets. 

These, along with the market places, render an informal 

quality to the town of Jaisalmer.

Map of Jaisalmer

The Fort within Jaisalmer town.
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1.1.2   ECOLOGY OF JAISALMER

The local inhabitants in Jaisalmer call the Thar desert 

maroosthali or maroosthali or maroosthali maroobhoomi (maroobhoomi (maroobhoomi maru–to die; maru–to die; maru sthali or sthali or sthali

bhoomi–land), which literally means a land where nothing bhoomi–land), which literally means a land where nothing bhoomi

survives. In the harsh Thar desert, survival is indeed at a 

premium. The early British gazetteers report that there 

were very few villages in the area. Those that existed 

usually were clusters of huts within a wall.

TOPOGRAPHY 

The landscape around Jaisalmer is characterized by a 

continuous tract of arid sand frequently rising into lofty 

teebas (sand dunes), in some parts covered with scrub teebas (sand dunes), in some parts covered with scrub teebas

land. These rocky ridges surround Jaisalmer city for a 

radius of 64 kilometers.

CLIMATE

The climate of Jaisalmer is hot and dry during the summer 

months and is characterized by sand storms and scorching 

heat when, on an average, the daily maximum temperature 

is around 46 degrees Celsius. There is a great variation in 

the day and night temperatures due to desert conditions. 

Summer starts in April and lasts till September. Winters 

see bright sunny skies during the day, the temperature 

going up to 30 degrees Celsius, but bitterly cold nights 

when the temperature can dip down to 2 degrees Celsius, 

often falling below freezing point. Pleasant weather starts 

around October and lasts till February.

Average annual rainfall until recently was about 20 

centimeters and there are approximately 7.7 days of 

rainfall per year. Traditionally, four years out of ten are 

drought affected, but due to change in climate in the 

recent years, Jaisalmer experienced excessive rainfall in 

1998 and 1999. It was this unprecedented rainfall that 

caused severe damage to the Fort and its bastions. This 

trend seems to have continued, since the year 2007 saw 

rainfall in practically every single month of the year; an 

occurrence unprecedented in the history of Jaisalmer.  

Strong winds blow for 4 to 5 months every year. Fierce 

dust storms called bhootai in the local language (bhootai in the local language (bhootai bhoot 

means ghost and this term was coined to scare children 

into staying indoors during the dust storms) rage during 

summer months.

The Jaisalmer desert today is surprisingly well populated, 

and one comes across tiny fi elds of millets, shrubs with 

berries and fl ocks of sheep and goats.

NATURAL WATER BODIES

RIVERS

There are no perennial rivers in the region. The few 

seasonal ones, such as the Kak, Lathi, Chandhan, Ghaua, 

Jiyai and Sukadi depend upon the occasional rainfall.

LAKES 

A few lakes such as the Gadisar and Amar Sagar and the 

salt marshes of the rivers, break the monotony of the 

landscape around Jaisalmer. Besides providing cooling 

and relief, these lakes are the major source of water in 

the region. 

Most villages in the desert tract had small ponds and 

during those years that had a good rainy season, there 

was suffi cient water to drink for seven or eight months. 

If rainfall failed, water was available for only four to six 

months and the villagers had to bring water from other 

villages, sometimes 20 or 30 kilometers away. The poor 

were usually unable to obtain water from distant places 

and drank brackish water mixed with dahi (curd). A few dahi (curd). A few dahi

salt-water wells like Jaisaloo and Ranisar, in the Fort have 

been an important source of water for the Fort residents, 

and were formerly more than 300 feet deep.

Blocked well - Kund pada - Jaisalmer Fort.Lake Gadisar as seen from the Jaisalmer Fort.
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1.1.3   SOCIO-CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE

The history of Jaisalmer Fort, as indeed the rest of 

Jaisalmer, is an intriguing and intricate web of fact and 

legend, of lore and truth and often, it is impossible to 

clearly separate the two. Jaisalmer stands unique amongst 

all the princely states, as it can boast of having been ruled 

by a single dynasty, the Bhattis, for close to eight hundred 

years, till its merger with the Indian Union in 1947.

The early history of the Bhatti clan is rather elusive, but 

a clear picture emerges around the 8th and 9th century. 

We know from historical accounts that it was Jaisal, a 

descendant of the Bhatti clan who built Jaisalmer Fort on 

the trikuta, a three cornered rocky ridge arising out of trikuta, a three cornered rocky ridge arising out of trikuta

the stretches of sand and overlooking a rivulet, Brimsir, 

between 1156 AD and 1171 AD.

Legend however has it that after the great battle of 

Kurukshetra, Lord Krishna wandered around the desert 

with Arjuna, when he prophesized that one day a 

descendant of his Yadav clan would establish a glorious 

desert kingdom around the trikuta hill. A mendicant is trikuta hill. A mendicant is trikuta

said to have related this event and its signifi cance to 

Rawal Jaisal, when he was looking for a suitable site to 

build a fort, which would be well protected from other 

Bhatti rivals and the increasing menace of the Muslims; 

and so Jaisalmer Fort was built.

Unlike other Rajasthani forts, like the one in Nagaur, 

which was built for military reasons, Jaisalmer Fort was 

established primarily due to Jaisalmer’s importance in 

commerce. Jaisalmer was once a fl ourishing trade center 

in western Rajasthan as it was strategically located on 

the ancient silk trade route. It played an important role in 

the history of western Rajasthan in general, and the Thar 

desert in particular, from about the middle of the 12th 

century AD. Arabs and Turks from the Middle East and the 

Afghan merchants from the northwest came down these 

routes. The reign of Jaisal was, from all available accounts, 

glorious. But after Jaisal the history of Jaisalmer proceeds 

along a predictable path of dethronements, murders, 

conspiracies and intrigue and above all of strategies for 

survival when facing the ever menacing might of the 

Muslims who were fi rmly anchored by this time as the 

Sultans of Delhi.

With the opening up of the land routes, the importance 

of Jaisalmer grew as a clearing post for trade in dates, 

wines, drugs and dried fruit from the north, in exchange 

for spices, textiles, gems, indigo and opium from 

western and central India. Caravans were constantly 

passing through the town carrying opium, silk, indigo, 

sugar candy, iron, ivory, coconuts, scented wood, dry 

fruits etc.

Desert people were essentially predators and the Bhatti 

clan, which held the Fort for a considerable time, was 

no exception to the rule. The Fort at that time was used 

largely as a storage space for stolen wealth and goods. 

Thrice was the Fort captured, twice by the Muslims 

and once by a neighboring state, but the periods of 

subjugation were relatively short.

In 1287, however, the Bhatti clan unfortunately chose to 

plunder a caravan belonging to Alauddin Khilji. A very 

annoyed Khilji laid siege to Jaisalmer for eight years. 

The Bhattis tried to regroup and sent their most fi erce 

and fast horsemen out to the caravan routes to rob and 

pillage traders, and so became exclusive pirates of the 

shifting sands. This looting and piracy was successfully 

stopped by Firoz Shah Tughlaq’s army and fi nally in 1570, 

the Bhattis foreswore their former habits and peace was 

established. They became more prosperous in peace 

than as carefree raiders of caravans, and soon Jaisalmer 

rose to fame in world trade.

The rulers invested in property and started to build 

and carve, gild and paint, throughout Jaisalmer town, 

remnants of which are still visible today. The enlightened 

ruler, Maharawal Gharsi constructed the large water 

reservoir – Lake Gadisar, to quench the thirst of his water-

starved people. Despite the anger and anguish of this 

period, it can be seen in retrospect, that distinctive values 

and rituals evolved among the people that have survived 

for nearly 400 years. Despite the political upheavals, an 

atmosphere of religious tolerance existed, leading to the 

construction of many Hindu and Jain temples.

A new chapter opened up with the rise of the Mughal 

power in the north of India. And for Jaisalmer, this period 

began with the birth of Akbar at Amarkot, barely 80km 

from Jaisalmer. Akbar’s policy of friendship with the 

Rajputs served to end the sense of insecurity and ushered 

a period of prosperity and calm political environment A 

signifi cant portion of the state revenues were then directed 

towards welfare measures and patronage of the arts and 

literature. Jaisalmer was at its peak during the reign of 

Maharawal Sabal Singh, a contemporary of Shah Jahan, 

who imported Mughal grandeur into his courts. Trade 

activity increased and Jaisalmer retained its importance 

as the main centre on the caravan routes from Multan, 

Baluchistan and Sind to Central India, developing as a dry 

port. During this period, a huge dam, Amar Sagar was 

built, gardens were laid out and orchards planted. 

In the mid 18th century, with the decline of the Mughals, 

the Rajputs, in order to safeguard their trade links, shifted 

allegiance to the British East India Company and in 1818 

signed a formal treaty of friendship with the Company. The 

Bhatti rulers, at this point in time, in realization of their 

duties, introduced many administrative reforms, including 

the introduction of English for communication. Modernity 

had fi nally arrived in Jaisalmer.

Jaisalmer, over the centuries had assumed the dimensions 

of a dream which has endured even to the present day. In 

spite of the slow yet steady intrusion of western values, 

Jaisalmer has clung tenaciously to its traditions and 

customs. And therein lies the charm of Jaisalmer, where a 

unique bonding of the old with the new may be witnessed, 

where past is not only the past but also the present.
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1.1.4   HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF THE FORT

The foundation stone of the Jaisalmer Fort was laid by 

Rawal Jaisal in 1156 AD, and it was seven years before 

work on the initial fortifi cations was completed. The 

entire structure, as we see it today, evolved over several 

centuries, with major construction activity taking place 

during the reign of Rawal Bhim (1577-1613 AD), Rawal 

Manohar Das (1627-1649 AD) and Maharawal Akai Singh 

(1722-1761 AD). Given below is the ‘evolution of the 

Fort’ derived from various historical accounts.

FIRST PHASE: 12TH TO 14th CENTURY 

There was not much progress during the 12th-14th

century AD, as there were continuous attacks on the Fort, 

notably by the Khiljis and the Tughlaq dynasties in 1315 

and 1325 respectively.

SECOND PHASE: 15TH TO 19TH 
CENTURY 

Peace prevailed from the 15th -19th century AD, as there 

were no attacks or battles fought in Jaisalmer. Intermittent 

attacks by others on adjoining states like Gujarat, Mewar 

and Malwa, caused the Jains, Paliwals, and other peace 

loving communities to come to Jaisalmer and settle there. 

These communities had commercial concerns in Sindh, 

Gujarat, Malwa, Marwar and Mewar. Trade and businesses 

fl ourished leading to prosperity and a lot of wealth was 

amassed here. Affl uent communities patronized artists, 

scholars and painters of the highest order and beautiful 

architectural masterpieces were established within and 

around the Fort, viz Jain and Hindu temples, royal palaces 

and the striking havelis. This is considered to be the havelis. This is considered to be the havelis

Golden Period of Jaisalmer’s history.

THIRD PHASE: 19TH TO 20TH CENTURY

Along with the fall of the Mughal empire, the importance 

of Jaisalmer too waned. During the British reign, the ports 

of Bombay and Calcutta were the centers of commerce. 

Railways were connected with Sindh and the land routes 

lost their importance, in turn crippling the commercial 

trade that passed through Jaisalmer. People from Jaisalmer 

district migrated to bigger port cities like Bombay, Calcutta 

and Madras to earn a livelihood and Jaisalmer’s population 

dwindled. The population of Jaisalmer city itself came 

down from 35,000 to 4,000 in the 1930’s. This period was 

largely responsible for the downfall of the Fort.

Double fortification walls with the meandering mori in between.
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1.1.4   HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF THE FORT

CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF THE RULING MAHARAWALS OF JAISALMER 

Information extracted from ‘Jaisalmer: The Golden City’ by N K Sharma

No. Maharawal Year (AD) No. Maharawal Year (AD)

1 Jaisal 1156 - 1189 22 Bhim 1577 - 1613

2 Salivahan 1189 - 1211 23 Kalyandas 1613 - 1627

3 Bijal 1211 24 Manohar 1627 - 1649

4 Kelan 1211 - 1229 25 Ramchandar 1649 - 1650

5 Chachigdev I 1229 - 1264 26 Sabal Singh 1650 - 1659

6 Karan 1264 - 1292 27 Amar Singh 1659 - 1701

7 Lakhansen 1292 - 1296 28 Jaswant Singh 1701 - 1707

8 Punyapal 1296 - 1297 29 Budha Singh 1707 - 1721

9 Jait Singh 1297 - 1315 30 Tej Singh 1721 - 1722

10 Mool Raj I 1315 - 1316 31 Sawai Singh 1722

11 Duda & Trilok Singh 1321 - 1333 32 Akhey Singh 1722 - 1761

12 Gharsi Singh 1343 - 1361 33 Mool Raj II 1761 - 1819

13 Kehar 1361 - 1406 34 Gaj Singh 1819 - 1845

14 Laxman 1406 - 1426 35 Ranjit Singh 1845 - 1863

15 Vairisi 1426 - 1445 36 Bairisal Singh 1863 - 1901

16 Chachigdev II 1445 - 1470 37 Saliwahan Singh I 1901 - 1914

17 Devidas 1470 - 1506 38 Jawahar Singh 1914 - 1949

18 Jait Singh II 1506 - 1528 39 Giridhar Singh 1949 - 1950

19 Loonkaran 1528 - 1550 40 Raghunath Singh 1950 -1982

20 Maldeo 1550 - 1561 41 Brijraj Singh 1982

21 Har Raj 1561 - 1577    

Maharawal Akhe SinghMaharawal BhimMaharawal Jaiswal
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1.2  ARCHITECTURAL EVOLUTION

“A birds eye view, reveals Jaisalmer Fort as a glistening 

mound of gold, with the early morning sun ricocheting 

off the yellow sandstone. Seemingly crafted from a 

single block of stone it is, however, much bigger than it 

fi rst appears.”

- Dom Moraes / Gopi Gajwani (Rajsthan - Splendour in 

the wilderness)

Roughly triangular in plan, the Jaisalmer Fort measures 

approximately 1500 feet north to south, and 750 feet 

east to west, and follows the contours of the hill on 

which it is perched. This three peaked hill, locally called 

trikuta, was chosen as the site for the citadel for its sheer trikuta, was chosen as the site for the citadel for its sheer trikuta

prominence and also because of the presence of a water 

body (now Lake Gadisar) in the vicinity.

The irregular polygonal Fort has a double line of 

fortifi cations. The overall form of the Fort manifests itself 

through these ‘bastioned’ fortifi cation walls, which to an 

extent also act as retaining walls. The stone bastions are 

mostly circular in shape and occasionally rectangular. The 

Fort with the city within, set atop the hill, is approximately 

30 meters higher than the Jaisalmer town at its base.

Once inside the Fort the entire complexion changes 

as amazing vistas open out. The cuboid palaces and 

dwellings contrast with the cylindrical bastions, yet both 

co-exist in piquant harmony. The focal point of the Fort 

is the palace complex. Apart from the palace buildings 

and several temples, most of the other structures of the 

Fort were residential houses. These dwellings, which 

form the bulk of the buildings in the fortress, were 

typically narrow, deep houses with courtyards. There 

were traditionally about 600 families living in the Fort. 

Today, several of the dwellings have been converted into 

hotels and guest rooms. 

Historically as well as architecturally, it is fairly evident 

that most of the bastions originally built for defense have 

since, some time in the past, been converted and used 

as habitations. Unlike other Forts that were built purely 

for defense, the Jaislamer Fort has always had people 

living within. This is an inherent part of the nature and 

character of the Fort, giving it the unique distinction of 

The Fort as seen from Lake Gadisar.
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Maharawal Jaiswal founded Jaisalmer 
Fort in 1156 AD

1.2.1   ARCHITECTURAL EVOLUTION OF THE FORT

FIRST PHASE OF CONSTRUCTION (12th 
century)

The present Annapurna Temple, Jaisaloo Well and Ganesh 

Prole are the only structures built in this early phase of 

the Fort that survive today. According to local historian N 

K Sharma, beneath the Annapurna Temple is the original 

temple where Rawal Nath performed the tilak ceremony tilak ceremony tilak

for the king before he ascended the throne.

Jaisaloo is believed to be the oldest well in the Fort. Local 

legend has it that Lord Krishna and Arjun were passing 

by the spot where the well is now located, when Arjun 

became thirsty. No water was available anywhere, so 

Lord Krishna struck the ground with his sudarshan chakra 

and dug a well for Arjun to quench his thirst. The local 

people later called this well Jaisaloo, after Maharawal 

Jaisal, the founder of Jaisalmer Fort.

SECOND PHASE OF CONSTRUCTION 
(13th –14th century)

In the second phase, the fortifi cation walls were 

constructed for defense purposes, beginning with the 

inner bastion walls. The royal palaces and the adjoining 

area of the present day neighborhood of Kotary Pada also 

came into existence around this time. Kotary Pada, located 

at the highest level of the Fort, was essentially developed 

as residential quarters for the service class attached to 

the royal palaces, viz courtesans, etc. By the end of the 

14th century, the reconstruction and reinforcement of the 

inner fortifi cation walls also commenced. This was for the 

placement of artillery and ammunition, in addition to the 

stone balls and cylinders that were earlier used as rolling 

missiles and are, even today, visible on the crenellations 

of the Fort.   

THIRD PHASE OF CONSTRUCTION 
(14th –17th century)

The third phase saw the construction of the Jain temples 

and the adjoining areas (present day Dhunda Pada). 

Construction of the outer fortifi cation walls and mori was mori was mori

also completed in this phase.

The oldest of the Jain temples, Sh. Chintamani Parsavnath 

Jain Mandir, dates back to 1389 AD and was built over 84 

years. The other Jain temples built during this period are:

• Sh. Shital Nath Jain Temple, 1470 AD

• Sh. Mahaveer Swami Jain Temple, 1473 AD

• Sh. Sambhavnath Temple, 1497 AD

• Gyan Bhandar, 1500 AD

• Sh. Chandra Prabhu Swami Temple, 1509 AD

• Sh. Shanti Nath Temple, 1536 AD

• Sh. Rishabh Dev Jain Temple, 1536 AD

The solitary haveli of this neighborhood, also known as haveli of this neighborhood, also known as haveli

the ‘Royal House’ and presently known as ‘Suraj Haveli’, 

dates back to 1526 AD.

During the reign of Maharawal Bhim (1577 – 1613 AD), 

two ornamental gateways Suraj prole and Hawa prole 

were added to the original gateway, Ganesh prole. The 

royal palaces were further extended and as the load on 

the original construction increased, it is believed that 

one of the palace walls cracked. As a result, Hawa prole, 

was built; which acts as a separation between the royal 

palaces, yet connects them at the top levels.

Evolution of Fort Walls - 1.

The Hindu Vaishnava temples were also built around 

this time. The oldest, Shiv temple, presently called the 

Ratneshwar Mahadeo temple, dates back to 1490 AD. 

The other temples, Sh. Laxmi Nath temple and Surya 

temple date back to 1494 and 1496 AD respectively.
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1.2.1   ARCHITECTURAL EVOLUTION OF THE FORT

Evolution of Fort Walls - 2.

Maharawal Akhe SinghMaharawal Bhim

FOURTH PHASE OF CONSTRUCTION 
(18th- 19th century)

The fourth phase of evolution begins with the reign of 

Maharawal Akhey Singh (1722 to 1761 AD). The gateway 

near Gopa chowk, now known as Akhey prole and the Gopa chowk, now known as Akhey prole and the Gopa chowk

connecting wall adjoining the main Fort wall are from 

this phase. Akhey prole  is the only entry and exit into 

the Fort. The connecting walls which were added later, 

(locally known as thokars), act as buttresses to the thokars), act as buttresses to the thokars

original Fort walls. The gateway and the wall enclose an 

open space or chowk within the Fort, which was used for chowk within the Fort, which was used for chowk

royal processions.

During this period, the neighborhood of Junga Pada, 

Chaughan Pada, Kund Pada etc. were developed. As the 

fortress developed and got crowded, people left the 

citadel and moved out onto the talahatti (lower slopes) talahatti (lower slopes) talahatti

and areas around the Fort. They constructed houses, laid 

streets and formed mohallas according to their clan or mohallas according to their clan or mohallas

profession.

Evolution of Fort Walls - 3.
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1.2.1   ARCHITECTURAL EVOLUTION OF THE FORT

Skilled craftsmanship of this period is visible in the cluster 

of fi ve decorative mansions of the royal palaces defi ning 

the chowta or the main square known as Dushera Chowk. chowta or the main square known as Dushera Chowk. chowta

These include:

 Rangmahal and Motimahal built by Maharawal 

Mulraj–II

 Sarvottamvilas built by Maharawal Akhey Singh

 Gajvilas built by Maharawal Gaj Singh

 Jawahar Vilas built by Maharawal Bairisal

Towards the end of the 19th Century, the magnifi cent 

appearance of the Fort diminished substantially due to 

encroachments. Maharawal Bairisal shifted the royal 

residence from Gajvilas within the fortress to the newly 

built palace at Amarsagar located at the base of the Fort 

and from that point onwards the pomp and splendor 

attached to the royal palaces started fading.

The Jaisalmer Fort as it stands today.
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1.2.2   THE FORTIFICATIONS & THEIR CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS

The architectural style of the fortifi cations that make 

up Jaisalmer Fort is unique, and the same holds good 

for the rather distinctive constituent elements of the 

fortifi cations. A detailed description of the fortifi cations 

and their constituent architectural elements is provided 

in this section.

PITCHING WALL

The triangular hill on which Jaisalmer Fort was built, 

consists mostly of soft clay as its base. The upper slopes 

have in parts some soil and loose rock. These slopes have 

a pitching wall built up of local Jaisalmer stone blocks, 

running round the base of the hill. This wall, pitched 

on to the slope with interlocking dressed stones, is of 

dry masonry construction and ranges in height from 

2.9 meters (north and south) to 9 meters (east). It was 

originally intended merely to maintain the slope and not 

to withstand any lateral loads, to which it is increasingly 

being subjected to today. It functions not for defense, but 

primarily as a retaining wall that circumnavigates the 

base of the Fort hillock and holds back the clay within the 

lower slopes. The total length of the wall is around 1.36 

kilometers. 

TOE WALLS

Constructed at some points along the foot of the pitching 

wall of the Fort, the stone base paving varying in height 

from about half to one meter, forms the toe wall of the 

Fort. Historically, these walls formed the outermost edge 

of the Fort, as beyond them originally only sand dunes 

were located. Local historian N K Sharma believes that 

the rainwater from the Fort would fall over the sloping 

Fort walls and over these toe walls into a moat located 

beyond. However, no evidence of a moat exists today and 

this conjecture remains to be verifi ed. 

SLOPE

The embankment encircling the upper fortress and 

containing the area within the outer fortifi cation walls and 

the pitching walls is known as the slope. Originally, the 

slope was used as a dumping place for building material 

and all other household waste. At present, the slope is 

completely covered with debris (upto 2 meters depth at 

places) consisting of waste material, collapsed bastion 

View of the pitching and toe walls.

The Fort wall and its constituents.

Pitching Wall

Toe Wall

Toe Wall

Pitching Wall

Slope

Outer Bastion

Inner Bastion

stone pieces, soil, vegetation etc. The physical underlying 

composition and contour of the slope is dealt with in detail 

in the geo-technical section of this report. The clay-rich 

soil of the hillock is increasingly being affected by water 

seepage due to inadequate and faulty drainage, which 

has in turn affected the pitching wall and precipitated a 

series of recent collapses in the fortifi cation walls of the 

Fort. 
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OUTER FORTIFICATION WALLS WITH 
BASTIONS

The outer fortifi cation walls including its half bastions and 

occasional rectangular bastions are entirely constructed 

of dry sandstone masonry and vary in height from 4 to 

6 meters. Located on the edge of the escarpment, and 

following the contour of the summit, the outer wall was 

constructed primarily for defense purposes and it defi nes 

the outer edge of the mori. Its crenellations are punctured mori. Its crenellations are punctured mori

at various levels by view ports for easy visibility of the 

landscape and to keep track of the movement of the 

enemy.  

At the junctions of the outer bastion walls and the slope, 

where no solid bedrock strata were available, remnants 

of foundation walls are still visible. The lower portions 

of the outer wall have today either been buried under 

excessive debris of the slope, or where exposed are 

eroded, revealing the layers beneath. 

1) Crenellations

The outer bastion walls throughout the periphery of 

the Fort are topped with crenellations or ‘khanguras’ 

(parapets). These are built of sandstone blocks, usually 

about a meter high, with rounded-off edges at the top. 

They are either fl ush with the outer wall or are offset a 

small distance from it. The crenellations are punctured 

with small view ports at varying levels. Though they 

appear decorative and are an iconic visual feature of the 

Fort, the crenellations are essentially a traditional defense 

feature.

2) Stone Missiles 

There are stone balls and cylinders placed on top of the 

crenellations that are visible all along the periphery of 

1.2.2   THE FORTIFICATIONS & THEIR CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS

View of the outer fortification walls and bastions of the Fort.Debris lying along the slopes.View of the sloped embankment of the Fort.

Outer walls with crenellations and stone missiles.Outer walls buried under excessive debris.
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1.2.2   THE FORTIFICATIONS & THEIR CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS

the Fort even today. In earlier times these were used by 

the soldiers as missiles to be rolled down the slopes to 

thwart the invading enemy.  

3) Gun Ports

At regular intervals along the inner side of the outer 

fortifi cation wall, twin stone projecting brackets are 

visible, which in earlier times were used for placing guns 

and muskets. These were mounted on a stone cross piece 

with a central pivot. Immediately above these platforms, 

an opening was provided in the wall forming a gun port. 

This opening had chamfered edge sections that allowed 

for easy maneuvering of the guns and a wide ranging 

coverage of the surrounding slopes. 

4) View Ports

The crenellations of the outer fortifi cation walls are 

provided with small rectangular openings with sloped 

bases that angle down the slope of the Fort. These tiny 

holes are located at a ‘general eye level’ from the mori 

base. 

These holes or view ports helped the soldiers standing 

in the mori to have easier visibility of the enemy - mori to have easier visibility of the enemy - mori

particularly down along the slope, while keeping the 

soldiers themselves protected from attack behind the 

walls. The view ports were an important defense feature 

that helped protect the Fort from invaders. 

Gunport covering the main entrance gateway.
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1.2.2   THE FORTIFICATIONS & THEIR CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS

Stone missiles visible along the top of crenellations.

A gun port.

A view port.

Original radial pattern of the mori floor.mori floor.mori
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1.2.2   THE FORTIFICATIONS & THEIR CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS

MORI

The mori is the narrow passageway between the outer mori is the narrow passageway between the outer mori

and the inner fortifi cation walls that meanders around 

the upper perimeter of the Fort. Designed primarily for 

defense, it is fairly evident (from the pit digs carried 

out here) that the mori and the outer fortifi cation walls mori and the outer fortifi cation walls mori

were built simultaneously. The mori was primarily the mori was primarily the mori

space where the soldiers were stationed and kept vigil 

to prevent the Fort from being attacked. The space was 

wide enough to even allow horsemen to move around.

The mori is built entirely of dry stone masonry blocks mori is built entirely of dry stone masonry blocks mori

laid out in a radial pattern, and it varies in width from a 

meter to 3 meters at places. Traditionally, the top layer 

of stone was laid on edge and sloped towards the spouts 

and toilet openings as that facilitated quick and easy 

drainage of water. This is an important design detail as 

the mori also functioned as the Fort’s main drainage mori also functioned as the Fort’s main drainage mori

conduit for storm water.

1) Traditional sanitation 

Within the mori, at regular intervals along the outer mori, at regular intervals along the outer mori

fortifi cation walls, are a number of holes which are 

designed and function as toilet outlets. These shafts 

point to the fact that the mori was also used as a toilet mori was also used as a toilet mori

space by the Fort residents and the soldiers stationed in 

the mori. The design of these holes was such that they mori. The design of these holes was such that they mori

allowed for the direct disposal of human waste down 

onto the slopes without the use of water. 

View of traditional sanitation facilities as seen  along the outer bastions.View of the meandering mori space.mori space.mori
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View of the traditional sanitation facilities in the mori space.mori space.mori
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INNER FORTIFICATION WALL 

The inner fortifi cation wall and its circular bastions defi ne 

the internal edge of the mori. The inner fortifi cation walls mori. The inner fortifi cation walls mori

too are constructed entirely of dry sandstone masonry 

and vary in height from four to six meters. Some bastions 

of the inner fortifi cation wall are built up as platforms or 

damdama and were used to mount wheeled guns and damdama and were used to mount wheeled guns and damdama

cannons, the ammunition for which was stored in rooms 

below the bastion platform. Originally, before the outer 

bastions were built, the inner bastions formed the defense 

wall of the Fort. Later, with the outer bastions forming the 

main defense barrier, the inner bastions were absorbed 

into the residential quarters of the Fort. It was at this time 

that the crenellations of the inner bastions were fi lled in 

and jharokhas and windows introduced. As a result, the jharokhas and windows introduced. As a result, the jharokhas

traditional severity of the inner fortifi cation walls today 

are highlighted, at the upper levels, by the contrasting 

decorative features of jharokhas, brackets, carved jharokhas, brackets, carved jharokhas

fenestrations etc, giving an innately unique characteristic 

to the Fort. 

Inner fortification bastions.
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LAYOUT OF THE FORT 

Viewed from a distance, the Jaisalmer Fort appears as a 

sculpture carved out of a solid piece of stone. Buildings, 

bastions, walls and slopes all blur into a single mass of 

burnished yellow. However, once inside, the impact is 

of individual buildings and their wealth of details. And 

though some of the buildings go up a couple of stories, 

the scale is always compact and a strong sense of security 

prevails. 

An irregular polygon with a double line of fortifi cations, 

the Fort is a city within a city. The royal palace forms the 

nucleus of this city that rises up 100 meters above the 

surrounding landscape. There is only one point of entry to 

the Fort, which is a winding path leading through a series 

of gates that functioned as check points. Two distinct 

zones within are the royal square and the residential 

zone. Public spaces can be classifi ed into three types: the 

royal square, market squares and the community space at 

the level of residential clusters. The royal square (Dushera 

Chowk) is the key space with all streets within the Fort Chowk) is the key space with all streets within the Fort Chowk)

leading into it. Beyond the square, short streets form a 

predominately radial pattern. Streets are more than just 

paths, they are also public spaces  used by children to 

play and by adults to socialize. The community spaces are 

connected by streets on two or more sides and serve a 

group of houses for their immediate activities.

GATEWAYS
(known as pols in Rajasthani or proles in Hindi)

Entry to the Jaisalmer Fort is through a single gateway, 

Akhey prole, beyond which are three other majestic 

gateways that have to be traversed to enter the inhabited 

upper sections of the Fort.

1. Akhey prole forms the main entrance into the Fort and 

was constructed by Maharawal Akhey Singh in the 

mid 1700’s.  It consists of two semi-circular bastions 

on either side, with a wooden doorway set in the 

central wall. Spanning the doorway is a single-storied 

structure, adorned with jharokhas (which at present jharokhas (which at present jharokhas

houses a restaurant).

LAYOUT OF FORT

External view of Akhey Prole. 

Overview of Akhey Prole and the chowk. 
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2. Suraj prole: Second in the series of gateways, this is 

believed to have been constructed during the reign 

of Maharawal Bhim. The façade of the Suraj prole is 

embellished with elaborate decorated carvings of a 

torana-vallari, with an imposing sun motif in the exact torana-vallari, with an imposing sun motif in the exact torana-vallari

centre. This feature, and the fact that it receives the 

sun for most of the day, has probably given it its name. 

Originally, prior to Akhey prole being constructed, this 

was the fi rst gate of the Fort. On its right, a vigilance-

cum-bastioned minaret is capped with a distinctive 

voluted octagonal chattri. 

3. Ganesh prole: Passing through the nailed doorway 

of Suraj prole and ascending a steep-left turn, one 

immediately encounters Ganesh prole, named after 

the hindu God Ganesha (son of Shiva and Parvati) 

whose image is carved on the main lintel. Dating back 

to the 12th century, it is the oldest gateway of the 

Fort.

4. Hawa prole: Moving further up along the cobbled 

pathway one reaches Hawa prole, constructed during 

Maharawal Bhim’s reign. It is believed that during the 

extension of the royal palace, as the load on the original 

palaces increased, one of the palace walls cracked 

and this prole was built as a buttress. It connects prole was built as a buttress. It connects prole

the palaces at the upper levels. On the second fl oor, 

adjoining the main building of Gajvilas, is a hall known 

as the Rangmahal, which is decorated with beautiful 

murals. This prole, therefore,  also assumes the name prole, therefore,  also assumes the name prole

Rang prole.

Akhey Prole.Hawa Prole.Intricate carving of the Suraj Prole.
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Internal view of Hawa Prole.Overview of Suraj Prole.Pathway leading upto Hawa Prole.
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CHOWK / CHOWTA

Public squares, locally known as chowk (in Hindi) or chowk (in Hindi) or chowk

chowta (in Rajasthani), form the socio-cultural center of chowta (in Rajasthani), form the socio-cultural center of chowta

the community. According to local historian, N K Vyas: 

“The threshold of each and every household of the Fort 

leads to a chowta.” The streets, along which are located chowta.” The streets, along which are located chowta

the dwelling houses, all began from and terminated at a 

chowk. This clearly shows the essence of the chowk. This clearly shows the essence of the chowk chowk as a chowk as a chowk

social community hub.

1. Dushera chowk: This central chowk, with the royal chowk, with the royal chowk

palaces on two sides and the Devi Temple on the third, 

is a classic example of a central square. This is the 

main space that greets both visitors and residents as 

one enters the Fort through the winding pathway and 

series of gateways. 

This royal chowk is perhaps the most vibrant place in chowk is perhaps the most vibrant place in chowk

the Fort, with hawkers, musicians, tourists viewing the 

beautiful palace facades, children playing and cows 

relaxing on the cobbled stones. It is the heart and the 

primary social space of the Fort.

Dusehra Chowk.Typical Jharokha on Inner Bastion.Carved Bracket.
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STREETS

A series of winding pathways and alleys, paved with 

yellow Jaisalmer stone, form an interesting street pattern 

throughout the Fort. Varying in width from 1 meter to 

2 meters, these primary, secondary and tertiary streets 

provide access to even the most remote corners of the 

Fort.

PADA

In the original design of the Fort, each neighborhood or 

pada had its own approach, entry and exit, well defi ned pada had its own approach, entry and exit, well defi ned pada

in terms of streets and chowks. The movement of people chowks. The movement of people chowks

was restricted and this created the notion of a well-

defi ned ’territory’ for each pada.

HAVELIS

Single or double storied mansions with courtyards, 

belonging to the wealthier classes, are locally known as 

havelis. These were embellished with beautifully carved havelis. These were embellished with beautifully carved havelis

sandstone columns, jharokhas and brackets. Often far more jharokhas and brackets. Often far more jharokhas

embellished than the palaces, the scale, complexity and 

intricacy of carving was directly related to the importance 

of the building in the complex, and was indicative of the 

wealth of the merchant traders of Jaisalmer. 

1) Jharokhas: Small balconies cantilevered out of 

the main structure are locally known as jharokhas. 

Traditionally, these were used as viewing galleries by 

the women of the household. Extensively carved in 

sandstone, this feature adorns all signifi cant structures 

within the Fort. 

View of a typical Jharokha.View of the street in front of Hawa Prole.
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View of Har Raj ki Mahal.View of the streets in Jaisalmer Fort.
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RESIDENTIAL QUARTERS

Squares in strategic spaces, and a well developed 

and defi nite order of streets and buildings, makes the 

residential quarters well organized. Cluster-level open 

spaces are frequently found. These spaces are used for 

community activities. One such space the holingda (used holingda (used holingda

to light the holi festival fi re) is within the Kothari pada holi festival fi re) is within the Kothari pada holi

area. It connects four streets and is very active throughout 

the day. About twelve houses open directly into this space, 

and many other houses from adjoining streets make use of 

it. The domestic architecture at this level displays a strong 

aspect of homogeneity. The spaces acquire a non specifi c 

character as they change in their use from morning to 

noon, and noon to evening. They are also used differently 

in summer and winter. Interior open spaces like courtyards, 

terraces and balconies have specifi c signifi cance under 

such situations; they accommodate a variety of activities 

during different seasons or different parts of the day.

Almost every house is built in yellow sandstone and has 

grown out of the modulation of domestic scale and has 

been dictated by the limitations of stone construction. 

The smallest house is a two-bay house, with one of the 

bays having a courtyard. The idea of a courtyard was also 

reinforced by climatic needs. The number of bays increased 

as the house grew larger.

Broadly, there are two categories of houses within the 

residential quarters. One type of house is the circular 

bastion house, where the major space of the house is in 

the bastion while, the courtyard and some other spaces 

extend outside it. Traditionally these houses were occupied 

by guards and their families. The other category is the 

set of houses built by poorer and lower communities, 

generally near the Fort wall of the city. Often, these 

people were from a rural background which refl ects in the 

form and fi nish of their houses. Random stone masonry is 

fi nished with mud plaster, and major elements like doors 

and balconies have a wide border, characteristic of rural 

Rajasthan.

The whole plan of the house is developed around the 

concept of privacy thereby generating very specifi c 

expressions and elements. Plinths in front of the house 

became informal interactive spaces separating the 

‘private’ house from the public street. The house started 

opening up as one moved away from the street. The need 

for privacy was really from a stranger passing by than 

from the adjoining house or the one across the street. 

PLAN OF THE ROYAL CHOWK

LEGEND

a. Approach Ramp

b. Entrance Gateway

c. Royal Square

d. Royal Seat and Steps

e. Square

f. Residential Street

g. Street

h. Temple

j. Kings Palace

k. Queen’s Palace

m. Stables for Camels

n. Granary

p. Well

q. Court

r. Haveli
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PLAN OF A RESIDENTIAL CLUSTER A CLUSTER FORMED AT THE FORT’S SOUTH-WEST CORNER
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TRADITIONAL WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM

To the southeast of Jaisalmer, just outside the old city

wall, is located Gadisar Lake. Originally, this lake, which 

is nearly two kilometers away from Jaisalmer Fort, was 

the main source of water for the city and the Fort and its 

residents used to fetch water from this reservoir.

Besides Gadisar Lake, about seven wells located within 

the Fort also provided water to its inhabitants. However, 

the water from these wells was often brackish and saline 

and therefore could not be used for drinking purposes. 

Located in different parts of the Fort, these wells were:

1. Jaisaloo well,  considered to be the oldest well in 

the Fort. The presence of this well, is believed to be 

one of the prime reasons Maharawal Jaisal chose this 

site for his new capital. As mentioned earlier, legend 

has it that this well was dug by Lord Krishna with his 

sudarshan chakra for Arjun to quench his thirst, while sudarshan chakra for Arjun to quench his thirst, while sudarshan chakra

they were passing by this spot.

2. Bulla well, located in the Bulla pada neighborhood of 

the Fort. 

3. Harjaloo well, located near the Shiv Temple was 

constructed by Harjal Paliwal, the head of the Bhatti 

clan.

4. Ranisar well, situated just 10 feet away from Harjaloo 

well was constructed by the queen of Maharawal 

Bairisal. Legend has it that the queen was piqued 

when her daughter’s dasi was not allowed to draw dasi was not allowed to draw dasi

water out of turn from the Harjaloo well; adding insult 

to injury, the Paliwals taunted the dasi, saying that if dasi, saying that if dasi

the queen was in such a hurry she should get her own 

well constructed. As a result, the queen is said to have 

had this well built.

5. Khuniwala well, located on the platform facing the 

entrance chowk, close to Sh. Ram Dev Temple.chowk, close to Sh. Ram Dev Temple.chowk

6. Ramdeora well, which was located just a few yards 

away from Khuniwala well.

7. Gosisar well, located in the Chaugan pada 

neighborhood.

Well being blocked over - Kund pada  
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TRADITIONAL WATER HARVESTING 
SYSTEM

There is also evidence that rainwater was harvested in 

the Fort during the reign of the Paliwals (13th century). 

The remnants of this water harvesting system are still 

visible today. A stone channel can be seen emerging at 

the Annapurna temple and passing over the adjoining 

street. The rainwater collected at the topmost terrace of 

the temple, fell over onto a lower level through two water 

spouts. The force with which the water fell in turn distilled 

all the particles and impurities and clear water fell onto 

an even lower terrace via four water spouts. From this 

lower terrace it fell into the water channel running over 

the street and through the royal palace into the storage 

tank located at the present water works area.

Originally, the streets within Jaisalmer Fort were not 

paved with stone but were just covered with sand and 

gravel. Surface water either evaporated or seeped into the 

soil and got absorbed. The water that seeped into the soil 

percolated to the lower levels and recharged the wells 

and the ground water table.

Water spouts of structures overlooking the main access way.
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TRADITIONAL STORM WATER 
DISPOSAL SYSTEM

1. Water Spouts

Water spouts are a traditional architectural feature on the 

facades of all the Fort buildings. They project out from 

terrace fl oors and even interim levels of all structures, 

whether elaborate havelis or simple homes. They feature havelis or simple homes. They feature havelis

on all bastions, both inner and outer, and are a familiar 

fi xture on the face of the mori. 

The patterns of the spouts range from simple channels to 

carved and decorated conduits, but even the most ornate 

spouts serve the same basic function – to quickly drain 

water, out of and away from the structure. 

This fundamental function of the water spout, and 

the fi xture itself, seem strange in a desert land where 

traditionally, years would past without any rain at all. 

However, the sheer number and consistency of the spouts 

and the years of tradition, that transform a utilitarian 

fi xture to one having an ornamented aesthetic, are 

evidence of the healthy respect that the craftsmen and 

builders had for rain and the awareness the citizens had of 

the potential damaging effects of water on the structures 

of their city.

The efforts involved in creating the water spouts may today 

appear excessively elaborate but they serve as a reminder 

of an important traditional lesson that we unfortunately 

seem to have ignored today – that channeling and control 

of water is the key to the conservation of the Fort. 

2. Ghutnaali

The traditional conduits for the storm water drainage from 

the Fort were known as ghutnallis. There were originally 3 ghutnallis. There were originally 3 ghutnallis

in number, with the main entrance approach road acting 

as the 4th outlet. The ghutnallis were essentially channels ghutnallis were essentially channels ghutnallis

through which the excess water during fl ash fl oods would 

drain off without damaging the dry masonry fabric of 

the Fort. The entire Fort’s storm water drainage was 

sloped towards these openings that passed below the 

fortifi cation walls as a low tunnel. ‘Ghut’ means ‘knees’ ‘Ghut’ means ‘knees’ ‘Ghut’

and so these outlets were named ghutnallis, as they were ghutnallis, as they were ghutnallis

primarily channels through which one could enter the Fort 

only with one’s knees bent!

Of the three original ghutnallis, only one exists today ghutnallis, only one exists today ghutnallis

along the northern slope. The other two, along Shiv road 

(to the west), were fi lled up and covered over. Although 

the rainfall in Jaisalmer has been steadily increasing the 

original purpose of the ghutnallis has been forfeited, as ghutnallis has been forfeited, as ghutnallis

they are now blocked off and no longer in use. 

The only surviving ghutnaali along the northern slope.ghutnaali along the northern slope.ghutnaali
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TRADITIONAL SEWERAGE SYSTEM

In the middle of the 12th century, when Jaisalmer Fort 

was conceived in the midst of the desert, sewage disposal 

was not an issue. The houses at that time did not have 

individual toilets. The only evidence of any sewage 

disposal is the traditional sanitation facilities in the mori, 

seen even today. The residents, and presumably the 

soldiers stationed in the mori, used the niches provided mori, used the niches provided mori

in this open space as toilets that effectively functioned 

without the use of water for fl ushing the waste. 

Detail of the traditional sanitation facilities - drainage system.
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TRADITIONAL BUILDING MATERIALS

Jaisalmer Fort is built on sedimentary rock that is the 

same type of stone used to construct its structures. The 

distinctive golden colored sandstone that gives Jaisalmer 

its celebrated glow is still locally quarried and continues 

to be used as building material. The royal palaces, havelis, 

temples and other subsidiary structures within the Fort 

were all built with the same sandstone, using the dry 

masonry technique. Houses in some cases were plastered 

with mud and had thatch as the roofi ng material.

TRADITIONAL BUILDING 
TECHNOLOGY

Because of Jaisalmer’s desert location, the traditional 

method of construction has been (out of necessity) dry 

stone masonry, since water for mortar was, until recently, 

very scarce. The Jaisamer stone blocks are expertly dressed 

to fi t over one another and laid in a masonry bond, while 

the individual stones are often interlocked with each other 

through mortice and tenon joints for additional stability. 

This traditional method of construction in dry masonry and 

interlocking joints is known in local parlance as ‘patthar 

ko bandhna’, while the present day construction of laying ko bandhna’, while the present day construction of laying ko bandhna’

stone like bricks and binding them with a mortar is known 

as ‘patthar ki chinai’.

Traditionally, all the walls of the Fort of both inner and 

outer bastions, the lower road level pitching walls, the 

dwarf – retaining walls within the slope, the mori and mori and mori

even the toe walls at the base of the pitching walls were 

in dry masonry construction, with different bonds being 

used in the construction of each element to suit their 

different purposes.

View of the Fort walls and slope.
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The Fort constructions in Jaisalmer stone.

Interlocking mortice and tenon joint in original dry masonry blockwork. 
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PITCHING WALLS

In the pitching walls, which are meant to hold the clay of 

the lower layers of the hillock in place, the construction 

consists of a single facia of stones, pitched at an angle 

against the clay face in a simple yet distinctive bond. 

(Refer pitching wall drawing section 6.3.) All the stones 

are of roughly the same size but are placed in each course 

so that every stretcher (longer) face of the stone (set 

along the slope) alternates with the header (shorter) face 

of the stone (set into the slope). The same pattern follows 

in the next course, except that the header face is placed in 

the centre of the stretcher face below and is interlocked 

into it. Even though the pitching wall is of single stone 

construction, and despite the fact that in some sections it 

rises to around 9 meters (30 feet) in height, it has until 

quite recently, remained reasonably strong and stable. 

This stability was largely due to the fact that the clay 

face behind the wall was originally mostly dry and stable 

in itself, and the wall merely provided a stronger outer 

surface to the clay, much like a stone cladding facia. 

Moreover, the header stones that are set into the hillock 

were actually uplifted by the weight of the soil of the 

hillock. This acted as a counterweight on the header 

stones and counteracted the natural tendency of the wall 

to topple forward. Further refi nements to the wall are 

in the form of overlaps in each course that act as a drip 

mould and restrict any surface water from entering into 

the dry joints of the masonry. 

Today, the instability of the pitching wall is not due to any 

fl aw in the original constructions but is on account of the 

destabilization of the backing clay of the hillock. Water 

seepage has caused the normally solid and stable clay to 

melt into slurry. With its backing gone, the pitched wall 

has buckled, bulged and warped and in extreme cases, 

Original pitching wall showing overlapping courses to prevent water ingress.

Pitching wall reconsruction showing header and stretcher arrangement
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completely collapsed. Evidence of the clay having leached 

out is clearly seen in the header faces of the original wall 

that, devoid of backing support, have tilted inward and 

backward into the hillock. This creates a distinctive set-

back pattern for the header stones on the face of the old 

pitching walls. 

BASTIONS

The outer bastion walls, and originally even the inner 

fortifi cations, were constructed in similar dry masonry 

block-work as that of the pitching walls. But unlike the 

single layer of the pitching wall, these walls are free-

standing load bearing structures in tapered, double 

block masonry. The outer surface is fi nely chiseled and 

extremely close jointed without any overlap of courses 

(as in the case of the pitching wall), besides being sloped 

and sometimes bulged out at the base, making it an 

extremely diffi cult surface for an enemy to scale. 

The curved and rounded shape of the outer bastion wall 

provided a defensive shield not only from enemies but 

also from the frequent desert storms. The rounded shape 

served to dissipate and distribute the force of the sand 

causing it to pile up against the bastions, and so increase 

protection to the bases and foundations of the bastion 

walls. 

MORI

Like the defense walls, the mori too was constructed in mori too was constructed in mori

dry masonry block-work. Originally thought to be only a 

surface layer between the inner and outer bastions, the 

geological investigations and exploratory pits have shown 

that the mori is often the top surface of a solid wall of mori is often the top surface of a solid wall of mori

dry masonry connecting and binding the inner and outer 

Sectional view of inner bastion showing 
interlocking dry masonry bond.

Inner bastion wall resting on mori blockwork.mori blockwork.mori

fortifi cation walls. For a large portion of the entire eastern 

and southern faces of the Fort, this condition of a solid 

wall beneath the mori fl oor holds true. However, along mori fl oor holds true. However, along mori

most of the western and northern faces, the inner and 

outer bastions appear to be separate walls, with the mori 

consisting of fi ller material in between with surface stone 

block fl ooring on top. The reason for the difference is not 

fully understood, particularly in the light of the western 

face being the natural drainage outlet for the Fort and 

needing the protection of a more solid and stable mori, as mori, as mori

has been provided along the southern and eastern face. 

Pit showing mori as a solid wall between Inner & Outer bastions.mori as a solid wall between Inner & Outer bastions.mori

Inner bastion wall at 32/33 showing reconstruction out of old 
salvaged building material. Eg.: Pillar base and carved stones.
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The initial pit excavations in the mori (around bastion mori (around bastion mori

32 / 33) showed that the inner bastion wall here was 

constructed on top of the block-work base of the mori, 

and that the mori stonework extends across the entire mori stonework extends across the entire mori

mori width and interlocks with the stone blocks of the mori width and interlocks with the stone blocks of the mori

outer bastion walls. As a matter of conjecture, this led 

the conservation team to believe that either these walls 

were all constructed simultaneously, or that the inner wall 

might even have been built after the outer walls and the 

mori. This conjecture did not quite fi t in with the historical mori. This conjecture did not quite fi t in with the historical mori

and generally accepted fact that the outer bastions came 

after the inner ones. In fact, subsequent investigative pits 

showed that this initial conjecture was not quite true. The 

inner bastion wall of bastion 32 / 33, as it now stands, 

has been constructed later than the outer bastion wall, 

probably as a shoddy reconstruction of an earlier existing 

wall (as is quite common in that section of the Fort) 

using elements (such as pillar bases) salvaged from other 

building constructions. 

Chronologically, the inner bastions were the fi rst and for 

a time, the only defense fortifi cations to be constructed. 

The crenellations, stone missiles, toilet outlets, inner mori 

passageways visible even today on and within the inner 

bastions, give credence to this fact (refer Review and 

Inferences – Inner Bastions section 2.6.2). 

The present mori and outer bastions came next; the mori and outer bastions came next; the mori

interlocking walls and consistent styling pointing to the 

fact that they were built simultaneously. Certain sections 

of the outer bastion walls like the fl attened out portions 

outside the Kunwar Palace (bastions no. 19 & 20) and 

that outside the present Paradise Hotel, originally also a 

royal palace (bastions no. 20 & 21), appear to have been 

reconstructed when the palaces were built. Elaborate 

palace buildings can only be constructed during a time of 

stability and peace, when the outer walls were no longer 

required for defense. This possibly explains the straight 

wall constructions and the lack of stone missile cresting, 

and chronologically sets them at a time later than that of 

the other traditional rounded defensive bastion walls. 

It is diffi cult to chronologically place the base pitching walls 

on account of several reconstructions, both in the past and 

present. Folklore has it that they were built to replace a 

moat that originally surrounded the Fort. However, there 

is no evidence yet, to support the theory of a moat having 

ever existed. The pitching walls were certainly not meant 

to serve as major defense barriers. Their primary function 

was to shore up the clay base of the hillock and their 

varying heights and profi les are simply a logical outcome 

of this primary function- to follow and protect the clay 

behind. Protection of the clay base that was (and still is) 

vulnerable to storm (and now sewage) water, would have 

been a concern from very early times, and the pitching 

walls are probably a feature that existed from the very 

early days of the Fort. 

Chronologically, the last historical elements of the Fort 

would be the walls around the entrance court, which 

we have termed as the pitching bastion walls. Their 

construction can be accurately fi xed to the reign of 

Maharawal Akhey Singh (1722 – 1761) who built these 

walls and the entrance gateway of Akhey prole to create 

the grand entrance courtyard that provides a fi tting 

ceremonial forecourt to the magnifi cent Fortress. 

Inner bastion still displaying defensive features

Akhey prole - circa 1911
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1.3  UNDERLYING ISSUES

The Fort’s assets include its fortifi cation walls and bastions, 

gates, squares, streets and open spaces; the richly carved 

facades of the havelis; its palaces, temples and even the havelis; its palaces, temples and even the havelis

humble dwellings that are quite unique.

With the changing times, the lives of the local residents 

have changed dramatically for the better, but it has been at 

the cost of the detriment and the physical deterioration of 

the Fort. Adverse effects of lack of a proper waste disposal 

system, illegal encroachments and ad hoc tourism activity 

can be seen everywhere.

There is large scale damage being caused to the Fort’s 

rich architectural heritage, stemming from a variety of 

reasons, both natural and man-made, viz : environmental 

imbalance, climate change and increased rainfall, lack of 

comprehensive planning policies and norms, inadequate 

infrastructure and services, and lack of controls and 

jurisdictions. The Draft Master Plan Report of Jaisalmer 

observes that the absence of proper planning and ‘ad 

hoc’ decisions in the past have damaged Jaisalmer 

extensively.

The magnitude of the damage is such that if steps 

towards conservation are not initiated immediately, it is 

a possibility that in the coming years, this treasure will be 

beyond rescue and lost forever.

Paniharis, water carriers, file before the Fort, lending colour to the arid landscape.Paniharis, water carriers, file before the Fort, lending colour to the arid landscape.Paniharis
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 Year Rainfall Year Rainfall

 1980 60.96 1990 83.55

 1981 63.83 1991 40.88

 1982 64.13 1992 114.83

 1983 124.58 1993 115.99

 1984 55.04 1994 142.42

 1985 38.88 1995 128.39

 1986 52.93 1996 132.40

 1987 26.21 1997 148.26

 1988 66.21 1998 149.75

 1989 71.30 1999 136.33

1.3.1   ECOLOGICAL IMBALANCE

INDIRA GANDHI CANAL

In 1987, the 649 km long Indira Gandhi canal, which 

delivers water from Punjab to Rajasthan was opened. 

Both the ecology of the Thar desert and the lives of its 

people changed dramatically. Irrigation was brought to 

the once sandy plains. Farms sprung up along with trees 

from keekam seeds planted by the Indian government in 

an effort to green the desert. Through vegetation studies 

using remote sensing, it was confi rmed that the annual 

rainfall over the past decade has increased substantially, 

and it now rains signifi cantly more than it did earlier.

INCREASE IN RAINFALL

In recent years, average rainfall in Jaisalmer has increased 

dramatically while the occurrence of sandstorms has 

decreased. Desert windstorms that deposited layers of 

sand providing protection to the Fort bastions no longer 

occur due to ecological changes.

Table I

Average rainfall in Jaisalmer (mm)

Source WMF Third Technical Mission

 No. Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual
 of yrs

 50    a 3.1 5.6 3.3 2.5 7.9 10.7 53.3 66.5 21.8 1.3 1.0 1.5 178.5

         b 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.8 1.1 3.4 3.7 1.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 12.5

Table II : Rainfall data in mm based on available data till 1965

a. Normal Rainfall in mm

b. Average no. of rainy days (day with rain of 25mm or more)

Source: Rajasthan District Gazetteers, Jaisalmer

Table III : Rainfall - Jaisalmer town in inches (statistical data) 

Source: Rajputana Gazetteer

(The Western Rajputana States and Residency and The Bikaner Agency)

 Year Jun Jul Aug Sep Bal. Total for 

      8 months the year 

 1896 0.64 1.85 1.11 - 0.03 3.63 1896 0.64 1.85 1.11 - 0.03 3.63 1896 0.64 1.85 1.11 - 0.03 3.63 1896 0.64 1.85 1.11 - 0.03 3.63 1896 0.64 1.85 1.11 - 0.03 3.63 1896 0.64 1.85 1.11 - 0.03 3.63 1896 0.64 1.85 1.11 - 0.03 3.63

 1897 0.18 2.11 5.28  2.49 1.07  11.13 1897 0.18 2.11 5.28  2.49 1.07  11.13 1897 0.18 2.11 5.28  2.49 1.07  11.13 1897 0.18 2.11 5.28  2.49 1.07  11.13 1897 0.18 2.11 5.28  2.49 1.07  11.13 1897 0.18 2.11 5.28  2.49 1.07  11.13 1897 0.18 2.11 5.28  2.49 1.07  11.13

 1898 1.65 0.79 -  0.3  1.13 3.87 1898 1.65 0.79 -  0.3  1.13 3.87 1898 1.65 0.79 -  0.3  1.13 3.87 1898 1.65 0.79 -  0.3  1.13 3.87 1898 1.65 0.79 -  0.3  1.13 3.87 1898 1.65 0.79 -  0.3  1.13 3.87 1898 1.65 0.79 -  0.3  1.13 3.87

 1899 -  -  -  -  0.26 0.26 1899 -  -  -  -  0.26 0.26 1899 -  -  -  -  0.26 0.26 1899 -  -  -  -  0.26 0.26 1899 -  -  -  -  0.26 0.26 1899 -  -  -  -  0.26 0.26 1899 -  -  -  -  0.26 0.26

 1900 -  0.57  2.05  1.7 0.68 5.00 1900 -  0.57  2.05  1.7 0.68 5.00 1900 -  0.57  2.05  1.7 0.68 5.00 1900 -  0.57  2.05  1.7 0.68 5.00 1900 -  0.57  2.05  1.7 0.68 5.00 1900 -  0.57  2.05  1.7 0.68 5.00 1900 -  0.57  2.05  1.7 0.68 5.00

 1901 0.02 3.14  0.39  -  0.11 3.66 1901 0.02 3.14  0.39  -  0.11 3.66 1901 0.02 3.14  0.39  -  0.11 3.66 1901 0.02 3.14  0.39  -  0.11 3.66 1901 0.02 3.14  0.39  -  0.11 3.66 1901 0.02 3.14  0.39  -  0.11 3.66 1901 0.02 3.14  0.39  -  0.11 3.66

 1902 2.49 0.21  0.81  1.16  0.53  5.20 1902 2.49 0.21  0.81  1.16  0.53  5.20 1902 2.49 0.21  0.81  1.16  0.53  5.20 1902 2.49 0.21  0.81  1.16  0.53  5.20 1902 2.49 0.21  0.81  1.16  0.53  5.20 1902 2.49 0.21  0.81  1.16  0.53  5.20 1902 2.49 0.21  0.81  1.16  0.53  5.20

 1903 -  2.3  1.19  0.3 0.4 4.19 1903 -  2.3  1.19  0.3 0.4 4.19 1903 -  2.3  1.19  0.3 0.4 4.19 1903 -  2.3  1.19  0.3 0.4 4.19 1903 -  2.3  1.19  0.3 0.4 4.19 1903 -  2.3  1.19  0.3 0.4 4.19 1903 -  2.3  1.19  0.3 0.4 4.19

 1904 0.21 -  0.05  -  1.87 2.13 1904 0.21 -  0.05  -  1.87 2.13 1904 0.21 -  0.05  -  1.87 2.13 1904 0.21 -  0.05  -  1.87 2.13 1904 0.21 -  0.05  -  1.87 2.13 1904 0.21 -  0.05  -  1.87 2.13 1904 0.21 -  0.05  -  1.87 2.13

 1905 -  0.06  -  2.68 0.89 3.63 1905 -  0.06  -  2.68 0.89 3.63 1905 -  0.06  -  2.68 0.89 3.63 1905 -  0.06  -  2.68 0.89 3.63 1905 -  0.06  -  2.68 0.89 3.63 1905 -  0.06  -  2.68 0.89 3.63 1905 -  0.06  -  2.68 0.89 3.63

 1906 0.16 1.08  4.76  4.16 2.35 12.51 1906 0.16 1.08  4.76  4.16 2.35 12.51 1906 0.16 1.08  4.76  4.16 2.35 12.51 1906 0.16 1.08  4.76  4.16 2.35 12.51 1906 0.16 1.08  4.76  4.16 2.35 12.51 1906 0.16 1.08  4.76  4.16 2.35 12.51 1906 0.16 1.08  4.76  4.16 2.35 12.51

 1907 0.32 2.15  5.23  - 1.8  9.50 1907 0.32 2.15  5.23  - 1.8  9.50 1907 0.32 2.15  5.23  - 1.8  9.50 1907 0.32 2.15  5.23  - 1.8  9.50 1907 0.32 2.15  5.23  - 1.8  9.50 1907 0.32 2.15  5.23  - 1.8  9.50 1907 0.32 2.15  5.23  - 1.8  9.50
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1.3.2   WATER - SUPPLY & DISPOSAL

None of the seven wells that originally provided water to 

the residents of Jaisalmer Fort are in use today. They have 

been simply sealed off with stone slabs. Jaisaloo well was 

one of the last in use, till the introduction of piped water 

supply to the Fort. 

Water supply into the Fort commenced in 1964, essentially 

with the harnessing of the ground water source at Dabla, 

located about 12.5 km away from the Fort. Presently 80% 

of the water supply to the Fort comes from this source. The 

second source of water to the Fort is the Indira Gandhi (IG) 

Canal Project. Surface water from the IG canal at Dewa, is 

brought by a combination of gravity fl ow and pumping to 

Jaisalmer. This supply commenced in 1991.

Jaisalmer’s Public Health Engineering Department (PHED), 

which designs and operates the water supply system, has 

catered for projected future needs till the year 2031. The 

ratio will soon change with 80% of water supply being 

taken from the canal and 20% from ground water. 

The water is fi rst brought to a receiving tank in the Fort area 

and is further distributed either directly from the receiving 

tank to household connections inside the Fort, or to two 

secondary water tanks inside the Fort. One of these tanks 

is specifi cally for distribution to household connections 

within the Fort. The other one is for distributing water 

to the foothill areas outside the actual Fort. Households 

inside the Fort are supplied by house connections.

Piped water supply on Fort bastion terrace with the traditional water source - Lake Gadisar in the background.
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Statistical information regarding 
water supply into the Fort

(As per information supplied by PHED, Jaisalmer)

Current Population: 2000

Supply of water to Jaisalmer Fort: 2 lakh liters/day

No. of household connections: 365

Charges per connection: Rs. 30/ household

Average usage per household: 600/700 liters

Average usage per person: 105 liters

Average storage per household: 625 liters

Average storage per person: 115 liters

Average duration of water supply: 1 hour/day

CAUSE FOR CONCERN: With a direct supply of water to 

the residents of Jaisalmer Fort, the centuries-old need to 

fetch water from the wells and lake that served the entire 

Fort and to wash clothes and bathe in the tank located just 

outside the Fort, became obsolete. The lives of the people 

changed dramatically for the better, but it has been at the 

cost of the physical deterioration of the  Fort.

While water was piped into the Fort in abundance, no 

provision was made to ensure the proper removal of 

waste water.

Percolation of water into the soil has induced settlement 

and the loss of structural integrity. Because the Fort was 

originally built for arid conditions utilizing dry construction, 

water seepage has been identifi ed as a particularly acute 

problem.

Today, with a marked increase in the supply of water to

Jaisalmer Fort, excessive discharge of waste water from 

the Fort is posing a serious problem.

1.3.2   WATER - SUPPLY & DISPOSAL

Ground Water Source at Dabla: Ground water is 

pumped from a well fi eld consisting of 12 tube wells with 

an average depth of 200 meters, which is then collected 

in reservoirs of capacity 450 KL and 200 KL. From the 

reservoirs, the water is taken with the help of 210 / 75 

HP and 60 HP centrifugal pumping sets, through 300 / 

250 mm diameter AC pipelines (12.5km long) to the 

BP Tank. From the BP tank, water is boosted to service 

reservoirs located within the Fort, of capacities 225 KL 

and 90 KL, and to those at Sulidungri of capacities 225 

KL+225 KL+135 KL, through 300 mm diameter AC and 250 

mm diameter CI pipelines with the help of 60 and 75 HP 

centrifugal pumping sets. From the reservoirs, water is 

supplied through a pipe distribution network.

SURFACE WATER (IGNP AT DEWA): Surface water of 

Dewa minor is collected in storage diggies of capacity 

195,000 KL,195.000 KL and 3000 KL. From there water is 

boosted to IBS village Pohra, through a 500mm diameter 

AC pipeline (18.5 km long) with the help of a 150 HP 

centrifugal pumping set. At Pohra, the water is collected 

in a raw water reservoir of capacity 3200 KL. From Pohra 

water is boosted to a rapid gravity fi lter plant of capacity 

19.4 MLD through a MS+AC pipeline of 500 / 450mm 

diameter over a distance of 14km, with the help of a 180 

HP centrifugal pumping set.

STORM WATER AND WASTE WATER 
DISPOSAL SYSTEM

Although the traditional system of ghutnallis for storm ghutnallis for storm ghutnallis

water disposal is partly visible even today (three of 

them lie along Shiv Marg), the original purpose of these 

ghutnallis has been defeated, as they have ghutnallis has been defeated, as they have ghutnallis been blocked 

off and are no longer in use.

Storm water is now led through open lined drains along 

the street. These open drains are directed to 4 outlets, 3 

through the bastions and the mori on the western and mori on the western and mori

northern side of the Fort and 1 through the main gate. The 

drainage system for storm water is also meant to function 

as drainage for water spill, occurring in the streets from 

washing etc. Part of the waste water is channeled in open 

drains along the streets, and part through piped drainage. 

Eventually, it is discharged through two 15cm diameter 

pipes that run down the slopes and connect up to the 

city’s drainage system at the base of the hillock.

CAUSE FOR CONCERN: The new drainage pipes are 

expected to replace the function of the original 1.5 meter 

wide ghutnallis. With increased rainfall and the additional ghutnallis. With increased rainfall and the additional ghutnallis

burden of spill-over waste water and sewage, it is no 

wonder that the new pipes fail to function effectively. 

The loss of the ghutnallis has in fact been the reason for ghutnallis has in fact been the reason for ghutnallis

several structures of the Fort collapsing due to settlement 

caused by moisture retention in the Fort hillock. 

Ghutnalli : Storm water disposal channel.

Traditional Ghutnalli now blocked off.
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1.3.2   WATER - SUPPLY & DISPOSAL

SEWERAGE

The underground sewage disposal system is not as old as the 

water supply system and was designed and constructed in 

1995-96. The sewerage follows the same direction of fl ow 

as the original storm water drainage system, that included 

the ghutnallis. (Refer Drainage Plan M/02) In fact, today, 

the storm water from the open drains along the streets is 

also drained into the sewerage lines at regular intervals. 

Whenever houses have added indoor toilets, these have 

been connected to one of the four sewerage lines that 

drain the sewage from the Fort. Throughout the Fort, the 

points that connect the storm water drain to the sewage 

lines are protected from garbage entering the sewage 

system by grilles at the street level, but this system is not 

entirely successful. INTACH’s streetscape project funded 

by ‘Jaisalmer-in-Jeopardy’ also included the concealing of 

plumbing connections and providing toilets adjoining the 

street to all individual houses.

CAUSE FOR CONCERN: The new system of disposal, 

including both the sewage and storm water, has overlaid 

the original ghutnallis with a series of new, dull looking, ghutnallis with a series of new, dull looking, ghutnallis

concrete sewerage chambers built on and projecting out 

from the slopes above the pitching walls. The chambers 

are interconnected with pipes 15cms in diameter which 

are obviously too small for the combined fl ow of sewage 

and storm water (particularly at the time of heavy rains) 

resulting in blockages, back-spills and overfl ows. The 

drainage system has not been completed for the whole Fort 

area and in many streets there are no drainage channels. 

Moreover, whatever is already in place is undersized and 

inadequate and is not functioning very well. 

The underground sewage disposal system is not as old as 

the water supply system. The scheme was designed and 

constructed by a local NGO, Awas Vikas Sansthan, in 1995-

96.  It was planned by Prof. M B Phatak, MBM College 

of Engineering, Jodhpur, after a detailed survey of the 

houses and streets. 

The existing sewerage, consisting of a network of 

underground drains that run along all the lanes in the Fort, was 

laid in accordance with the natural gradient.  The system has:

150mm diameter S.W. pipeline of length 1603.39 meters, 

100 mm diameter S.W. pipeline of length 761.51 meters, 

150 mm diameter C.I. pipeline of length 80.94 meters, 111 

nos  of 900 x 600 mm manholes ,. 103 nos. of 600 x 600 

mm manholes, and 25 nos. of 300 x 300 mm inspection 

chambers.

The entire network of underground drains is divided into 

four sections and each section is brought down from the 

hill separately at three different points. From these points 

onwards the sewerage joins the existing network of nalas 

up to the sewage disposal site. The house drains are 

directly connected to the lateral sewer through gully traps 

and most of the houses have no individual inspection 

chambers. 

As per information provided by Rajeev Kashyap, Junior 

Engineer, Jaisalmer Nagar Palika, the Municipality proposes 

the following improvements in the existing sewerage for 

effi cient disposal: 

1. Replacement of 100mm diameter, 762 meters. S.W. 

pipeline by 150 mm diameter pipeline, for maintaining 

cleansing velocity in the pipeline to avoid choking of 

the sewerage. The 100 mm diameter S.W. pipeline 

has been laid between the inspection chambers and 

lateral sewer lines.

View of the blocked Jaisaloo well.

2. Construction of inspection chambers (300x300mm) 

for each and every house through which the house 

drains will be connected to the manhole of the lateral 

sewer line to avoid choking of the lateral sewer. These 

inspection chambers will prevent small plastic bags 

and other solids to enter the lateral sewer lines. 

The report ’Jaisalmer Fort, Sewerage Scheme, Technical 

Report’ drawn up by Avas Vikas Sansthan is available 

with the PHED. However, a detailed map of the system 

as built, showing the present connected households, is 

not available.
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1.3.2   WATER - SUPPLY & DISPOSAL

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM

Like their ancestors who dumped building material and 

waste onto the slopes of the hillock, the residents of 

Jaisalmer Fort today also readily discard thrash onto the 

slope. However, the preset day debris, unlike that of the 

past, is not easily degradable. From the nature of trash, 

it appears that most of it is generated by tourists and the 

hotel industry. It includes large amounts of mineral water 

bottles, plastic bags, and fi lm canisters, besides other bio 

– degradable waste.

CAUSE FOR CONCERN:

1. An effi cient system of stations for solid waste disposal 

does not exist, and collection is conducted in an ad hoc

and casual manner.

2. A large portion of the problems concerning the solid 

waste management system of the Fort is related to 

the lack of participation of the people living within the 

Fort and those managing the guest rooms and hotels.

3. The indiscriminate dumping of garbage has reached 

alarming levels causing erosion and pollution of the 

slopes, burying some of the bastion bases in waste 

material that spreads over the slopes and spills onto 

the pitching walls below. 

SYSTEM FOR GARBAGE COLLECTION IN THE FORT

Garbage is collected manually and transported in small 

wheelbarrows to the main square. At this point, the 

garbage is sorted for recyclable items and the balance is 

transported outside the Fort every day in one small truck. 

Whatever does not fi t in the truck is thrown into the mori 

or over the bastion wall or enters the sewerage.

Street cleaning does take place regularly but the issue is 

the fi nal disposal of the garbage collected in the process. 

Disposal of garbage is mainly done on the roadside and 

in open land. Though garbage bins are placed at many 

places, their utilization is very low. Residents state that 

street cleaning operations by city authorities take place 

regularly. Despite this, garbage is seen on most of the 

streets and in open lands and drainage channels. The 

garbage is collected only once a day and then taken to 

a landfi ll or burnt at a spot close to the railway station, 

about 4 km away. Some of the garbage is sorted out 

and most items of plastic, glass and metal are sold for 

processing or recycling.

Concrete sewage chamber - North slope

Sewage system replacing the ghutnalli. 

Dumping onto the slope
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1.3.3   MANAGEMENT

STATISTICS

Local Population

As per Census data given in the Draft Master Plan, the 

population of Jaisalmer till 1991 was:

 YEAR  POPULATION

 1901      7,137

 1911      7,420

 1921      4,835

 1931      4,712

 1941      7,340

 1951      8,026

 1961      8,362

 1971    16,578

 1981    20,355

 1991    38,735

As is evident from the above table, there had been hardly 

any growth in Jaisalmer’s population up to 1961; but it 

increased dramatically in the decade 1961-1971. The reason 

for this high growth rate is attributed to the establishment 

of higher educational facilities, construction of a national 

highway and the entry of a number of central government 

establishments like the defense forces. But this could also 

be due to the supply of piped water to the city for the fi rst 

time in 1964. Out of the total population, the walled city 

(within the outer city walls) accommodates more than 

90% with a density of over 110 persons per acre.

According to the District Collectorate, the urban population 

of the Jaisalmer district for the year ending 2001 was 

estimated at 76,394 and the population of Jaisalmer Fort 

was estimated at 1,492 (males: 792, females: 700). At 

present, the population of the Fort is estimated at around 

2,000 people.

Custodianship

The Jaisalmer Fort including the ‘ancient temples’ is 

protected under the Ancient and Historical Monuments 

and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act 1951, and the 

subsequent AMASR Act of 1958. Under section 3 of this 

Act, Jaisalmer Fort is deemed to be a protected monument 

of national importance.

However the Fort citadel is not in the possession of the 

Archaeological Survey of India (ASI), except for the outer 

fortifi cation walls that include the mori, the slopes, and mori, the slopes, and mori

the pitching walls around the base of the hillock. When 

Jaisalmer Fort was declared to be of national importance 

in 1951, the exact area was not fully described, but it 

was assumed that the entire complex comprising the 

fortifi cations and old palaces together with the adjoining 

land was to be treated as protected. This was with the 

exception of portions which were less than hundred years 

old at the time of protection, and were not still covered 

under the defi nition of ’ancient monuments’ vide sec 2a, 

of the AMASR Act, 1958.

Prohibited area and regulated area

In 1992 ASI modifi ed the AMASR Act. A 100-meter radius 

around a protected monument is now designated as 

prohibited area within which no construction is permitted, 

and a further 200 meters is regulated area. In addition to 

the citadel, therefore, the total area under the purview 

of the ASI for management includes a 300-meter band 

The ASI protects the entire fort precinct that includes the citadel, the hillock and a 300 meter buffer zone around the base.

around the Fort’s outer pitching walls.

Alterations and additions within the prohibited/

regulated area

A local committee under the chairmanship of the District 

Collector, Jaisalmer, was constituted and empowered to 

offer its views, as and when, applications are received 

for alterations and additions to the existing residential 

or commercial buildings within the prohibited/regulated 

area.

Implications with respect to conservation and 

restoration

A major part of the Fort being under private ownership, an 

agreement is required to be executed under Sec 6 of the 

AMASR Act, 1958, with the owners of the private properties. 

This statutory obligation of entering into an agreement for 

the preservation of the Fort has unfortunately remained 

unfulfi lled so far.

The Jain temples inside the Fort were declared to be of 

national importance under the 1951 Act. The temples are 

under the management of the trustees and an agreement 

is required to be executed with the trustees for the 

maintenance of these temples.

In a 1998 Rajasthan High Court judgment, the entire 

Fort was deemed to be protected thereby removing all 

ambiguities about the ASI control. The Fort is protected 
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as a whole and the ancient palaces located therein are 

its integral part. Since the palaces are under private 

ownership of the former ruler of Jaisalmer, an agreement 

is also being sought with him.

CURRENT LAND USE

As per the information available in the Water Management 

Proposal, dated 1986, the distribution of land use within 

the Fort was as follows:

Out of 469 properties 87 have collapsed. Of the remaining 

382 properties,

 10 houses have been converted into hotels.

 14 houses are used for residential cum commercial 

purposes.

 12 properties are used for religious functions

 346 properties are exclusively used as residential 

units.

For the purpose of this report, Bombay Collaborative (BC) 

conducted an informal site survey (December 2005), and 

the results indicate that the distribution of commercial and 

residential establishments within the Fort is approximately 

1 (commercial) in every 3 or 4 (residential) units. Therefore, 

today around 30% of residential structures are connected 

with or converted into commercial establishments. 

Temples and palace complexes form a major portion of 

the remaining structures.

However, this land use pattern is changing at an alarming 

pace with many more residential properties, particularly 

along the outer fringes being converted into guest houses 

and hotels. (Refer Land Use Map M/01)

Agencies With Management 
Authority

The offi cial agencies involved in the management and 

administration of the Fort are:

1. Archaeological Survey of India, (ASI)

 ASI is the custodian of Jaisalmer Fort. Conservation and 

day-to-day maintenance of the protected monuments, 

and provision of basic amenities at the monuments 

for tourists is the responsibility of the ASI. ASI, Jaipur 

Circle, is the nodal offi ce. 

2. Rajasthan State Tourism Department

 Rajasthan State Department of Art and Culture 

3. Jaisalmer Public Health Engineering  

Department (PHED)

PHED has the responsibility of designing and operating 

the water supply system to the Fort.

4. Municipality of Jaisalmer

Jaisalmer Fort is a Municipal Ward and is governed by 

the elected representatives. According to the State 

numbering system, it is Ward no 1. The Municipality is 

responsible for:

 Storm water and Sewage disposal systems; the design, 

modifi cation, operation and maintenance of the system 

is under the jurisdiction of the Municipality.

 Solid waste managementBastion restored by ASI

1.3.3   MANAGEMENT
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1.3.4   TOURISM

TOURISM STATISTICS

As per the data available in the tourism report by Prof. 

AGK Menon (1993), the domestic tourists outnumber 

the foreign tourists by 3:1, and a large number of these 

domestic tourists are pilgrims.

1. The total number of tourists in 1982 was 73,321 and 

their numbers have increased tremendously in the last 

two decades with the infl ow being 2,63,799 in 2004.

2. The foreign tourists visiting in 1982 constituted only 

1.23% of the total visitors in India, and they stayed in 

Jaisalmer for an average of 3.86 days.

3. The majority of the domestic tourists are pilgrims but 

an increasing number also makes a holiday out of the 

trip. The pilgrimage group is usually self suffi cient in 

their arrangements of travel and adds little to the local 

economy.

4. On comparing the local population of Jaisalmer district 

with the annual tourist population for 2001, we fi nd 

the tourists outnumber the locals by almost 2 to 1.

It has been observed that the growth of tourist traffi c in 

Jaisalmer is far higher than offi cially estimated. This has 

put heavy pressure on the limited infrastructure available 

in Jaisalmer. Increase in the number of tourists visiting 

Jaislamer Fort has had several detrimental consequences, 

including

 Increase in commercial activities

 Increase in population inside the Fort

 Increase in water consumption

A look at the tourist statistics gives a better idea of the 

gravity of the situation.(Refer Table: 1 - following page)

IMPACT OF TOURISM

Like all change, increased tourism in Jaisalmer has had 

both, a negative and positive impact on Jaislamer Fort 

and the lives of the people resident within. Tourism in 

Jaisalmer has changed the desertscape dramatically. 

Increased construction activity has converted open areas 

into built form, altering the morphology of the town. The 

introduction of commercial activities like hotels, shops and 

restaurants in predominantly residential neighborhoods 

has irreversibly changed the character of Jaisalmer Fort. 

An assessment of the changes is required to defi ne what 

changes are desirable and should be encouraged, and 

what are not required and need to be kept in check.

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF TOURISM

1. Change in the living pattern in terms 
of the architectural / built form and its 
implications

 The walled city of Jaisalmer and the citadel in particular 

has reached a saturation point in terms of tourism 

carrying capacity, primarily because of unplanned, 

ad hoc growth, which today threatens irreversible ad hoc growth, which today threatens irreversible ad hoc

damage to Jaisalmer’s architectural wealth. Damage 

to the heritage is essentially due to unauthorized and 

unplanned development for tourist infrastructure.

 From Prof. Kulbhushan Jain’s reports on Jaisalmer 

it is understood that in 1970, apart  from the Jain 

dharamshala, there was not a single hotel in Jaisalmer dharamshala, there was not a single hotel in Jaisalmer dharamshala

Fort; while in 1987 there were 33 ‘hotels’ with a 

bed capacity of 300 (with another 300 beds in the 

dharamshalas). Prior to 1970, most of the visitors dharamshalas). Prior to 1970, most of the visitors dharamshalas

to Jaisalmer were Jain pilgrims, who used to stay in 

the dharamshalas. The state government built tourist dharamshalas. The state government built tourist dharamshalas

accommodation (in the form of a tourist bungalow) 

only in 1973.

The tourism boom in Jaisalmer happened in the last 

decade and this is when a major part of the present 

development took place. Several houses in the Fort 

were converted into guest houses, causing severe 

damage to the historic environment. Unfortunately, 

all this development was unplanned and without any 

attention being paid to the needs of conservation. There 

are presently over 40 hotels and guest houses in the 

Fort area, having an average ten-bed accommodation 

each. These places are mostly unauthorized conversions 

from residential units and are not properly connected 

to the Fort’s drainage system. 

 As per the information available from the Tourist 

Reception Center, Jaisalmer (2005), the number of 

hotels / guest houses within the Fort city amounts to 21 

establishments. However, this fi gure only includes the 

hotels that submit the ’C’ form. On the other hand, as 

per unoffi cial site surveys conducted during this study, 

the total number of hotels / guest houses / major 

restaurants numbered around 60 establishments, and 

this number keeps increasing with each season (Refer 

Land Use Map M/01).

 2. Socio Cultural aspects

 Tourism has had a dual impact on the socio-cultural 

aspects of the town resulting in changing attitudes of 

the people. Where on one hand, tourism has increased 

the economic independence of the people, on the 

other, it has made them particularly dependent upon 

it for economic growth. The majority of the younger 

generation today has given up ancestral businesses 

and is either establishing new age businesses or 

fi nding employment related to tourism infrastructure, 

e.g. hotels, guest houses, restaurants, souvenir shops, 

internet cafes etc. This is not surprising as earnings 

from foreign tourism at Jaisalmer are estimated at over 

110 lakh. But, this trend has also had a detrimental 

effect on young children, who, rather than getting an 

education, are seen selling picture postcards, souvenirs 

etc. to tourists.

 The younger generation today is interested in cashing 

in on the historicity of the Fort without really being 

aware of its heritage value. General site observations 

revealed that youngsters were oblivious of the history 

of the place they live in. More than the domestic 

tourists, it is foreign tourists who are seen interacting 

with the local people during their stay in Jaisalmer 

and are therefore having a much greater infl uence 

on the local culture and people of Jaisalmer. Under 

such circumstances, the intangible heritage of the 

Fort in terms of the oral traditions of passing down 

the knowledge regarding its history and development 

could soon be lost forever. 

3. Civic issues

 Increasing tourist population and greater consumption 

of water without adequate sewerage, is causing an 

enormous amount of liquid spillage and dispersal 

within the Fort. Most of this is discharged in the vicinity 

of the Fort wall. Excessive liquid spillage and overfl ows 

have saturated the soil to such an extent, that it is 

causing a serious threat to the Fort wall. And though 

this is a civic problem, tourism has added to this 

indirectly. Planning, therefore, must take into account 

the urgent need for proper waste disposal systems.
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1.3.4   TOURISM

Year Indian Foreigner France U.K. Germany USA Italy Swiss Japan Anst. Canada   Israel Others

 1981 65908  7413

1982 66879  9082

1983 69416 13521 3544 1892 1546 695 843 614 89 277   4021

1984  72280 14475 3553 2115 1445 820 912 1245 840 259    2680

1985 73754 15049 3184 2490 1636  924 706 623 425 1571   2373

1986 78605 21560 1954 3533 2811 1503 1559 1049 568 2106   3873

1987 78860 24498 5454 3640 2663 1704 1604 1118  579 2211 485  5040

1988 82530 28707 5270 4941 3055 1955 2155 1496 721 1845 1130  6139

1989 82862 37391 7404 5875 4098 2200 2899 732 1152 2868 1013  10344

1990 99547 40170 7494 6762 4127 1887 3203 1625 1147 2677 1019  10168

1991 104522 38103 6695 7208 4065 1742 3063 1232 656 2226 808 1845 10258

1992 115792 50224 7562 8345 5770 2253 3679 1838 1131 2311 1038 1668 14352

1993 71670 45690 7701 7631 5660 1768 2133 2992 807 2393 1102 996 11835

1994 76727 42672 7046 7099 4084 1939 3015 1495 980 1766 943 1332 13276

1995 79958 47623 8760 6231 4039 1649 2803 868 700 1449 822 1236  2916

1996 35179 46744 9878 6245 5129 2259 4389  1937 1197 1958 877  14239

1997 54326 53528 8849 5838 5726 2118 4029 1653 937 1562 967  18026

1998 52068 52330 9370 5618 4940 2180 3705 1789 779 1675 1158  18578

1999 35740 49910 11678 5253 4796 2238 3792 1533 760 1631 838  17823

2000 58578 50732 9509 9425 3966 2040 3028 1233 876 1438 821  23039

2001 103109 46107 11202 5070 5286 2066 2773 1364 831 1933 1011  14721

2002 96593 25670 5697 2325 2741 1109 2153 723 584 886 463  8937

2003 132834 50211 8959 4373 3789 1808 3555 1309 727 1276 933  23391

2004 182784 81015 15894 5537 5548 2520 6293 1760 838 2532 1485  38508

Table I : Tourist infl ow per year in Jaisalmer.

Source: Tourist Reception Center, Jaisalmer

Stalls and tourists at Akhey Prole - Jaisalmer Fort.

CAUSE FOR CONCERN

While much of the blame for the existing damage and 

changes in terms of local residents’ lifestyles, socio-cultural 

values, and in the built form of the Jaisalmer town and Fort 

may fall on tourism, there has been neither a proper plan 

nor any implementing administrative structure to protect 

Jaisalmer’s assets. Everything seems to be happening in 

an ad hoc manner. Studies on tourist carrying capacity of ad hoc manner. Studies on tourist carrying capacity of ad hoc

the Fort and the likely volumes of tourist traffi c should be 

carried out and analyzed to fi gure out how much Jaisalmer 

can hold without disturbing its heritage values.
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1.3.5   IMPACT ON THE STRUCTURAL FABRIC OF JAISALMER FORT

The historic structural fabric of Jaisalmer Fort is today under 

immense pressure, owing primarily to insensitive human 

interventions. The fortifi cations and their constituent 

elements, the slope, the pitching wall, the mori, etc. are mori, etc. are mori

being ravaged by the reckless use of water and excessive 

disposal of liquid waste without proper sewerage and 

drainage systems.

PITCHING WALL 

The pitching wall has been dry for centuries, as the 

quantity of water discharged from the city within the 

Fort had been very nominal. But due to the increasing 

population and an increased supply of water, a substantial 

amount of water is now discharged on the slopes causing 

damage to the pitching wall below. In certain portions, 

due to loosening of the clay-rich soil, the pitching wall is 

falling apart. An excessive fl ow of water is also causing an 

undesirable growth of plants on the slopes. The erosion of 

the slope, along with the seepage of water into the subsoil, 

has subjected the pitching wall to tremendous outward 

pressure, which it has been unable to withstand. Over the 

years, this base wall of the Fort has had several collapses, 

some of which have resulted in human casualties. The 

condition of the wall is alarming, and many sections show 

cracks, bulging, cave-ins, and wide gaps in the joints. The 

moisture has led to staining, leaching and dissolution of 

the facia blocks of the wall.

SLOPE

The WMF Technical Missions observed that the slope of the 

Jaisalmer hillock has been severely eroded and is highly 

unstable. This has led to consequential slides and water 

run-offs particularly during thunderstorms. Components 

in the clay rich soil of the slope change dramatically 

when in contact with water - normally hard substances 

Views of the severely weathered pitching wall.

Views of the collapsed section of the pitching wall.

Garbage heaps lying exposed on the slope.
View of the exposed base of the fortification wall 

due to extensive erosion of the slope.
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1.3.5   IMPACT ON THE STRUCTURAL FABRIC OF JAISALMER FORT

disintegrate when wet, causing erosion and bentonite 

expands increasing pressure upon the pitching wall. 

The slope has also suffered considerably from continuous 

dumping of garbage from the citadel above. Over the 

years, the amount and nature of the refuse has changed, 

with non-biodegradable materials like plastic, metal, 

styrofoam etc. forming a large part of the debris. This kind 

of waste tends to remain in place for extended periods of 

time, a process aggravated by the reduced occurrence of 

sandstorms, which would previously disperse the debris 

over a larger area. Signifi cantly, much of the garbage 

today, such as plastic bags, fi lm canisters, mineral water 

bottles etc., seems to have been generated by tourists or 

tourism related industries.  

The condition of the slope has also been compromised 

by erosion caused by wind and water. This has exposed 

the base of the wall in many places. Further, increasing 

precipitation, while washing away much of the upper 

layer of the slope, has facilitated the growth of vegetation. 

This is doubly destructive, as plants tend to further retain 

water within their roots, compounding the process of 

deterioration. Monsoon rains have carved gullies that 

funnel water down the slope, which collects behind the 

pitching wall causing damage and deterioration.

The erosion is further exacerbated by the animals and rag 

pickers who climb the slopes several times a day to forage 

the garbage dumps.

MORI

One of the main functions of the mori or the walled mori or the walled mori

passageway that surrounds the Fort between the outer 

and the inner fortifi cation walls, is to drain surface water. 

In fact, the traditional ‘stone on edge’ paving of the mori 

was meant to facilitate the drainage of water. Due to 

the settlement of the existing paving, encroachments, 

blockages and a considerable buildup of waste and debris, 

the outlets along the outer mori wall that traditionally mori wall that traditionally mori

emitted water onto the slope, are today constantly choked 

and rendered  ineffective. 

Seepage from the public drainage system also contributes 

to the destabilization of the mori.

With the increase in waste water (as discussed in section 

1.3.2), the increased quantum of water percolating into 

the soil has induced settlement and loss of structural 

integrity. Because the Fort was originally built for arid 

conditions utilizing dry construction, water seepage is now 

a particularly acute problem. The sudden rush of storm 

water into soil that has already been weakened by the 

percolation of waste water, is leading to destabilization 

and eventual structural failure.

Recently, new paving has been introduced into the mori 

in an attempt to restore it. The new paving consists of 

machine cut stone tiles barely one and a half inches thick, 

set in mortar over the original historic structural stone 

Changed and varying floor levels in the mori.

block masonry. Not only has this added additional load, 

but also changed the original level creating unsightly 

pockets around the outlets and disfi guring the original 

detailing. Besides, the new stone tiles have been mostly 

laid in a linear pattern as opposed to the original radial 

pattern. This has completely destroyed the authenticity 

of the mori.

A serious concern relating to the mori is its use as a public mori is its use as a public mori

toilet by residents. Though this has been a traditional use, 

it worked originally as a dry disposal system with waste 

outlets designed to directly drop the waste matter onto 

the slopes. Today, despite the provision of toilets in each 

home, residents still use the mori toilets but fl ush and mori toilets but fl ush and mori

wash up with water. Besides the open defecation, which 

is unhygienic and creates an unbearable stench, the water 

and waste discharge only adds to the serious seepage 

problem of the mori and the slopes beneath.  mori and the slopes beneath.  mori

Another concern is the widespread habit of using the 

mori for the disposal of household garbage. There are mori for the disposal of household garbage. There are mori

innumerable mounds of rubble and discarded building 

material all along the mori, which further obstructs the mori, which further obstructs the mori

fl ow of water to the outer fortifi cation wall, forcing it to 

seep into the ground below.

The increasing moisture in the mori has also encouraged mori has also encouraged mori

the growth of vegetation, the weight and root structure 

of which if not checked, will over time, lead to total 

disintegration of the mori.
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The installation of new toilets and wash rooms, particularly 

in newly converted hotels along the outer fringe of the 

Fort, has also led to further deterioration of the mori. The mori. The mori

outlet pipes of these toilets pass through the mori, barely mori, barely mori

six inches beneath its new tiling surface and terminate 

just short of the traditional sanitation holes. This leads 

to sewage being directly discharged onto the slopes. 

Further, the plastic pipes beneath the paving of the mori

have cracked due to the extreme weather conditions in 

Jaisalmer, adding to the problem of moisture seepage into 

the mori. 

1.3.5   IMPACT ON THE STRUCTURAL FABRIC OF JAISALMER FORT

Rubble over PVC pipe in the mori. Traditional toilet outlet in the mori.Leaking PVC pipe.
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1.3.5   IMPACT ON THE STRUCTURAL FABRIC OF JAISALMER FORT

FORTIFICATION WALLS

The Fort’s fortifi cation walls with integrated bastions are 

today being slowly eroded, making them susceptible to 

failure. Seepage of waste water into the soil has reached 

the layers of bedrock on which the foundation of the 

fortifi cation walls rest. Weakening of this contact zone, 

together with increased pressure from the soil behind 

the fortifi cation walls, due to seepage and moisture 

intake, particularly during heavy rain, has led to structural 

deterioration. Bulging base walls, opened out joints and 

crumbling stone blocks have become common signs of this 

damage and several sections of the outer fortifi cation wall 

have failed due to uneven settling of the soil underneath 

and inner pressure caused by moisture percolation. 

Additionally, several inner bastions have been converted 

from residences into hotels and guest rooms, thereby 

subjecting them to loads they were not intended to sustain. 

In some places, original crenellations have been covered 

and additional ones incorporated into the extended walls 

which, in addition to destroying the authenticity, has 

created a potentially dangerous situation for residents 

and people in the surrounding areas.

In several places, the base of the outer fortifi cation wall is 

almost entirely buried under the accumulation of garbage 

dumped over the slope. Some bastions, especially on the 

eastern side, have been buried under years of accumulating 

garbage. Conversely, in other locations, the base of the 

outer fortifi cation wall, which was intended to be covered, 

has been exposed due to erosion of the slope. In many 

places, the rough-hewn, unfi nished stone, so uncovered, 

has crumbled and is disintegrating from contact with the 

elements. There are many instances where entire blocks 

of stone have disintegrated or dissolved, leaving holes in 

the wall. 

The outer fortifi cation wall is also under threat from the 

growth of vegetation, particularly the peepal trees, which 

tend to have an extremely invasive and damaging root 

system.

While effecting repairs to the fortifi cation walls, traditional 

building material, like lime, which allow old structures to 

breathe and techniques of dry masonry construction are 

no longer in use because these traditional construction 

techniques and materials are time consuming and 

considered old fashioned. Instead, an extensive use of 

cement mortar for bonding, plastering and fl ooring, by 

the residents has created new structural stresses in the 

old stone masonry and also distorted and damaged the 

original construction.

View of the collapsed inner fortification wall.

Cement is extensively used for repairs.

Exposed and eroded foundations of the bastion wall.
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1.3.6   DETERIORATION DUE TO HUMAN INTERVENTION

Jaisalmer’s main treasure is the living environment of its 

Fort. However, today, the most damage to the Fort is caused 

by human intervention. Its inhabitants and visitors, as well 

as the management authority, albeit unintentionally, are 

causing irreversible damage to the historic precinct. 

As seen earlier, the major threat to the city within the 

Fort is the excessive seepage of liquid waste into the soil 

and around the fortifi cation walls. This liquid waste is 

seeping into foundations and undermining the stability 

of the slopes and the structures. Reckless additions 

and alterations (in an attempt to increase tourist 

accommodation and to provide facilities such as running 

water and fl ush toilets) are playing havoc with the once 

stable environment, and permanently altering its classic 

skyline. In addition, motorized vehicles now congest the 

narrow streets and spaces within the Fort. Crude electrical 

installations, telephone cables, signboards of commercial 

establishments and unsightly hoardings obstruct the view 

of the architectural treasures and contribute to ‘visual 

pollution’. Changing tastes, as well as misguided efforts 

to attract customers has lead to the undesirable practice 

of re-painting the buildings and facades in multi-colors, 

destroying their legendary natural ‘golden’ hue. The 

infl ow of tourists, to the small hotels and establishments 

that proliferate within the Fort, has also begun to impact 

the social life of the local community.

NEIGHBOURHOODS / PADAS

In the traditional neighborhoods or padas within the Fort, padas within the Fort, padas

each pada had its own approach. Entry and exit and public pada had its own approach. Entry and exit and public pada

and private space were well defi ned in terms of streets 

and chowks. The movement of people was restricted and 

this created a well-defi ned residential ‘territory’ for each 

residential pada. 

However, this relation of private - public space and mutual 

dependence for socio-cultural interaction and identity has 

been completely altered by the addition of commercial 

establishments within the Fort. The once private residential 

enclaves are now overrun by outsiders and alien systems 

that often clash with the traditional lifestyles and use 

of space by inhabitants. The new introductions have, in 

fact, impaired the traditional morphology of the place 

immensely.

CHOWKS

The traditional character of the chowk has deteriorated chowk has deteriorated chowk

in the last few decades. Historically, the essence of the 

chowk was its function as the social space of the Fort. This chowk was its function as the social space of the Fort. This chowk

aspect unfortunately no longer exists, as the chowk now chowk now chowk

is merely a transitory space and a parking lot for both 

public and private vehicles.

STREETSCAPES

Paving: Originally the streets within the Fort were not 

stone paved. They were simply covered with sand and 

gravel and this formed a rather effi cient system for draining 

Dussehra Chowk during peak tourist season.

The ceremonial chowk as a parking lot.

water. In some instances the streets were laid with ‘stone 

on edge’ paving, which also allowed the drainage of 

surface water. At present, most of this traditional paving 

in the streets is in a greatly compromised condition. The 

stones are loose and uneven and as a result are rapidly 

eroding. 

In some areas, in an effort to improve the condition of the 

streets, new stone tiles were provided in lieu of the old 

paving blocks. The new stone tiles are machine cut, barely 

two inches thick and are pointed with cement. They are 

laid without any prior determination of a suitable gradient 

and the resulting street levels are unnecessarily high. At 

certain locations, the raised street levels have blocked 

off the openings to the ground fl oor and basements of 

buildings. 

The new stone tiles are excessively smooth and do not 

have adequate strength to withstand the increasing traffi c 

load. Holes made in the stone tiles to prevent the surfaces 

from becoming slippery further weaken the stone, 

causing cracks. These cracks have led to seepage that has 

accelerated the process of deterioration of the Fort.

An attempt was initially made to use lime concrete in 

paving the streets, but was subsequently given up and 

now cement mortar pointing, nearly one and a half to two 

inches wide is used, which has completely marred the 

original character of the streets.

Raised street levels blocking of lower ground levels of structure
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Plumbing System: In recent years, there has been 

extensive use of PVC (plastic) pipes for the sewage system 

throughout the Fort. These pipes can be seen jutting out 

from the traditional stone facades of most of the houses facades of most of the houses facades

within the Fort and are at places connected to the main 

sewer line running centrally along the streets in front of 

the houses. Installed just a couple of years back, these 

pipes are already cracked, broken and leaking. Such 

leakages are the prime reason for the build up of moisture 

within the hillock, leading to de-stabilization of the slope 

and structures of the Fort. In addition, besides completely 

marring the visual aesthetics and characteristics of the 

place, these deteriorating PVC pipes are also raising 

serious issues of health and hygiene. The extreme hot and 

cold weather appears to accelerate the destruction of the 

plastic pipes and the problem is further compounded by 

INDIVIDUAL STRUCTURES

In 2001, within Jaisalmer Fort, 87 of the original 469 

buildings had completely or partially collapsed. At the 

same time, many houses were added or extended and 

converted into hotels or tourist accommodations. Even 

protected sites and open spaces have been encroached 

on and are being used for retail businesses.

However, the most pressing concern about the historic 

monuments is structural failure, brought on by the settling 

of the subsoil caused by water seepage. Since the buildings 

were built using the traditional dry masonry construction 

technique without proper designed foundations, they 

have been unable to withstand lateral loads of even the 

smallest degree. Every year, there is an increase in the 

number of buildings collapsing, especially during and 

after the rains.

In some of the smaller private houses, structural failure 

is often caused by unauthorized construction where the 

residents indiscriminately build over existing walls. Much 

of this additional construction activity has been to cater 

to the growing tourism industry and is in violation of 

the ASI guidelines for protected monuments. The central 

Government rule declares ‘areas up to 100 meters from 

the protected limits, and further beyond it up to 200 

meters near or adjoining protected monuments to be 

prohibited and regulated areas respectively, for purposes 

of both mining operations and construction’.

the fact that there are very few local craftsmen familiar 

with plumbing repairs. 

Open Drains: Drains that run along on either side of 

the streets adjoining the houses were meant originally 

for storm water but are today full of sewage and waste 

water run off. 

Skyline: There has been a dramatic increase in the 

economic activity, largely due to tourism, at Jaisalmer, 

which in turn has accelerated the pace of growth. 

Several families have started converting their houses into 

guesthouses in order to accommodate tourists. These 

families have added toilets, overhead water tanks and 

other facilities to their houses, which have destroyed both 

the streetscape, as well as, the skyline of the Fort.

View of insensitive additions in terms of PVC pipes and open drains along the houses.

Cracks in Kotary Pada house indicating differential 
settlement problems.

1.3.6   DETERIORATION DUE TO HUMAN INTERVENTION

The aesthetic value of the buildings is also being 

compromised. New construction is of mediocre quality 

and uses substandard material and workmanship. There 

is an increasing tendency to use brick and cement for 

construction, instead of the sandstone blocks that were 

traditionally used.
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HOARDINGS AND SIGNBOARDS

With the growth of tourism and greater commercial 

activity, there has been a proliferation of signboards, 

posters hoardings and other graphic elements. This has 

happened without any regard to the sensitivity of the 

historic environment, leading to visual pollution within its 

narrow alleyways and debasing the heritage. The grand 

and ceremonial identity of spaces such as the Dusshera 

chowk has been completely overwhelmed by the riot of chowk has been completely overwhelmed by the riot of chowk

signs promoting hotels, restaurants, souvenir shops and 

email services.

AIR POLLUTION

Due to considerable increase in motorized traffi c and 

the location of stone crushers not far from Jaisalmer, the 

amount of dust and pollutants in the atmosphere has 

increased. This fi ne dust is gradually settling on the damp 

Fort walls, turning the legendary ‘golden fortress’ into a 

murky gray and distorting the aesthetics of the Fort. 

1.3.6   DETERIORATION DUE TO HUMAN INTERVENTION

View of the excess water flowing down along the fort Streets.

LACK OF CIVIC SENSE

Copious water supply and inadequate drainage of excess 

water have been the major cause of problems within 

the Fort. Unlimited piped supply of water to the Fort has 

resulted in excessive wastage of water. Water is one of the 

most precious natural resources, particularly in the context 

of a desert area and it is important that the residents and 

users be made aware of this fact. Undue wastage of this 

precious resource should be avoided, particularly when it 

is known that the water supplied is tapped from a natural 

underground reserve, which is limited and specially when 

wasted water is undermining the stability of the Fort. 

Exposed plumbing conduits are seen almost everywhere 

and leaks abound. Each morning water gushes from 

municipal standpipes with missing shutoff valves into 

public areas without a provision for adequate run-off. 

Open storm water drains are stagnant due to blockage and 

indiscriminate use as sewage drains. Buildings along the 

fortifi cation walls discharge sewage in an ad hoc manner ad hoc manner ad hoc

directly onto the mori and slope. The unlimited supply of mori and slope. The unlimited supply of mori

water and its indiscriminate use and disposal is proving 

detrimental to the fabric of the Fort.
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1.3.7   SHORTAGE OF SKILLED CRAFTSMEN & TRADITIONAL BUILDING MATERIALS

An increasing number of Fort residents are now extensively 

using cement and bricks for construction purposes. This 

has been due to a lack of easy availability of traditional 

materials and also because of a shortage of skilled 

craftsmen with the requisite traditional wisdom. There is 

also the fact that traditional methods and materials are 

time consuming and are therefore considered costly and 

old–fashioned. The use of concrete and cement is faster 

and cheaper and therefore an opportunist’s option.

According to S K Gupta, the local ASI offi cer at Jaisalmer 

the current source of masons is from Ghuriagaon, Sam 

Road, Kuldhara and Nav Dungar, and the source of the 

yellow sandstone are the Jatwai quarries. Neither the 

men nor material for traditional construction is available 

locally from Jaisalmer town. 

Moreover it was observed that very few of the government 

agencies executing conservation and other work within 

the Fort strictly use traditional material. The Municipality, 

utility departments and even the ASI have been known to 

use cement while dealing with historic structures. 

Craftsmen with tradtional skills are not easily available or encouraged.
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1.3.8   ABSENCE OF A PROPER LAND USE PLAN

In the absence of a proper land use plan, all kind of 

development is taking place. Most of this is against the 

basic principles of sensible land use. Since tourism is the 

major economic activity, most of the new developments 

are related to tourism needs. This includes hotels, guest 

houses, curio souvenir shops, transport systems, repair 

shops and garages, travel agencies (including camel safari 

services) etc all coming up in a random and haphazard 

fashion. So far, all this development has responded to 

space availability and to market forces, which are usually 

in confl ict with appropriate land use and conservation 

needs. The result is ad hoc and arbitrary development ad hoc and arbitrary development ad hoc

that is detrimental to the historic heritage ambience of 

the city. 
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1.3.9   INABILITY TO REMOVE UNAUTHORIZED CONSTRUCTIONS WITHIN PROHIBITED AREA

The ASI Report, dated May 2001, reveals that preliminary 

notices were issued to four parties for violating ‘a provision 

of Rule 33 of the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological 

Sites and Remains Rule, 1959’. However, no serious efforts 

were made by the District Administration, Municipality 

or local police, to stop these unauthorized constructions 

when they were being done. It is important to note that 

the District Administration is responsible for executing the 

law even in these matters.

ASI’s Superintending Archaeologist, Jaipur Circle, also 

issued 40 (38 notices were issued on 16.10.2000 and 2 

were issued on 9.5.2001) preliminary notices to parties 

that have illegally constructed in the protected area of 

the Fort.

The problems faced by the authorities:

 The ASI has no record of the real owners of the 

buildings in which fresh construction work has been 

carried out.

 The ASI is not fully apprised of the extent of additions 

/ alterations that have been made in these buildings 

and what part of the buildings is to be demolished. In 

the absence of the above information, the fi nal notice 

in several cases could not be issued.

 Where notices could be served, details of the 

unauthorized construction along with the name 

and address of the defaulters were reported to the 

Municipality, Jaisalmer. However, 11 notices have 

been returned undelivered; the defaulters are refusing 

to accept the notices.

Although the habitation inside the Fort is a ward of 

the Municipality it is important to note that the District 

Administration is required to execute the laws pertaining 

to the ASI Act. Much of the building activity within the Fort 

is actually being executed in contempt of the law.
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Over the years, at Jaisalmer Fort, as at any other centrally 

protected historical monument in the country, the 

Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) has been carrying out 

the arduous task of repairing and maintaining the Fort. 

Details of the work carried out by ASI’s Jaipur circle are 

given later in this section (refer 1.4.2). However, even (refer 1.4.2). However, even (refer 1.4.2)

the ASI admits that the resources available to them were 

insuffi cient to do justice to this monumental structure that 

is threatened by a host of problems.

Being an important part of Rajasthan’s heritage, the 

Jaisalmer Fort has received its fair share of attention from 

the conservation fraternity, both national and international. 

For decades conservationists have battled for the survival 

of this Fort; various technical missions and projects have 

been undertaken to identify the causes of deterioration 

and restore the Fort. In the recent past, as the number 

of factors threatening the stability of the Fort increased, 

national (most notably INTACH -- Indian National Trust 

for Art and Cultural Heritage) and international NGOs like 

World Monuments Fund -- WMF and Jaisalmer in Jeopardy 

-- JIJ (which actually came into existence because of the 

fate of this historic site) have increased their commitment 

to save the Fort.

One of the fi rst studies related to the conservation of 

the Jaisalmer Fort was commissioned in the year 1985 

by INTACH. This study, undertaken by Ahmedabad-

based, conservation architect, Kulbhushan Jain, is today 

considered to be benchmark work and has provided the 

basis for all future interventions. Prof Jain undertook 

multiple studies during these years from an assessment 

of the Fort’s carrying capacity, to a preliminary report on 

waste management, as well as detailed recommendations 

on the Draft Master Plan prepared by the state.

Jaisalmer Fort has been on the World Monuments Watch 

1.4  RECENT CONSERVATION INITIATIVES

list in 1996, 1998 and again in 2000. WMF’s fi rst mission 

to Jaisalmer was in January 1997 to select an appropriate 

public building in urgent need of restoration. Rani ka 

Mahal (a portion of which had collapsed in 1995 following 

unprecedented rainfall), was selected for restoration 

as WMF’s initial project; this was undertaken by Prof 

Jain for INTACH. The restoration of ‘Rani ka Mahal’ was 

undertaken in two phases and simultaneously JIJ funded 

INTACH in a program to provide household toilets and to 

improve building facades and streets. Subsequently JIJ, 

WMF and the Girdhar Samarak Trust collaborated to save 

the endangered ‘Har Raj ji Ka Mahal’ from collapse. Over 

the years, 87 of the 469 structures within the Fort have 

collapsed. It was the collapse of two bastions, during 

the monsoons in July 1999, that brought WMF’s second 

technical mission to Jaisalmer, to get a comprehensive 

understanding of issues and to meet all concerned 

stakeholders to assess the situation. 

The second technical mission identifi ed water drainage as 

the fundamental problem in Jaisalmer Fort, one that still 

continues to be a major cause for concern. The widespread 

threat of differential settlement as a result of this water 

was identifi ed as another problem. It was because of 

these reasons that Jaisalmer Fort was retained on the 

World Monuments Watch list for a rare three times. WMF 

also offered US$500,000 as a matching grant on a 1 : 2 

basis to the government of India to save Jaisalmer Fort.

WMFs third technical mission, in January 2001, was to 

identify the project scope, along with a pilot project. It 

was clear that a far deeper understanding of the causes 

of collapse was required even as the WMF team identifi ed 

the southwestern tip of the Fort as an appropriate site to 

be taken up as a preliminary project.  

The third technical mission clearly defi ned the scope of 

scientifi c research and analysis, and also set a course of 

investigative tests to enable deeper understanding of the 

Fort structure. It was after this that the ASI agreed that 

it was critical to understand the geological structure of 

the hill in order to prescribe for it. Jaisalmer Fort’s walls, 

bastions and slopes were to be carefully analyzed in order 

to establish a conservation plan which could be sustained. 

A team of geotechnical engineers, and a series of scientifi c 

investigations were deemed essential to understand the 

geological features of the now precarious hillside. The 

idea of preparing a project report for the Stabilization and 

South west corner upper levels showing reconstructed outer bastion walls.

Conservation of Bastions, Walls, and Slopes of Jaisalmer 

Fort thus emerged, after a series of technical discussions 

and reviews to determine how best the recurring problems 

of the Fort could be addressed.

This united resolve to solve the problems of the Fort 

resulted in a Memorandum of Understanding being signed 

between the Government of India and World Monuments 

Fund in 2003, to fund the studies for the stabilization of 

Jaisalmer Fort, as well as, provide prescriptive measures 

for its preservation.
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1.4.1   CONSERVATION EFFORTS IN JAISALMER

Professor Kulbhushan Jain was the fi rst to recognize that 

while challenges faced by any conservation project are 

unique in themselves; Jaisalmer Fort with its distinct 

set of problems called for an equally unique treatment. 

Conservation projects for Jaisalmer Fort were envisaged 

by Prof Jain’s AADI Centre, Ahmedabad, for INTACH, as far 

back as 1985. His conservation strategy proposed to create 

a continuity of living conditions for the local residents, 

as well as a continuation of the heritage value that is 

enshrined in the built environment of the Fort. Prof Jain’s 

dedicated work as a consultant for INTACH, over the last 

twenty years, to preserve Jaisalmer Fort is acknowledged 

as benchmark work.

A CASE FOR URBAN CONSERVATION 
– PHASE I (1985)

A draft master plan had already been prepared for 

Jaisalmer, but since this heritage town is a living town, a 

plan to control and guide its development was perceived 

as an urgent need. The following recommendations by Prof 

Jain, for the original plan, acknowledged and addressed 

the very special situation of Jaisalmer.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE DRAFT MASTER PLAN

1. Provide a very clearly defi ned conservation zone 

with restrictions on all construction activity, including 

additions and alterations to existing buildings

2.  Refl ect the needs of tourism as an industry, by reserving 

the industrial area earmarked for development for 

tourism related activities like establishing hotels. Tourist 

accommodation should be provided a reasonable 

distance away from the walled city and outside the 

conservation zone.

3. A buffer zone is required between the Fortress and 

the city on one hand, and newly developing areas on 

the other, to allow unimpeded views of the Fort and 

the city. New areas for development must be carefully 

identifi ed, keeping in mind this important aspect 

4. Location, design and construction of all new 

interventions to be regulated so that they are in 

harmony with Jaisalmer’s architectural traditions

5.  Special building regulations must be framed so that 

height and built volume controls are consistent with 

the existing structures, and the classic skyline of 

Jaisalmer is not altered

6. Discussion with scientifi c authorities suggests that 

considerable care must be taken before any activities 

that could cause damage to Jaisalmer’s natural 

ecology are undertaken. These activities also include 

development on or near the sand dunes at Sam.

7. The master plan must provide for sewerage, drainage, 

as well as water supply, as a support to specifi c 

conservation needs. This is more so, given that 

unrestricted water supply and use of water in the Fort is 

resulting in excessive discharge of liquid waste, which 

is now a serious threat to the Fort’s very existence.

8. Given the increasing dependence on visitor satisfaction, 

it is important to maintain a clean and aesthetic 

environment. Toward this, the open drains which are 

likely to encounter blockages due to sand deposits, 

should be covered drains.

9. An increase in population and tourism means open 

air toilets are no longer feasible. This has resulted in 

construction of toilets on rooftops or in front of the 

houses by local residents, which need to be replaced. 

Demonstration projects are required showing proper 

placement of toilets so that the magnifi cent skyline 

and the streetscapes are not destroyed.

10. Public toilets need to be incorporated and maintained, 

possibly in co-operation with institutions like Sulabh 

International and Safai Vidyalaya

11. Electrical installations and wiring are obstructing 

views and causing visual pollution within the Fort. 

To restore the original unobstructed views, poles and 

overhead electric wires will have to be replaced with 

an underground network.

12. As part of the master plan, specifi c regulations should be 

framed for signage and placement of advertisements 

and hoardings within the Fort town, to prevent visual 

pollution.

ACTION PROGRAM

The following tasks were proposed for action over a 5-

year period, to achieve desired results by 1991.

a) Declaration of a conservation zone to protect and 

prohibit development in certain areas. Besides specifi c 

protected monuments and sites, an overall prohibited 

area to be declared at the earliest and included in the 

master plan.

b) Repair and restoration of the outer city wall with its 

gates and bastions. A belt, at least 10 meters wide, 

on either side of the wall to form part of the protected 

area, though the actual prohibited area could extend 

far beyond it.

c) Prioritize infrastructure development in a coordinated 

manner so that damage caused by dampness can be 

checked, and unsightly electric wires removed.

d) Continue work on the slopes of the hills. Examine and, 

if necessary, redo the old pitching work on the slopes 

that is giving way in some parts.

e)  The paving work between Akhay prole and the chowk 

that is completed, should be extended to Dusshera 

chowk and other lanes within the Fortress.

f) Extend the present repair work of the Fort wall and 

bastions.

g) Repair and preserve collapsing bastion houses (a 

unique feature seen only in Jaisalmer) as demonstration 

houses for tourists.

h) Undertake urgently, systematically planned repair of 

the palace complex within the Fortress.

i) Exercise checks and controls on encroachments and 

changes in land use in certain areas, especially the 

mushrooming curio shops, snack bars and small hotels.

j) Prepare a plan for city graphics for signboards, posters 

and other forms of advertising, and for the painting 

and coloring of houses and other basic elements.

k) Landscaping in the conventional sense is out of place 

in Jaisalmer. Patches of garden, large-scale plantations 

and other landscape development go against the very 

essence and sprit of this place. Everything in this 

desert town revolves around sand and stone and this 

dominant quality should be retained.

l) Extend the restoration and repair of havelis and include 

some more. Also include smaller houses.

m) The unique granary that was damaged due to the 

construction of the new water tank, should be restored 

at the earliest.
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n) Once the sewage system is laid, people could provide 

toilets within or adjacent to their houses. Demonstrate 

toilet prototypes that do not disturb the facades of 

houses.

o) Exploration and excavation work in the region around 

Ludherva should be initiated to present a complete 

historic picture.

p) A small action committee should be constituted to 

ensure speedy and planned work in an integrated 

manner.

A CASE FOR URBAN CONSERVATION 
– PHASE II (1986)

Pitching -- The triangular hill on which Jaisalmer Fort is 

built consists of soft rock. The outer slopes, composed of 

some soil and loose rock and pitched with dressed stone, 

have been dry for centuries, as only nominal quantities 

of water were discharged from the citadel. Due to the 

increasing population and a larger supply of water, a 

substantial amount of waste water is discharged on 

the slopes causing damage to the pitched surface and 

encouraging undesirable growth of plants. In certain 

portions, due to the looseness of the soil, the pitching is 

falling apart. The drainage and sewage system need to 

be revamped as the best of conservation efforts can be 

ruined by the constant percolation of water in the sub-

soil.

Paving – While most of the paved areas use cobblestones, 

chisel dressed stones are recommended.

ACTION PROGRAM

Conservation of the whole Jaisalmer town is perceived as 

a rather daunting task as some areas require architectural 

conservation, while some require an upgradation of the 

1.4.1   CONSERVATION EFFORTS IN JAISALMER

existing services and amenities. It was envisaged that 

certain tasks could be accomplished merely with the help 

of proper policies and guidelines integrated into the master 

plan. However, preventive measures were perceived to be 

as important as the curative measures.

1. Declaration of a conservation zone as mentioned in 

Phase I plan

2. Initiating repair and restoration of the outer 

fortifi cation walls, gates and bastions after declaring 

them ‘protected’ monuments

3. Extend restoration of pitching to critical areas

4. Extend paving work to upper streets and Dusshera 

chowk

5.  In the light of the threat of destruction due to water 

percolation, drainage and sewerage schemes to be 

implemented immediately

6. Repair of western bastions to be completed

7. Damaged granary to be restored and put to adaptive 

re-use

8. Unsightly structures like the jail and its staff quarters to 

be removed and the stretch from Akhey prole to Suraj 

prole cleared to restore original views and setting

9. Restoration of palace building to be commenced at the 

earliest

AN ASSESSMENT OF THE TOURISM 
CARRYING CAPACITY (1987)

The assessment was done keeping in mind the criteria 

laid down by:

 The Manila Declaration on World Tourism, 1980

 The Joint Declaration, World Tourism Organization/

United Nations Environment Program, 1983

FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR STREETSCAPE 
PROJECT (1996)

The aim of the project was to demonstrate the integration 

of modern amenities in a traditional streetscape in an 

inconspicuous manner and simultaneously upgrade 

the general environment of the street by using proper 

conservation measures.

The residential area selected for this project offered ample 

chances to address a complete range of conservation 

issues like restoration and cleaning of facades, addition of 

toilets within existing houses, reconstruction of collapsed 

houses to match the existing streetscape, cleaning and 

upgradation of street paving, concealing cables, etc. 

The project was envisaged as the demonstration of an 

integrated approach to conservation work for the people 

of Jaisalmer.

AADI’S JAISALMER CONSERVATION 
INITIATIVE 1999 FOR INTACH 

The Jaisalmer Conservation Initiative -- 1999 proposed 

by Prof. Jain’s AADI Center formulates the comprehensive 

conservation needs for Jaisalmer Fort. The contribution of 

the local population in creating a conducive environment 

for conservation was recognized. In fact, it was observed 

that without their active support even the best of efforts 

may not yield any results. The identifi ed projects address 

social needs and set up standards of conservation to be 

adopted and adhered to in the Fort. 
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The Archaeological Survey of India (ASI), under the Ministry 

of Culture, is the premier organization for archaeological 

research and protection of the cultural heritage of India. 

ASI’s prime concern and responsibility is the maintenance 

of ancient monuments and archaeological sites and 

remains of national importance. 

The ASI regulates all archaeological activities in the country 

according to the provisions of the ‘Ancient Monuments 

and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act, 1958’. 

The ASI has, for administrative purposes, divided the 

country into 24 circles and a large work force of trained 

archaeologists, conservators, epigraphist, architects and 

scientists carry out restoration work through these circles. 

Jaisalmer falls under the jurisdiction of the Jaipur circle.

As Jaisalmer Fort is a centrally protected historical 

monument, a sustained conservation effort has been 

carried out by the ASI over the years. It is evident that 

the size and complexity of Jaisalmer Fort makes any 

conservation effort an immensely diffi cult undertaking. 

Given their limited resources the ASI, has been doing a 

commendable job of addressing issues as they arise, in a 

timely and thorough manner.

RESTORATION WORK EXECUTED BY 
THE ASI FROM 1979- 2000.

Listed below in chronological order, are the various activities 

carried out by the ASI, Jaipur Circle, at Jaisalmer. (This is 

an extract from the Indian Archaeology Review, under 

Preservation of Monuments of National Importance.)

1979-80 [Access no.70332/Pg 150]

Out of plumb masonry of the Fort was dismantled and 

reconstructed. The outlet channels, which were fi lled with 

silt, were cleared of debris and the outlets were repaired. 

1.4.2   RESTORATION WORK BY ASI

Rough chiseled ashlar masonry was also repaired at some 

places.

1980-81 [Access NO.70862/PG 148]

In continuation of the previous year’s work, ashlar 

masonry of the western fortifi cation wall, adjoining the 

bastion was dismantled and rebuilt.

1981-82 [under monuments protected by the 

state] [Access no.71619/Pg 135]

Conservation work was carried out at ‘Patwa Haveli’ and 

at the museum.

1982-83 [Access no.72689/Pg 199]

The bulging section of the bastion near Nidhi prole was 

dismantled and rebuilt in lime cement mortar. Damaged 

stones were replaced with new ones.

1983-84 [Access no.72741/Pg 231]

Bulged and decayed masonry of the lower fortifi cation 

wall near Nidhi prole was dismantled after numbering 

the stones. Dismantled stones were reset in lime cement 

mortar. New stones dressed as per the original design were 

also used wherever required and the wall was properly 

aligned. The approach road inside the Fort between Hawa 

prole and Suraj prole was repaired giving it the correct 

slope and gradient. The area in front of Nidhi prole was 

developed by providing ashlar masonry and enclosed by 

iron grill.

1984-85 [Access no.75075/ Pg 258]

Bulged and decayed portion of the lower Fort wall near 

old bus stand was dismantled after documenting the exact 

position of each stone for reassembly. The wall was rebuilt 

in lime cement mortar after redressing the weathered 

stones. The rubble masonry wall at the top was rebuilt 

with proper alignment and new stones of a bigger size. 

The approach road inside the Fort, between Ganesh prole 

SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE OUTER BASTION
DEPICTING THE METHODOLOGY BEING FOLLOWED BY ASI FOR THE 

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE OUTER BASTIONS REQUIRING FOOTING BENEATH
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and Suraj prole was repaired by removing worn-out and 

uneven stones and redressing them and relaying them 

in lime cement mortar. Proper slope and gradient for the 

road was also maintained.

1985-86 [Access no78163/ Pg 175]

The cracked and bulging bastion of the upper Fort wall was 

reset. The undulated pathway from Nidhi prole to Suraj 

prole was dismantled and reset in lime cement mortar at 

the presubscribed gradient. The open drain along the path 

was covered by laying underground pipes.

1986-87 [Access no.80049/ Pg 184]

Chemical treatment and preservation of the stone carvings 

and sculptures inside Sambhavnath temple were carried 

out .

1987-88 [Access no.79982/ No.203] 

The work of restoring the cracked and bulged bastion of

the upper fortifi cation wall was continued.

1988-89 [Access no.80246/Pg 153]

The bulged out and damaged portions of the lower 

fortifi cation wall was dismantled and reconstructed.

1989-90 [Access no.80655/ Pg 175]

Work of dismantling and reconstructing bulged out and 

damaged lower Fort wall was taken up.

1990-91 [Access no.81103/ Pg 136]

Bulging and damaged part of the lower fortifi cation wall 

was dismantled, the serviceable material sorted out, and 

the wall rebuilt with old and new stones with proper 

alignment.

1991-92 [Access no.81693/ Pg 178]

Bulging and damaged part of the lower fortifi cation wall 

was dismantled, the serviceable material sorted out, 

and the wall rebuilt with properly dressed stones in lime 

1.4.2   RESTORATION WORK BY ASI

cement mortar. The wall was also provided with weep 

holes.

1992-93 [Access no.82552/Pg 168] 

Bulging and damaged part of the lower fortifi cation wall 

was dismantled and reconstructed in random rubble 

masonry. Collapsed ashlar stone masonry was reset.

1993-94 [Access no.85113/ Pg 177]

Bulging and damaged part of the lower fortifi cation wall 

was dismantled and reconstructed in random rubble 

masonry. Collapsed ashlar stone masonry was reset.

1994-95 [Access no.85113/ Pg 124]

Bulged and weathered masonry of the wall was dismantled 

up to 10 meter height with the help of a chain pulley, and 

was reconstruction using ashlar masonry for the facing 

and random rubble masonry in lime cement mortar as the 

core wall. The wall was given proper alignment, provided 

with weep holes and built using old serviceable stones, 

properly dressed, as well as, new stones. Reconstruction 

of the dismantled portion of the collapsed lower Fort wall 

along Shiv Marg was also taken up.

1995-96 [Access no. 86942/ Pg 176]

The collapsed portion of the lower Fort wall was restored 

with ashlar stone masonry using dressed stones.

1996-97 [Access no.86954/ Pg 285]

A portion of the lower Fort wall that had bulged and was 

out of plumb was dismantled, serviceable material sorted 

out for reuse and the wall reconstructed as per the original 

pattern.

1997-98 [Access no.87637/ Pg 309]

The portion of decayed lower Fort wall with ashlar stone

masonry facing was reconstructed.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE OUTER BASTION
DEPICTING THE METHODOLOGY BEING FOLLOWED BY ASI

FOR ITS RECONSTRUCTION.
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1.4.2   RESTORATION WORK BY ASI

1998-99 [Access no.87948/ Pg 298]

The collapsed portion of lower fortifi cation wall on the 

northern side was reconstructed partly with ashlar masonry 

of heavy stone in two line dressing for facing and rubble 

stone wall inside in lime cement mortar. Restoration of 

lower fortifi cation wall was partly undertaken at the north 

eastern and eastern side ring road by ashlar masonry of 

heavy stones for facing, and big size rubble stone masonry 

wall inside with lime cement mortar.

1999-2000 [Access no.88170/ Pg 310]

The collapsed, decayed and bulged portion of lower 

fortifi cation wall was dismantled and reconstructed partly 

with ashlar masonry of heavy stones in two line dressing 

for facing and partly in rubble stone in interior of the wall. 

Also loose and decayed ashlar masonry stones of the 

upper bastion were taken out and new dressed stones 

fi xed in lime cement mortar.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF CONSERVATION WORK AT THE FORT BY ASI, JAIPUR CIRCLE.

Bastions 35 & 34

Pitching Wall, Shiv Road

BEFORE CONSERVATION AFTER CONSERVATION
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1.4.2   RESTORATION WORK BY ASI

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF CONSERVATION WORK AT THE FORT BY ASI, JAIPUR CIRCLE.

Toe Wall below Bastion 35

BEFORE CONSERVATION AFTER CONSERVATION

Pitching Bastion PB wall outside school
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RESTORATION WORK CARRIED OUT BY 
THE ASI, JAIPUR CIRCLE, DURING THE 
PERIOD 2000- 2001 

Asi Report, Dated May 2001 

Year 2000

1. Restoration of the lower fortifi cation wall

 Due to unauthorized construction of a restaurant and 

deposition of debris, a portion of the lower fortifi cation 

wall near the old jail building had collapsed on 

October 17, 1997. The collapsed portion of the wall 

was restored at a cost of Rs. 5 lakh.

 Due to heavy rain on August 1, 1999, lower and upper 

fortifi cation walls were damaged at three places. 

Out of these, restoration of the collapsed portion of 

the lower fortifi cation wall at the southern side was 

completed at an expenditure of Rs.4.35 lakh.

 Another portion of the lower fortifi cation wall, opposite 

the Police Chowki, which had collapsed due to heavy 

rain, is being restored and about 25 % of work is 

completed.

 Restoration of lower fortifi cation wall opposite the taxi 

stand, which was in progress, was completed at an 

expenditure of Rs. 1.72 lakh.

2. Strengthening of bastions 

 After the collapse of two bastions of the upper 

fortifi cation wall and lower fortifi cation wall, the whole 

Fort was thoroughly examined and certain bastions and 

wall portions were identifi ed for urgent strengthening. 

These bastions were strengthened by underpinning. 

At certain places, the base rock was found exposed 

and eroded, the gaps in the exposed rock were fi lled 

1.4.2   RESTORATION WORK BY ASI

and the rock covered to stop any further damage. An 

expenditure of Rs.1.25 lakh was incurred.

3. Minor repairs

 Minor repairs like fi lling up of joints, replacement of 

damaged stones, dismantling of dangerous parapet 

walls etc. was carried out from time to time, as and 

when the need arose.

YEAR 2000 - 2001

1. Major damage into areas of the Fort occurred, due to 

heavy rain in August 1999:

 a. A portion of the lower fortifi cation wall in 

the northeastern side opposite the Police Chowki 

collapsed.

 b. Two bastions in the upper fortifi cation wall along 

Shiv Marg collapsed. 

Both the fortifi cations were repaired.

2. Minor damages occurred due to an earthquake on 

January 26 , 2001, and were repaired:

 a. Lower fortifi cation wall in the south west direction 

of Shiv Marg; the joints of the stones widened at one 

place in the wall 3.5 meters high and some stones also 

got broken.

 b. Upper fortifi cation wall in the south east: a small 

portion of the parapet on the top of a portion of the 

upper fortifi cation wall measuring 3x1.35 meters 

behind the dilapidated building of Kunwar pada had 

collapsed.

Work executed from 2001 till 2003 by the ASI Jaipur 

Circle:

The portion of the upper and the lower Fort walls that 

had collapsed were reconstructed. Two major damaged 

portions of the lower fortifi cation wall in the north east 

section of the Fort opposite the Police Chowki, and two 

bastions in the upper Fort wall, that collapsed due to 

heavy rain in 1999, were also repaired. Minor damages, 

caused by the earthquake in January 2001, of the lower 

Fort walls on the south west along the Shiv Marg and 

the southeast portion of the parapet wall of the upper 

fortifi cation wall were also repaired. The missing portions 

of the walls were repaired as per the original. The bulged 

out and loose portions were removed/dismantled and 

reset. The cracks and cavities in the walls were also 

stitched and fi lled up wherever required. The ramp (mori), 

in between the inner and outer Fort walls, wherever 

accessible was also repaired and the top surface made 

water tight. The damaged parapet at the top of the upper 

fortifi cation wall was repaired. The fallen and damaged 

bastions of the upper fortifi cation wall were repaired by 

replacing the damaged and decayed stone members with 

new ones and stitching the cracks and underpinning the 

loose portions.

Reconstruction of the toe walls.
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1.4.2   RESTORATION WORK BY ASI

PRESENT CONSERVATION WORKS 
BEING CARRIED OUT BY THE ASI (2005)

Toe wall

Currently, the ASI is involved in the excavation and 

exposition of the original toe wall at places where it was 

either covered up or hidden due to raised levels of the 

adjoining roads and of its reconstruction where it was 

destroyed in the process. Work of rebuilding of the toe 

wall was in progress along the south west portion of the 

Fort. Largely new stone was used in the reconstruction, 

strengthened with the use of cement mortar and bedding. 

Detailed documentation is available with the ASI.

Pitching wall

The rebuilding of the pitching wall is an ongoing process. In 

recent years, this rebuilding of the pitching wall has been 

extensive, as is evident in the signifi cant amount of new 

stone that has been introduced. No effort is being made 

to save the Fort’s historic fabric through consolidation of 

the original stone. Failed sections are being rebuilt as a 

retaining structure and not in accordance with the original 

pitching, which was not intended to act as a retaining 

wall. 

The WMF’s second and third technical missions dated Dec 

1999 and Jan 2001 respectively, report, that in recognition 

of the changed situation and function of the pitching wall, 

the portions being rebuilt by the ASI are provided with 

concrete footings and designed to serve as retaining walls. 

The method typically employed by the ASI is to replace 

original stone with new stone that is strengthened with 

extensive use of cement. In many instances, new stone 

coursing and profi les are not aligned to the original line 

and levels of the wall.

Reconstruction of the pitching walls.
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1.4.3   INTACH’S CONSERVATION PROGRAMME IN JAISALMER

The Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage 

(INTACH) has been working on restoration projects in 

Jaisalmer since 1999 and has been actively involved 

in the following conservation work within the Fort, in 

collaboration with Jaisalmer in Jeopardy (JIJ). 

 JIJ is a British registered charity founded by Sue Carpenter, 

in 1996. The organization has been working relentlessly 

in the fi eld of conservation in the Fort of Jaisalmer since 

its inception. JIJ selects and commissions its own projects 

and has been responsible for raising funds for restoration 

projects and complementary educational projects. All JIJ 

funds are earmarked for specifi c projects and channeled 

through the non-government organizations (NGOs) like 

INTACH (Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage) 

or JHT (Jaisalmer Heritage Trust).

RESTORATION OF RANI KA MAHAL

Sir Bernard Feilden OBE, INTACH, and JIJ nominated 

Jaislamer Fort to the World Monuments Fund (WMF), 

USA, as an endangered site in 1996. As a result of this 

nomination, Jaisalmer was listed among the 100 Most 

Endangered Sites in the World in WMF’s World Monuments 

Watch program listing. It was also awarded, their maximum 

grant of US$100,000. This grant helped fi nance the fi rst 

project in the Fort city: the restoration of the Maharani’s 

Palace, or Rani-ka Mahal. 

The palace also houses the new Jaisalmer Heritage Centre, 

a contemporary museum designed with traditional 

craftsmanship. JIJ funds have gone towards creating two 

galleries within the center, on art and cultural heritage 

and on exhibition and museum space for visitors. The 

centre is also designed as a community space for Fort 

residents and houses a new crafts centre for women and 

a children’s library. Jaisalmer Heritage Centre was opened 

to the public in 2001.

RESTORATION OF HAR RAJ JI KA 
MAHAL

Work was urgently needed to be done on part of the 

Maharaja’s palace in the Fort - one of the oldest and 

most signifi cant buildings in Jaisalmer. The complex 

had collapsed internally and fallen debris had pushed 

the external wall 3 feet out of plumb, so that it bulged 

precariously over the street. Immediate stabilization was 

necessary, involving extensive and careful dismantling 

of the bulging wall along with connecting structures. 

Reconstruction of the dismantled wall is now complete, 

resulting in the restoration of this most historic section 

of the Maharaja’s palace complex in the Fort, and 

making the adjacent street safe for pedestrians. 

The restoration / excavation of this section of the Maharaja’s 

palace surprisingly revealed columns dating back to the 

13th century and historic vats of ghee (fat derived from 

butter and used by soldiers as an antiseptic). This exercise 

has revived traditional practices like preparing lime in a 

traditional camel driven stone grinder. 

This project was carried out in partnership with Giridhar 

Samarak Trust of Jaisalmer and WMF, USA, and implemented 

by INTACH.

STREETSCAPE REVITALIZATION
This project integrates the conservation of public and 

private amenities and spaces, from repaving the streets 

and renewing drains to cleaning residential facades and 

replacing harmful cement with traditional lime-based 

mortar. The most signifi cant aspect though, was the 

installation of lavatories for every household in need. This 

project was funded by the Staples Trust, UK, and the work 

was carried out in Jaisalmer by INTACH on behalf of JIJ. 

View of the lime grinding mill set up by INTACH. View of the restoration work in progress at Hawa Prole.
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Since its commencement in 1999 with two historic 

residential streets in Kotry Pada and Dhunda Pada, the 

project has been extended to all main streets within the 

Fort. To prevent further water seepage, drains were made 

watertight with the addition of cement, and the streets 

were given a concrete base. Lanes were then repaved with 

the original stone, concrete manhole covers in the streets 

were replaced by more suitable sandstone covers and 

unsightly piping was concealed behind stone platforms. 

Houses without connections to the sewage system 

had toilets and piping installed, with special attention 

being paid to ensure there was no water leakage and 

to maintain the original appearance of the building. The 

Jaisalmer Streetscape Revitalization Project, Jaisalmer Fort, 

Rajasthan, is the recipient of an honorable mention award 

in the 2002 Unesco Asia-Pacifi c Heritage Conservation 

Awards; and also the winner, in association with Greaves 

Travel, of the Built Environment Category in the British 

Airways ‘Tourism for Tomorrow Awards’.

The aim of the Streetscape Revitalization Project was 

to:

1. improve the welfare of the residents

2. return the streets to their former beauty by removing or 

concealing inappropriate additions, including material 

such as cement

3. stop the destruction of the Fort caused by wastewater 

seeping through cracks in the old drains and into the 

hillside, which has, in recent years resulted in dramatic 

subsidence and the collapse of buildings and bastions

4. subtly integrate modern amenities with the traditional 

streetscape

5. raise awareness among the local residents of the value 

The project, completed in 2001, included installation of 

lavatories and connections to the underground sewage 

system for every household; repaving the uneven streets 

with Jaisalmer stone; relining the storm drainage and 

replacing the concrete manhole covers with stone. The 

effort has resulted in a dramatic improvement in terms 

of aesthetics, hygiene and the conservation of the Fort, 

creating a better environment for residents and visitors 

alike.

MORI REPAIR

Recently, the paving work of the mori was taken up by mori was taken up by mori

INTACH. The new paving consists of machine cut stone tiles 

1.5 inches thick, set in mortar laid out in a linear fashion 

over the original historic stone block masonry fl oor. The 

work has since been put on hold, pending review.

1.4.3   INTACH’S CONSERVATION PROGRAMME IN JAISALMER

of the heritage in which they live 

6. develop good conservation practices in order to avoid 

further damage and 

7. encourage more restoration efforts. 

View of the conservation work done by the JIJ / INTACH in progress. View of the recent paving work in the mori.

View of the toilets provided by JIJ / INTACH.

View of the varying mori levels.
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1.4.4   WORK EXECUTED BY MUNICIPAL & LOCAL AGENCIES

TELEPHONE AND ELECTRICITY DEPTS

Problems have arisen with the work undertaken recently 

by the telephone and electricity departments. Due to 

lack of coordination between various municipal agencies, 

the paving stones of the streets were repeatedly dug up, 

fi rst by the crew installing telephone cables and then 

by workers laying new electrical connections. In each 

instance, the paving stones were re-laid in a haphazard 

manner, without any regard to the original design and 

pattern. Consequently, the paving stones are now loose 

or uneven, making the streets and alleys diffi cult and 

dangerous to traverse. The aesthetic appearance of the 

street has also been severely compromised.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION

In April 2006, it was observed that extensive street paving 

work was being carried out by the municipality near the 

Shiv Temple. However, instead of the more appropriate 

paver blocks, the streets are being laid out in smooth 

fi nished tiles, closely set in cement mortar; which create 

problems for both pedestrian and vehicular traffi c on 

account of their slippery surface.  

View of the recent street paving works carried out by the municipality near Shiv Mandir.
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1.4.5   WMF’S TECHNICAL MISSIONS

The World Monuments Fund is a New York based non-

profi t organization. The foundation’s commitment to 

preserving Jaislamer Fort has allowed WMF to investigate 

the complex array of problems facing the Fort over three 

technical missions, which have resulted in the restoration 

of the queen’s palace and initiated the preparation of 

an action plan at the end of the third mission, which 

eventually evolved into partnership projects.

WMF’S FIRST TECHNICAL MISSION

WMF’s fi rst mission to Jaisalmer was in January 1997. The 

purpose of this 5-day mission was to select an appropriate 

public building, in urgent need of restoration, to receive 

the $100,000 American Express grant. Restoration of 

Rani ka Mahal was chosen as WMFs initial project in 

Jaisalmer. Architect Kulbhushan Jain was appointed the 

project architect and INTACH was contracted to facilitate 

implementation and provide monitoring. Eventually, in 

the second phase of the project, the collapsed façade of 

the palace was reconstructed and the building brought 

into active public use, as a heritage centre.

WMF’S SECOND TECHNICAL MISSION

In response to the collapse in July 1999, of three bastions, 

WMF undertook an emergency technical mission in 

December 1999, to assess the damage caused by the 

rains and investigate other conditions that could have 

played a role in the collapse, so that they could make 

recommendations for short term emergency stabilization. 

Another purpose of this mission was to study infrastructural 

needs, particularly water drainage and sewage discharge 

from the Fort in order to prescribe solutions and make 

recommendations for long term interventions. 

Rani ka Mahal
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1.4.5   WMF’S TECHNICAL MISSIONS

The WMF mission team, while in Jaisalmer, interacted 

with:

 The District Collector (Administrator)

 Engineers of the Public Works Department

 Engineers of the Archaeological Survey of India

 Local residents

Emergency recommendations made:

1. Immediate need to repair the collapsed bastions and 

pitching wall and strengthen the surrounding walls as 

a safeguard against progressive collapse of vulnerable 

adjacent structures.

2. Special precautions for subsequent monsoons, eg: 

cleaning of mori to ensure maximum possible drainage, 

shoring and netting to stabilize precarious structures.

Immediate considerations identified:

1. Structural stability for all structures within the Fort to 

prevent further failures and to retard deterioration. 

Causes of problems to be identifi ed, understood and 

treated before obvious effects are remedied.

2. Percolation of water into the soil has induced 

settlement and loss of structural integrity. There was 

an urgent need to study and understand the way all 

water sources fl ow through the Fort and for borings 

to determine the extent of water penetration into the 

bedrock.

3. Procedural changes to ensure preliminary measures 

are realized before any work is undertaken. It was 

felt that the general practice of applying a standard 

solution to diverse situations was in need of revision.

The mission recognized the high level of interaction 

between the Fort’s structural components and the 

geological medium of the soil and bedrock. It was 

established that the above features therefore could not 

be considered in isolation, but each component was to 

be analyzed separately and measures to stabilize the Fort 

were to be carried out in an integral manner that called 

for a multifaceted and a multidisciplinary approach. It 

was decided that WMF would undertake a pilot project 

that would highlight specifi c issues, before extensive 

restoration of the Fort commenced. Methodologies 

determined on the pilot project were then to be used as 

guidelines for further interventions.

Long term considerations identified:

The mission proposed a Conservation Action Plan to 

examine the Fort holistically along with the city which 

was to include

 Declaration of clearly defi ned conservation zones with 

restrictions on construction activity

 Ecological study of the local desert environment

 Burying the sewerage network so that exposed 

conduits and chambers on the slope  were concealed

 Construction of a sewage treatment plant

 Guidelines for precautionary work to be undertaken 

before the onset of the monsoon period

 Programs for regular maintenance and proper garbage 

collection and disposal

 Replacement of overhead cables (electric and 

telephone) with an underground system

 Regulations for commercial signage

 Program to reduce excess water usage in the Fort

 Plan for tourism management and development

 Public education programs for the residents to help 

maintain the tradition of Jaisalmer’s rich architectural 

heritage.

The Robert W. Wilson Challenge Grant Program amounting 

to a grant of $500,000 was offered. This required a 

matching amount to be raised from non-USA based 

private donors and a 1:2 match from local and national 

government contributions.

The grant was to be utilized for an engineering-geological 

survey of the entire Fort and to implement a pilot project. 

The pilot project would bring together an international 

team that would collaborate to establish a methodology.

WMF’S THIRD TECHNICAL MISSION

WMF’s third technical mission to Jaisalmer was in January 

2001.

WMF’s earlier technical missions had identifi ed an 

inadequate drainage system, coupled with increasing 

levels of sub-surface moisture in the soil below the Fort, 

as the cause of the most severe problems facing the 

Fort. This mission therefore included experts from the 

geo-technical fi rm SWECO International, who studied and 

provided valuable testimony on these issues.

Mission Objectives

1. Setting up a framework for long term involvement with 

conservation in Jaisalmer

2. Finalizing agreements with the primary agencies 

relating to the Fort

3. Collection of data on the Fort background and 

environmental data

4. Diagnosis of geo-technical conditions and problems

5. Defi ning the scope of the pilot project and identifying 

a potential site

6. Observation of projects and works underway within the 

Fort

Funding for part of the data collection would be provided 

by the Robert W. Wilson Challenge Grant, which would 

also fi nance the Pilot Project.
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Bombay Collaborative established its site offi ce and 

commenced work on the Condition Survey of the Jaisalmer 

Fort walls, bastions and slopes on October 1, 2005. As 

a pre-condition to the survey, a digitized topographical 

map, based on a total station survey and complying with 

a written set of specifi cations, was to have been provided. 

With the map delayed, and the possibility of losing an 

entire season of work, Bombay Collaborative (under 

advice to the ASI) decided to commence their survey using 

a hard copy revenue survey map of the Fort provided by 

the ASI.

On commencement of the condition mapping exercise, it 

became apparent that the survey map provided by the ASI 

had several inaccuracies and anomalies. Based on the site 

surveys of the condition mapping exercise the problem 

areas in the map were corrected (to the extent possible) 

to refl ect actual site conditions and to provide a reasonably 

accurate digitized working base map. This corrected map 

forms the base of the site documentation, plans and the 

observations of the condition mapping exercise.

2.1  INTRODUCTION
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2.2.1  MAP REFERENCE NUMBERING SYSTEM: 

Due to the organic and random form of the Fort, it was 

necessary to devise a numbering system for the bastions 

to ensure a common standard reference. The numbering 

system as devised and fi nalized, starts from the fi rst 

defence bastion (numbered bastion no. 1) after the main 

palace complex (overlooking the entrance courtyard),  

and continues clockwise around the entire upper edge 

of the fort to fi nish off at the palace. In all, 78 bastions 

were identifi ed and numbered together with facades at 

the upper level of the Fort.

In the numbering system, outer bastions have been given 

the prefi x ‘o’ while the inner bastions have been given 

the prefi x ‘i’. The walls between bastions have not been 

allotted a separate number but are identifi ed by the 

numbers of the bastions on either side, i.e. wall 0-1 / 2 

lies between outer bastions 1 and 2. Similarly, the mori 

has not been given a separate numbering system but is 

identifi ed by the number of the inner and outer bastion 

within which it lies.

2.2  SURVEY AND MAPPING FORMAT

Apart from the upper level bastions, there are bastions 

at the ground level, mainly around the entrance court 

and Akhey prole. Since these bastions are at the pitching Akhey prole. Since these bastions are at the pitching Akhey prole

wall level and in fact form a near-continuous part of the 

pitching wall, they have been denoted as pitching bastions 

or ‘PB’ and numbered from  0  to  17.

The pitching walls, along with the slopes above, due 

to their continuous and amorphous nature could not be 

easily numbered, as in the case of the bastions. Instead, 

these have been divided into convenient sections and 

numbered alphabetically from section ‘A’ to section ‘P’. 

Further, each section is divided into measured divisions 

and numbered according to its measurement. Hence, ‘A 

20-40’ denotes the pitching wall in section ‘A’ between 

the 20 and 40 meter mark.

A copy of the fi nal reference map with reference 

numberings of the bastions, pitching wall and the pitching 

bastions is included for reference. (Drawing no. M / 03)
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For the purpose of the condition mapping survey, Bombay 

Collaborative compiled a check list to record observations 

covering typical areas of the Fort. Observations were also 

noted through graphic representation of plans and of 

sketch elevations and sections. It is from these reference 

sheets and sketches that observations and data have 

been transferred onto the photographs to record the 

documentation of the condition mapping survey. 

A sample sheet of the photo / graphic (with observation 

markings) condition mapping documents of the bastions 

(both inner and outer) and the mori, is enclosed for mori, is enclosed for mori

reference.

This report shall elaborate on one module as a sample. 

For the detailed documentation of the other modules, 

including the site reference, check lists, notes and 

sketches, refer to the Architectural Survey and Condition 

Mapping digital document (Refer CD #1 - Fabric Condition 

Survey).

2.3  CONDITION MAPPING 

Documentation format

1. Key plan showing location of the module

2. Photo-documentation and description with super 

imposed condition survey graphics of all elements of 

the module

3. Detailed plan of the documented module

Along with the condition mapping, key elements of the 

Fort were documented and drawn up to understand and 

record the typology, scale, construction methodology etc. 

of these elements. 

Samples of these schematic drawings are included in this 

report for reference and records. 

(Refer schematic detail drawing Nos. D / 01 - 03)

Sample Survey Module      Map Reference Number 

1. Outer bastion         :  o – 1  and o – 1 / 2

2. Inner bastion       :  i  - 1  and i – 1 / 2

3. Mori       : i  - 1  and i – 1 / 2
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2.3  CONDITION MAPPING 2.3  CONDITION MAPPING 

LOCATION PLAN
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2.3  CONDITION MAPPING 

Major staining and debris accumulation below toilet outletOuter Bastion Wall o - 1

General Description :

1. Cracks visible in bastion wall.

2. Wall exhibiting damp sections. 

3. Water spout and toilet outlets used for waste water 

drainage from the restaurant “Little Tibet” and 

residential unit of the inner bastion.

4. Accumulation of debris on the slope, particularly below 

the toilet outlets.

5. Major staining seen between crenellations, below 

water spout and near the toilet outlets. 

o - 1/2
Major 
staining

Wall 
exhibiting
damp 
sections

Debris 
collection 
on slope and
below
toilet outlets

o - 1/2

BASTION o - 1
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2.3  CONDITION MAPPING 

Inner bastion wall with infilling between crenellations (also visible in the archival photos) indicating these additions are not recent.

Inner bastion wall exhibiting dampness (lower courses) and 
additions in between the crenellations (upper levels). 

Staircase is a new addition. 

General Description :

1. Bastion is used as a restaurant (Little Tibet)

2. Terrace (used as open restaurant) with smooth cement 

fl ooring and stone cement coping.

3. Inner bastion wall shows traces of old additions (infi ll 

between crenellations and jharokha).

4. Offset (approx 5cm) in the wall is seen below the 24th 

course (from the fi rst coping).

5. Presence of rising damp and effl orescence in the 

bastion wall, along with slight staining.

i 78
Inner bastion wall shows traces of old additions 

(infill between crenellations and jharokha).

BASTION i - 1
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2.3  CONDITION MAPPING 

Terrace (used as an open restaurant) with IPS 
(smooth cement) finish and stone cement coping. 

Presence of rising damp and efflorescence in bastion wall. 
Staircase is a new addition for access into the mori.

i 78

Inner bastion wall shows traces of old additions 
(infill between crenellations)

Offset in last 3 
visible courses

Inner bastion wall shows traces of old additions 
(infill between crenellations)

BASTION i - 1
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2.3  CONDITION MAPPING 

General view of mori showing it to be in reasonably 
good condition. 

Open waste water drain discharging into the water spout. 
Minor level difference in mori at this point. 

General Description :

1. Mori fl ooring in reasonably good condition

2. Open waste water drains released from restaurant 

discharge directly into the mori.

i 78

MORI i - 1

i - 1

i - 1
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2.3  CONDITION MAPPING 

Existing pitching wall on slope, presently in a bad condition.

Outer Bastion Wall o-1/2

General Description :

1. Wall exhibits major dampness.

2. Debris accumulation up to level of toilet outlets 

(presently only 5 courses below coping visible). 

3. Existing pitching wall on slope, presently in a bad 

condition.

4. Vegetation growth present below toilet outlet, 

facilitated by drain water from residential units and 

restaurant within.

o - 2

o - 1

Debris collection on 
the slope and below 
the toilet outlets

Wall exhibiting damp
sections

Vegetation growth below 
toilet outlet facilitated by 
drain water from residential 
units and restaurant within.

FORTIFICATION WALL o - 1/2
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2.3  CONDITION MAPPING 

General Description :

1. Portion of wall belonging to residential unit (next to 

i-2) is new construction with encroachment into the 

mori and has bad cement pointing.

2. Portion of wall belonging to restaurant (next to i-1) 

seems to be a part of the original wall but with new 

openings, plumbing pipes and bad cement pointing.

3. Open waste water discharged from restaurant and 

house drains directly into the mori.

4. Staining seen on old and new wall. 

i - 1

i - 1

Picture showing residential unit encroaching into the mori and part of the original wall (part of 
restaurant “Little Tibet”) forming a niche. 

Original wall (part of restaurant “Little Tibet”) with new openings, 
plumbing lines and bad cement pointing.

FORTIFICATION WALL I - 1/2
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2.3  CONDITION MAPPING 

Mori showing stone debris pileup on floor and stacked on the 
outer bastion crenellations.

Open waste water drain discharging into traditional toilet outlet

Minor level difference in mori floor

General Description :

1. Mori fl ooring in reasonably condition good. 

2. Stone debris piled up in mori and next to 

crenellations.

3. Open waste water drains discharging in mori.

Mori showing stone debris pileup on floor, and littering of waste 
material with a minor level difference in the flooring.

Mori showing stone debris pileup on floor and on the crenellations. 
Open waste water drain discharging into the toilet outlet. Major staining on lower walls. 

MORI I - 1/2
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2.3  CONDITION MAPPING 

SKETCH PLAN
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2.4  PHOTO DOCUMENTATION 

As a part of the documentation exercise, Bombay 

Collaborative digitally photographed the walls, bastions 

and slopes of the Fort. 

The immense size of the Fort and the close proximity of 

the surrounding settlements made it diffi cult to obtain an 

all encompassing view in a single photographic image. To 

capture the image, individual photographs of the Fort were 

digitally merged to create panoramic views that provide 

not merely a record but a more realistic impression of the 

actual grandeur of the monument.

The individual photographs form part of the documentation 

record of each of the Fort elements, and have been 

categorized according to the numbering system adopted 

for each element. Selected photographs have also formed 

the basis for the photo / graphic condition mapping 

documentation of each element of the Fort as presented 

earlier in this chapter.

Photographs of other existing traditional elements of 

the Fort, such as the ghutnallis, toilet outlets, ghutnallis, toilet outlets, ghutnallis jharokas 

etc., as well as photographs refl ecting the problems 

affecting the Fort (such as sewerage, water leakages and 

encroachments), also form part of the documentation. 

Such photographs can be seen at several places in this 

report to illuminate and visually enhance the text.

The Bombay Collaborative team had also acquired 

some original archival images of the Fort (refer archival 

photographs in Section 1). As part of this study, these photographs in Section 1). As part of this study, these photographs in Section 1)

archival images were compared and critically analyzed 

with similar present day photographs to understand the 

changes the Fort has gone through over time.

Representative samples of the different types of 

photographical documentation as mentioned above have 

been included in this report in the following pages.

The Jaisalmer Fort as viewed from the North West Corner.
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2.4  PHOTO DOCUMENTATION 

View of the Entrance Court and Fort structures from Akhey Prole

panoramic views
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2.4  PHOTO DOCUMENTATION 

North East Corner, Bastions 66 - 71  (R - L)

panoramic views
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2.4  PHOTO DOCUMENTATION 

View of the Palace and the Entrance Court Bastions 1 - 6  (R - L)

panoramic views
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2.4  PHOTO DOCUMENTATION 

Bastions along Shiv Road (West) Bastions 54 - 61 (R - L)

panoramic views
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2.4  PHOTO DOCUMENTATION 

Bastion i - 3, Bastion i - 7 and wall (between bastion - 7 & 8) i - 7/8 in 2005Bastion i - 3, Bastion i - 7 and wall (between bastion - 7 & 8) i - 7/8 in 1970

2

3

1

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS THROUGH PHOTO COMPARISONS

Comparative Analysis :

1. Crenellations on Bastion i-3 are post 1970 additions. 

The collapsed terrace (as seen in the 1970 

photograph) seems to have been repaired since then. 

2. The bastion i-7 was in a dilapidated condition (the 

crenellations are caved in) in 1970 and it continues to 

be in this precarious physical state even in 2005.

3. The wall and structure at i-7/8 was in a collapsed state 

in 1970. In 2005, we see a new ground + two storied 

hotel (Jaisalmer Guest House) in it’s place.
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2.4  PHOTO DOCUMENTATION 

Akhey Prole in 1970Akhey Prole in 1911

Comparative Analysis :

Bastions:-

1. Crack pattern on the bastion pb-12 is observed in the 

same zone even in 2004, and is being repaired as seen 

in this photograph of 2004. Today (2005) this crack is 

not seen.

2. The crack pattern on pb-10 is seen considerably  

reduced in the 2004 photograph as the  A.S.I. has just 

completed the repairs in 2004.

3. Platform (Otla) below pb-10 & pb-12 is not seen in the 

archival photographs and is a recent addition.

4. Garden, compound wall, hoardings not seen in the 

archival photographs, therefore must be recent 

additions (post 1970).

4

2 1

pb- 10
pb- 12

4

2

3
1

Akhey Prole in 2004 (While A.S.I repairs are on)

4
2 1

pb- 10
pb- 12

3

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS THROUGH PHOTO COMPARISONS
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2.4  PHOTO DOCUMENTATION 

Disconnecting Chamber and ghutnalli underpass at inner bastion baseghutnalli underpass at inner bastion baseghutnalli Ghutnalli looking upward

Ghutnalli looking down the slope

SURVIVING GHUTNALLI AT NORTH WEST CORNER
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The condition mapping site work was completed by 

February 2006. However, the Bombay Collaborative site 

offi ce continued to function for a further two months 

with a skeleton staff, in order to co-ordinate and monitor 

the ongoing GSI survey work and the geo-technical 

investigation work. The output of the GSI survey work, 

completed in May 2006, was a topographical survey map 

in digitized format that was presented in May 2007 (Refer 

CD #3 - GSI Report). The map, as presented by the GSI has CD #3 - GSI Report). The map, as presented by the GSI has CD #3 - GSI Report)

been formatted and included in this report for reference 

and records. (Refer topographical survey map no. M / 04)

This map is the fi rst of its kind and is expected to provide 

a reliable base reference for all future works of the walls, 

bastions and slopes of the Fort, in particular the critical 

integrated water management scheme.

The geo-technical investigations continued through the 

monsoons of 2006 and the fi nal site investigations were 

completed in May 2007.The monitoring of the inclinometer 

boreholes though, is expected to continue twice a year for 

the next few years. A map showing the location of all 

2.5  SURVEY MAPS AND DRAWINGS

the boreholes, investigative pits and inclinometer drillings 

of the geo-technical investigations has been included in 

this report for reference and records. (Refer geo-technical 

investigation map drawing no. M / 05) The map also investigation map drawing no. M / 05) The map also investigation map drawing no. M / 05)

indicates the locations of 12 section lines distributed 

around the Fort and cutting across the slope that were 

planned in order to provide a cross-sectional overview of 

the geo-technical makeup of the Fort.

Using and combining the GSI topographical contour map 

and the drilling data from the geo-technical investigative 

boreholes, sectional drawings of the Fort slopes, taken 

along the planned section lines, have been produced. 

The sectional drawings show, not only the external 

lines and visible profi les of the Fort walls and slopes, 

but also indicate the nature and possible location of the 

soil layers and the geological makeup within the slopes. 

These sectional drawings which form a part of the survey 

mapping work are included in this report for reference 

and records. (Refer sections through slopes- drawing nos. 

S / 01-12.)
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2.6  REVIEW AND INFERENCES

The manual survey and check on the condition of the 

bastions, mori, slopes and pitching walls of the Fort was mori, slopes and pitching walls of the Fort was mori

conducted from October 2005 to February 2006. In all over 

150 bastions, both inner and outer (refer 2.6.1 ‘Number 

of Bastions’), and around 1300 running meters of pitching of Bastions’), and around 1300 running meters of pitching of Bastions’)

wall and slopes were surveyed and checked. The results 

of the condition survey were documented and have been 

presented in the condition mapping section of this report. 

(Refer section 2.3.)

In December 2005 the geo-technical investigations 

commenced at site and ran parallel to the condition 

mapping survey. As data from these two processes was 

being compiled, the results were simultaneously being 

analyzed in an attempt to understand the problems. 

Preliminary analysis led to further investigations to check 

out theories and possibilities. A direct outcome of this 

analysis and inference is the Pilot Project proposal for the 

pitching wall (section VI of this report).

The fi nal inferences that have emerged from the compiled 

results of the condition mapping survey and investigations 

have been outlined below. For the sake of convenience 

these have been covered under the individual elements of 

the Fort, namely the inner bastions, mori, outer bastions, mori, outer bastions, mori

slopes and pitching wall. However, it must be made clear 

that such inferences are not necessarily confi ned to or 

relate to any one particular element of the Fort. In fact, 

inferences derived out of the observations of any one 

element are often related to other elements as well, and 

have implications that refl ect on the Fort in its entirety. Overview - Jaisalmer Fort    
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remained largely in their original undisturbed pattern and 

construction, shows that features of the present outer 

defense wall like the mori (originally a vital defense mori (originally a vital defense mori

corridor) are clearly seen duplicated within the inner 

bastion line. (Refer the double mori from bastions 26 mori from bastions 26 mori

to 32.) This reconfi rms the historical evidence that the 

present outer walls and mori were built after the inner mori were built after the inner mori

fortifi cations. Collateral proof rests in the fact that the inner 

bastions are commonly referred to as ‘full’ (complete) 

bastions and the outer only as ‘half’ bastions. 

Another distinctive and unique feature of the present outer 

walls are the ubiquitous toilet outlets (that offset the outer 

wall line to drain directly on to the slope) that appear in 

similar styled construction offset from the present inner 

bastion walls (Refer bastion i 66 / 67). Today, these toilet (Refer bastion i 66 / 67). Today, these toilet (Refer bastion i 66 / 67)

outlets of the inner wall drain directly onto the mori, a mori, a mori

condition that makes sense only when you accept that 

they were already in existence before the mori itself was mori itself was mori

built. This is further proof that the mori and outer walls mori and outer walls mori

came after the inner ones. 

Ironically, these ‘original’ toilet outlets (which for years 

remained inactive once the mori was built) are today mori was built) are today mori

2.6.1  NUMBER OF BASTIONS: LEGEND VERSUS FACT 

Considering the array of bastions of the Fort, it is interesting 

to know their exact number. Legend says ‘99’ or ‘100’ and 

our map numbers ‘78’. The fact is that there is no defi nitive 

number. It all depends on what you defi ne and perceive to 

be a ‘bastion’. If one goes by the conventional defi nition 

of a bastion being a projection (semi–circular, rectangular, 

etc) out of the normal line of a fort wall (and if we consider 

only the upper level outer wall of the Jaisalmer Fort) then, 

strictly speaking there are 73 bastions of which 69 are 

part circular and 4 are rectangular. 

However, for the convenience of identifi cation and 

mapping, we have also allotted a number to the long 

linear stretches of the upper outer wall (along the entrance 

roadway and along the palaces, for example). This is why 

the number of bastions on our map (78) does not tally 

with the actual physical count of the 73 projections. 

Further, most of the outer upper bastions are backed by 

an inner one, which means that there should be a total 

of approximately twice the number of outer bastions (73 

X 2 = 146) at the upper levels of the Fort. However, there 

2.6  REVIEW AND INFERENCES

are often exceptions where inner and outer profi les don’t 

match and at the entrance roadway (because of the varying 

levels) the inner and outer bastions get separated. Again, 

in order to simplify categorization, and the fact that inner 

and outer are mostly inter–dependent, the inner bastions 

have been clubbed with the outer ones. 

There are also lower level bastions, typically around the 

entrance courtyard which have been classifi ed as ‘pitching 

wall bastions’ or ‘PB’ since they provide continuation to the 

ground level pitching walls. There are 7 such projections 

here, all part circular in shape, giving us 7 more bastions. 

These lower bastions are part of a later addition to the 

Fort but, taken with the inner / outer combination of 73 

upper bastions, they give us a total fi gure of 80 bastion 

projections that you can physically count as you go around 

the Fort.

2.6.2  THE INNER BASTIONS 

Site observations and data clearly indicate that the inner 

bastions of today were the original sole outer bastions of 

the Fort. A study of the fortifi cations, in areas that have 

Bird’s eye view of the Fort from the North East

Worm’s eye view of the Fort from the North West

Upper and Lower Mori - Bastion 28

Toilet Outlets on inner bastion wall at i 66/67

being reactivated as modern day drain outlets for hotels 

and hostels. It is therefore diffi cult to insist that these be 

curtailed and controlled, and object to them being used, as 

they constitute existing and authentic original features. It 

is the manner of usage (with water as a carrier as against 

the original dry discharge) and the fact that this sewage 

water is being discharged openly into the mori and onto mori and onto mori

the slopes that is detrimental and being objected to. It is 

this sewage discharge that must be controlled if the Fort 

is to be saved.

Once the outer defense walls and mori came into mori came into mori

existence, the inner bastions and fortifi cation walls lost 
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with the fl attened section of the D towards the inside of the 

Fort and the curved section facing outwards. The walls are 

load bearing and self supporting, constructed of Jaisalmer 

stone (as is the case of all structures in Jaisalmer even 

today), and were originally built with dry stone masonry 

fi nely dressed and fi nished, with interlocking between 

stones for stability. The wall face is usually vertical from 

the inside but tapering on the outside. The tapering and 

the curved shape of the bastion create a sound structural 

‘arching effect’ and give it tremendous strength and 

stability. This factor keeps most of the bastions intact, 

even though the individual fi nishes may today greatly 

differ from the original. In fact, even in the partly collapsed 

inner bastions, the residual structure is able to hold and 

retain its form without completely collapsing and offers a 

convenient and on-site model for reconstruction.

2.6  REVIEW AND INFERENCES

Jharokhas & Crenellations co-exist today - Inner Bastion i 66Jharokhas & Crenellations co-exist today - Inner Bastion i 66Jharokhas

their primary defense function and eventually merged 

into the residential fabric of the Fort. Features peculiar 

to residences, such as the jharokas, were then integrated jharokas, were then integrated jharokas

into the crenellated structures built originally for defense. 

The jharokas (projecting balcony-like sit-outs) are the jharokas (projecting balcony-like sit-outs) are the jharokas

basis for the commonly held belief that the inner bastions 

were always meant to be ‘residential’. The fact is (and 

this can be clearly seen in the broken down, isolated 

and abandoned bastions), that the inner bastions were 

primarily and originally built for defense and were only 

later converted into residences.

Today, most of the inner bastions have been integrated 

and are part of the residential quarters of the Fort and 

have been for quite a while. Recently, however, due to 

their ideal location on the upper outer periphery of the 

Fort, most of the inner bastions have been converted into 

hotel suites. (Refer Landuse map drawing no. M / 01.)

This in itself may not have been much of a problem, were 

it not for the fact that each suite at each level had to have 

a toilet attached to it. This in turn means that most of the 

soiled water from such peripheral toilets, drains directly 

down into the mori and out over the slopes. Since this has 

a direct detrimental effect on the soil, it could be termed 

as the primary cause of the instability of the hillock.

Most of the inner bastions were, and structurally still 

remain, independent constructions; ’D’ shaped in plan, 

The inside of the inner bastion, typically consisted of two  

evenly spaced stone columns with bracket heads that 

supported a stone beam spanning the ‘D’ shaped space 

and parallel to the fl attened end. Wooden scantlings 

were then laid across the beam and a mud pack over 

the scantlings formed the fl oor. The terrace fl oor was 

traditionally constructed in a similar fashion and was 

always provided with water spouts to quickly drain off any 

rain water. A measure drawing of a typical inner bastion 

has been enclosed for reference (Refer bastion drawing 

no. D / 01).

The inner bastions are generally quite evenly and closely 

spaced along the upper periphery of the fort, so that 

the walls between individual bastions are not overly 

lengthy (averaging 2.5 meters) and consequently remain 

reasonably intact and stable. This is for the best, since, 

rather strangely, most of the individual bastions edges are 

not interconnected or interlocked with the adjoining in-

between walls. The fact that these individual walls and 

bastions remain standing independently, leads to the Drain pipes from converted hotel along inner bastion wall

Bastion no. 6 in a state of collapse in 2005
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to be similarly slated for reconstruction. Bastion nos. 41 

and 68 have both partially collapsed, while bastion no. 

42 is completely gone with only a trace on the mori fl oor 

showing where it once existed. 

In addition to these bastions, bastion no. 62 needs 

monitoring and eventual restoration and stabilization, but 

this work is related to the sewage project and can only be 

carried out once the underlying problem of the ghutnalli 

outlets and the overfl ows is sorted out. 

In fact, the entire ghutnalli outfl ow channel at this point 

(from within the Fort to the outer bastion), and in particular 

the ceiling of the ghutnalli underpass that runs below the 

structure at i 62 / 63, needs urgent priority propping and 

renovation to maintain and restore its stability. A similar 

underpass and ghutnalli outfl ow under i 35 / 36 specially 

needs attention because of its location at the endangered 

south west corner of the Fort. The central ghutnalli outlet 
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conclusion that they are all founded on a solid base. In 

fact, there is hardly any evidence, even in cases of the 

collapsed bastions, of any failure of the foundations of 

the structure. There is also not much evidence that points 

to material failure of the stone. Where the inner bastions 

have collapsed the damage is usually caused by the 

collapsing of the fl oor (probably through water ingression) 

and slipping or breakage of the cross beams and columns, 

resulting in the walls collapsing into the bastion.

Inner bastions that have collapsed / deteriorated and 

require reconstruction are bastion nos. 6, 18, 41, 42 and 

68. Of these, bastion no. 6 has been recently reconstructed 

and converted into part of a hotel. Bastion no. 18 appears 

Collapsed inner Bastions 41 & 42

Outflow & underpass of the Ghutnalli at i 62 / 63

The building material mostly used is Jaisalmer stone and 

is the common binding factor that imparts some sense 

of aesthetic order. However, its usage is more out of 

convenience than any respect for aesthetics; Jaisalmer 

stone being the only decent available building stone 

for miles around. However, in recent times, brick and 

cement are increasingly replacing stone, giving rise to an 

altogether alien architectural grammar.

Since the inner bastions form the outer edge of the Fort 

and are visible from all parts of the town as well as from 

miles around in the surrounding desert, the deteriorating 

aesthetical standards of these once cohesive units are 

a matter of serious concern. Adding to the disharmony 

are the recent additions of water storage tanks over fl at-

topped terraces, air conditioning units, and drainage 

pipes featuring prominently on traditional stone facades. 

Besides jarring the sensibilities and harming heritage, such 

water-oriented additions are signifi cantly contributing 

to the excessive loading, destabilization and ultimate 

deterioration and demise of the Fort.

underpass at i 45 / 46 also needs similar checking, 

considering it is the longest of the underpasses and is not 

visible or easily accessible for most of its length under the 

structure. 

It is important to note here that all these inner bastions and 

structures are under private control, have specifi c revenue 

survey numbers and would require legal provisions to be 

followed, vis-à-vis the owners / occupiers, before being 

taken up for restoration. 

Due to the fact that the inner bastions are now part of 

private residences or hotels and their maintenance and 

care is the responsibility of individual owners (and varies 

accordingly), the once unifi ed look has today deteriorated. 

It is increasingly degenerating from a single, almost 

sculptural, quality to a mismatch of random and disjointed 

elements having little or no aesthetic sensibility or relation 

to the surrounding heritage. A continuous architectural 

theme has been disrupted.

The traditional Fort exhibiting a single sculptural look
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2.6.3  THE MORI  

The mori, which loosely translated means ‘washing and mori, which loosely translated means ‘washing and mori

draining area’, is a rather derogatory way of describing 

an authentic medieval defense corridor, but it very aptly 

describes what this magnifi cent space of the Fort has 

today been reduced to!

Located between the inner and outer bastions of the Fort, 

and winding all around its upper periphery, the mori is mori is mori

rarely more than 6 feet (1.8 meters) wide, but has a host 

of features based on different functions.

In the chronology of the Fort, the mori (along with mori (along with mori

the outer bastion wall) came as a secondary phase 

of development but it was designed and built as the 

primary defense corridor, in front of the inner bastions. 

Elements of defense such as gun ports, spying portholes, 

crenellations and stone missiles feature all along the 

periphery  overlooking the slopes. 

The condition mapping exercise could initially only survey 

the top visible surface of the mori. In its original state mori. In its original state mori

the mori fl oor consisted of rough hewn Jaisalmer stone mori fl oor consisted of rough hewn Jaisalmer stone mori
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blocks laid out in a radiating pattern between inner and 

outer bastion wall and the mori itself formed a continuous mori itself formed a continuous mori

passageway all around the outer upper edge of the Fort. 

Subsequent core drilling and exploratory pits have shown 

that the original mori fl oor is actually the top surface of a mori fl oor is actually the top surface of a mori

retaining wall that joins the inner and outer bastion to form 

one solid defensive barrier (Refer section 2 drawing no. S 

/ 02). The radially placed blocks of the / 02). The radially placed blocks of the / 02) mori are therefore mori are therefore mori

not just fl ooring elements, but structurally connect and 

bond together the inner and outer bastion walls.

The single solid wall condition appears true for most of 

the eastern and southern sections of the mori where the mori where the mori

radial pattern of stones is clear and distinct. Along the 

western and northern faces however, although the original 

fl oor is made up of rough blocks, the pattern of placement 

(though generally radiating outward) is more random and 

haphazard. Pits in this section show that the mori here is mori here is mori

not made up of a solid wall but is a mud / rubble fi ller 

between the inner and outer walls, with the rough blocks 

of the fl oor forming only a top surface layer. 

A further study of the photographs of the bastions that 

collapsed during the monsoon of 1999 (bastion nos. 46 

& 47 along the central west face) confi rms this fact. The 

photographs show the remains of the mori consisting mori consisting mori

largely of mud and rubble and not stone blocks as would 

normally have been expected. This fact is of crucial 

importance and has dire implications for the western 

face particularly because it is the natural face for the 

drainage of storm (and now sewage) water of the entire 

Fort. Further, the maximum number of hotels are being 

introduced along this face of the Fort (to capture the 

magnifi cent sunset views), and all their drainage is being 

directly discharged onto the slopes via the mori. With the mori. With the mori

mori being naturally fragile and non- structural in this mori being naturally fragile and non- structural in this mori

section of the Fort, it is no surprise that collapses have 

occurred here. Moreover, it is not diffi cult to infer that 

such collapses will continue as long as the source of the 

problem, which is water seepage, is not controlled.

Original Mori floor of rough Jaisalmer blocks in a radiating patternMori floor of rough Jaisalmer blocks in a radiating patternMori

Parts of the mori are completely blocked off as at Bastion 36 - 38mori are completely blocked off as at Bastion 36 - 38mori

Dumping in the mori around Bastion 54 and 55mori around Bastion 54 and 55mori

Traditional toilet outlet in the mori based on a direct dry waste mori based on a direct dry waste mori
disposal system
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The mori is also a convenient storage and dumping mori is also a convenient storage and dumping mori

ground for building material, rubbish and rubble, which 

not only blocks off the passageway but creates huge 

overloading on an already vulnerable element of the Fort. 

Again it is the hotel industry that is largely responsible 

for this situation. Although, rebuilding and even repair 

and restoration require permission from the ASI as well as 

local authorities who have banned all new constructions 

and extensions, these rules are invariably fl outed. In fact, 

a mori section made inaccessible becomes convenient mori section made inaccessible becomes convenient mori

storage and dumping space for building material while 

the fringe buildings of the Fort are surreptitiously being 

converted from houses to hotels.

The mori has also traditionally provided a secondary mori has also traditionally provided a secondary mori

function to the Fort: that of a toilet for the residents. This 

function was necessary at a time when the residents did 

not have piped water or a sewage system and as such 

had no toilets attached to their homes. The paucity of 

water meant the toilet outlets were designed to drop the 

waste directly out onto the slopes without having to rely 

on water as a transporting medium as in the present day 
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The problems of the mori are further compounded by the mori are further compounded by the mori

fact that in several sections, particularly the adjoining 

hotels, the mori has been blocked off providing limited mori has been blocked off providing limited mori

access only from within the hotel section, virtually ensuring 

exclusive private use and control of this public space. Such 

a move has several immediate advantages for the hotel 

but great disadvantages and dangers for the Fort (and also 

the hotel) in the long run. Misuse and overloading of the 

mori can easily lead to collapses and associated tragedies mori can easily lead to collapses and associated tragedies mori

(including possible loss of lives), making it a matter of 

public safety that has serious overall implications for a 

tourist destination.

sewage systems. (Refer toilet outlet drawing no. D / 02.)

Besides the toilet outlets, there are also water outlets 

from the mori seen all along the outer bastions. These mori seen all along the outer bastions. These mori

outlets are not just holes in the wall, but properly designed 

waterspouts built into the original stonework of the 

bastions. These served to drain off not household water 

(which was extremely scarce) but rainwater that would 

rapidly build up during the short sharp bursts of desert 

storms that originally occurred once in a while. However, 

these desert storms have now become quite frequent in 

Jaisalmer. 

The mori today might not be used for its original purpose mori today might not be used for its original purpose mori

of defense, but has the potential to be used for a heritage 

walk around the ramparts of the Fort that could attract 

a lot of tourist attention in the future. However, for this 

experience to be special and authentic, the features, 

the functions and the overall ‘feel’ of the mori need to mori need to mori

be kept in mind and where required, be enhanced and 

highlighted for the visitor.

It is presumed that this was the original intention of the 

restoration work of the mori, that started around the same mori, that started around the same mori

time that this condition survey commenced. There is no 

doubt that the cleanliness and the general upliftment of 

the mori in areas where the work has been carried out is mori in areas where the work has been carried out is mori

commendable. But increasingly, as the work progressed, 

the cleaning was followed by the laying of a new and a 

fresh layer of stone tiles over the original fl oor. The new 

tiles are relatively smaller than the original blocks and 

are fi nely dressed, close jointed and fi lled in with cement 

mortar. This raises the level of the mori by a minimum mori by a minimum mori

of 100 millimeters, and in some cases even up to 300 

millimeters. The raised levels have now changed the 

viewing levels of the portholes in the outer bastion wall 

that were aligned to the original level of the fl oor. It has 

also created a crudely fi nished drainage pocket around 

every toilet hole and rainwater spout where waste, dirt 

and rubbish collects and tends to clog vital outlets as the 

opening size is now reduced.

The smooth surfaced tiles were initially laid in continuous 

straight lined joints across the curves of the mori, giving mori, giving mori

it a completely different aesthetic appearance from the 
Newly laid tiles in orthogonal pattern replace original blocks in 

radial pattern

New tiling has raised and disturbed existing levels

New drainage pipe taken into the traditional toilet outlet

New drain pipes in the mori clad in stone mori clad in stone mori
authenticates what should not be allowed
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rough-hewn, radially placed pattern of the original blocks. 

Although the radial pattern is now being tried out in an 

attempt to match the original, the tile work itself (because 

it changes original levels and conceals traditional detailing) 

raises a fundamental question of whether there is a need 

at all for tiling where only restoration of the original fl oor 

can suffi ce. 

There is, however, an even more problematic aspect of 

the wor; one which gains signifi cance in the light of the 

geotechnical investigations of the Fort walls and slopes.

The new tiles have not only covered the original top 

surface of the retaining wall and mori but have been mori but have been mori

covering and concealing an innumerable number of plastic 

drainage pipes that carry sewage water and waste from 

the houses, hotels and restaurants adjoining the mori

directly onto the slopes via the original rain spouts and 

toilet outlets of the mori. 

While such open sewage spilling onto the slopes should 

not be allowed in the fi rst instance, the pipes also tend to 

block the original rainwater outlets, with often disastrous 

and catastrophic consequences during a downpour. The 

cladding and concealing of the pipes has made them 

appear as the regular drainage scheme of the mori work. mori work. mori

This lends an air of authenticity to a system that actually 

needs to be rejected unless redesigned as per the changed 

usage of the Fort and its habitation. 

By allowing and (in an indirect way) accepting the 

drainage onto the slopes we are actually endangering the 

slope stability (creating a geo-technical problem which 

may not be easy to solve or reverse) and greatly limiting 

the opportunity to stabilize and save the Fort from further 

erosion and instability.

2.6  REVIEW AND INFERENCES

2.6.4  THE OUTER BASTIONS   

Unlike the inner bastions that were built earlier and grew 

incrementally, the survey studies show that the outer 

bastions were probably all built at one time. This aspect 

is clearly refl ected in their homogeneous and unifi ed 

detailing and appearance. The outer bastions largely 

follow and match the pattern of the inner bastions, viz. 

projecting bastion alternating with the straight wall 

section. However, in the outer bastion walls the clear 

separation between the bastion and intermediate wall 

(that is evident in the inner walls) is missing. Instead, the 

outer bastion walls interlock, structurally bond and blend 

into one another. 

The positioning of the mori toilets at the junction of the mori toilets at the junction of the mori

bastion and straight wall visually blurs and merges the 

junction so that the overall effect is of a continuous sinuous 

outer band that parallels and repeats the inner profi les. 

Uniform height crenellations that follow the wall profi le 

and a continuous coping base band further enhances the 

homogeneous unifi ed effect.

The survey clearly reveals that the outer bastion walls 

were built primarily for defense. They are smooth in their 

fi nish with a sloped outward surface that in some bastions 

even dips back inward at the base. This gives a peculiar 

bulging profi le that does not seem structurally ideal 

but one which would make scaling such a wall almost 

impossible. Besides the uniform crenellations, gun ports 

and spying port holes puncture the upper sections of the 

wall above the mori level. The presence of gun ports (with mori level. The presence of gun ports (with mori

swivel support for a sweeping range of fi re) dates the 

outer wall to a time well after the start of the Fort in 

the 12th century, when the fi rst inner fortifi cations would 

have been constructed.
Bulging and smooth outer Bastion Wall
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The condition mapping exercise indicates that the outer 

bastion walls all appear to have been fi rmly founded on 

the layer of Jaisalmer stone that covers the top level of 

the Fort hillock. Like the inner bastions, there is little 

or no evidence as yet to show that the outer walls are 

deteriorating or cracking due to any foundation failure. 

However, while the inner bastion walls are set well back 

on the original top surface rock, the outer bastion walls 

have been pushed onto the very edge of the escarpment. 

Any additional loads on these walls could probably cause 

the leading edge of the foundation rocks to break off, 

taking down the outer walls with it. During the survey 

and even today, a check on the base of the foundations 

of several bastions shows broken-off slabs of natural rock 

that could only have come from the foundation sheet rock 

edge. This indicates that such a process is in fact already 

taking place and needs to be kept under control.

Like most of the structures of the Fort, the outer bastion 

walls too have originally been constructed of Jaisalmer 

stone masonry blocks without any mortar, and are in all 

probability interlocked through stone mortise and tenon 

joints. With a fi rm foundation base, the rounded shape 

and sloped outer profi le have served to keep these outer 

walls in a reasonably intact condition. In fact, during a 

clean up of the slope debris by the ASI, the lower levels 

of one of the bastions were exposed revealing a gaping 

hole of over a meter in width. Amazingly, the wall above 

remained perfectly intact without any signs of cracking, a 

testimony to the tenacity of the structure. 

While the outer bastions are structurally stable, their 

actual appearance on the site belies this fact. The 

condition survey shows that several bastions have, what 

appear to be, cracks in a random pattern on the outside 

surface of the wall which follows the joints of the stones. 

sewage that is being drained out on an almost continuous 

basis from the original water spouts and toilet outlets set 

into the outer bastion walls. Such outlets were meant 

essentially to serve as storm water outlets from the 

mori or to discharge dry waste. Instead, today, they have 

provided convenient outlets for sludge, soiled and waste 

water that pours out untreated onto the foundation base 

rocks and into the slopes.

The very least effect of this drainage is that (besides 

polluting the slopes) it has caused unsightly stains on 

the wall surface below the outlet. The dangerous effects, 

unfortunately, are the ones that can’t quite be seen. 

Seepage into the soil is the fundamental reason the hillock 

itself is being destabilized and eaten into like cancerous 

growth. The actual collapse, when it does come (as in the 

case of the twin bastions no. 46 and 47 on the central 

west face in the monsoons of 1999), would be attributed 

to rain water. In reality, it is the sewage water that is the 

culprit, with the storm water merely delivering the death 

blow! 

Base rocks of outer Bastion (in the process of being reinforced)

Bastion wall with dampness

Closer inspection reveals that these are not true cracks but 

openings in the masonry joints and indicate a widening or 

bulging-out of the wall. Such a condition can only occur 

due to pressure from within the wall and this pressure is, 

in all probability, caused by destabilization of the inner 

retained material on account of water seepage.

There is no doubt that there is water seepage. Almost 

without exception, but more so along the eastern and 

western slopes (which have the hotels above), the 

stones at the base of the bastions feel moist and exhibit 

unmistakable signs of dampness within. 

There is dampness of a different kind that does not come 

from within the outer bastions, but affects nevertheless, 

the outer face of the bastions. This is due to water and 

Draining water spout with greenery on slope

Drainage discharging directly onto slopes
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Either way, an important observation is that the collapsing 

of the outer walls is not being caused by foundation or 

material failure but through internal pressure caused by 

water. Control of water is, therefore, clearly the key to the 

conservation of the Fort.  

Outer bastions that are particularly vulnerable to failure 

due to water pressure and which need careful attention 

and constant monitoring are those adjoining the original 

ghutnalli outlets, in particular bastions o 62 and 63 at the ghutnalli outlets, in particular bastions o 62 and 63 at the ghutnalli

north west and bastion o 36 at the south west corners. 

Bastions o 45, 46 and 47 are also vulnerable but due to 

their recent reconstruction by the ASI, they may not be 

on as high a priority list as the corner bastions. Outer 

bastions along the eastern face, in particular bastions o 7, 

8 and 9 are also identifi ed as vulnerable due to the fact 

that they are absorbing a huge amount of drainage from 

the hotels located immediately behind them. Further, 

they are located over the highest clay base of the hillock 

that is itself clearly unstable and already causing serious 

problems to the lower level pitching wall in this section 

of the Fort. 

Unlike the inner bastion walls that are today practically 

privately owned and cared for, the outer bastion walls are 

common public property and their care is the responsibility 

Outer Bastion 62 showing deteriorated stone and cracks 
developing at the junction

of the ASI. The ASI has been restoring broken-down sections 

of the Fort outer walls quite successfully by replacing the 

masonry in an identical original pattern. However, in the 

case of the cracks in the outer walls where the joints have 

opened out (probably by radial pressure or hoop tension), 

the method of repair presently adopted is to widen the 

opened out joints by hacking out a section of the original 

stone. The wedge-like opening thus created is then fi lled 

in with a new wedge shaped stone that is fi xed into place 

using cement mortar. This method, though effective enough 

in fi lling up the crack, does not solve the fundamental 

problem of alleviating the cause that leads to the pressure 

build-up from within. Further, trying to cement the crack 

could cause a rise in back pressure build up. 

The repair process clearly needs a rethink since the solution 

appears to create problems of its own. The need is to fi rst 

understand and appreciate the root cause of the problem, 

only then will the solutions be appropriate and effective. 

2.6.5  THE SLOPES   

The Jaisalmer Fort was established and is built on the 

plateau surface of a natural hillock having three projecting 

spurs that has earned it the name ‘Trikuth Gadh’ or ‘3- 

cornered Fort’. The height of the hillock averages only 

around 25 meters (80 feet) from the desert fl oor. The 

slopes surrounding the top of the plateau drop sharply 

down at angles averaging 40 deg. to the horizontal.
Repairs to the outer Bastion by creating notches and inserting 

stone wedge fillers

The corner of the north sister hillock with the remnants of the outer city wall
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top of the outer bastion crenellations). This condition would 

probably have been maintained by the constant supply of 

graded granular scree poured down onto the slope from 

the ramparts above. This tradition of dumping material 

continues even today, but the difference is that today it 

is mostly debris, plastic, paper, solid waste and rubbish 

that pollutes and disfi gures the slopes. Rag pickers help to 

keep this dirt under some control, but they are selective in 

what they choose and in the process have crisscrossed the 

fort slopes with enumerable pathways that detract from 

the original look and ambience.

The waste lying on the slopes creates another problem, 

far more serious than that of aesthetics. The dirt and 

plastic create pockets on the hill slope that trap and retain 

moisture which seeps down over the slopes from the 

drain outlets of the mori above. 

Such moisture attracts moss, grass and leafy plants that 

proliferate and prevent the slope from drying out, besides 

creating an altogether alien look from that of the original 

natural desert landscape. While it is true that traditionally 

some plants do spring up on the slopes, particularly during 

the monsoon, these are thorny acacia shrubs, typical of the 

The hillock is not an isolated tableland. Several similar 

plateau-topped hills are found in the vicinity. One such 

plateau immediately to the north of the Jaisalmer Fort 

hillock still contains the remains of the city’s peripheral 

outer wall and has a large water storage tank that supplies 

water to the city in much the same way as the tanks in 

the Jaisalmer Fort. This north hillock is important because 

in its relatively undisturbed original geological make-up 

formation it provides a convenient model for comparison 

with the Jaisalmer hillock. 

Geologically speaking, the two hillocks are part of 

the same formation with identical horizontal bedded 

stratifi cation. The tableland tops are what remain of a 

vast plain (that amazingly was once a fl ourishing shallow 

sea, evidenced in the shell fossils found in the rocks). 

Over time the softer layers of this plain were eroded 

away to form the present desert fl oor and the harder 

stratifi cations remained as the tableland hillocks. Studying 

the formations (and incidentally the effects of water from 

an entirely coincidental but convenient water pipe leak) 

of the north-hillock was tantamount to studying the Fort 

hillock itself and provided very informative insights into 

the problems that plague, and are even now being played 

2.6  REVIEW AND INFERENCES

out within, the Jaisalmer Fort hillock.

A study of the visible surface of the Jaisalmer Fort slopes 

reveals a lot of loose mud, stones and scattered debris 

forming a surface layer that seems settled at its own 

sharp angle of repose, but is ready to slide down the 

slope at the slightest movement. This state is in keeping 

with the original intent and function of the slope, that 

of a deterrent against intruders trying to climb up to the 

ramparts (with further deterrents in the form of the stone 

missiles that were ready to roll down the slope from the 

desert, that quickly die down after the rains. Moreover, its 

hardy wooded spreading root structure serves as a good 

slope stabilizer. There is no denying that grass and green 

plants are a welcome luxury in a desert, but the ecological 

imbalance they create cannot be ignored merely on 

account of the beauty they project. On the slopes of the 

Jaisalmer hillock they are a dangerous luxury!

Water on the slopes of the Fort has today become a 

problem both on account of faulty sewerage and drainage 

as well as increased rainfall. The greening of the desert and 

the climate change that followed has not only increased 

the rainfall (Refer Rainfall Charts 1.3.1) but has also now (Refer Rainfall Charts 1.3.1) but has also now (Refer Rainfall Charts 1.3.1)

increased beyond the normal monsoon months of June 

to September. The monsoon of 2006 saw unprecedented 

fl ooding in Jaisalmer and the nearby district of Barmer; 

this was followed by rainfall in every single month in the 

year 2007. As a result, the ‘nallas’ or water channels from 

the run off are almost becoming a permanent feature on 

the Fort slopes. (Refer Nalla log – Section 3.3.4.)

Ironically, in the past when the rainfall was far less than 

it is today, the builders and craftsmen of the Fort seemed 

more aware of the damaging effects of the rain water run-

Stratification in the northern sister hillock

Debris being dumped on the slope

Greenery around the traditional drainage outlets

Nallas or water channels on the slope created by 
rainwater run off
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off and seepage than we are today, and made elaborate 

efforts to control the situation. Three stone lined channels 

known as ‘ghutnallis’ measuring about 1.5 metres wide ‘ghutnallis’ measuring about 1.5 metres wide ‘ghutnallis’

and a minimum 1 meter deep  were built into the slopes 

of the hillock. Their role was to contain and quickly drain 

away the rain water (that rapidly builds up during a 

desert storm), off the slopes. Of the 3 ghutnallis only one ghutnallis only one ghutnallis

remains today, barely seen among the trees and debris of 

the north-west corner of the Fort (Refer drawing no. D / 

03 of ghutnalli). 

This ghutnalli is no longer functional as a storm water ghutnalli is no longer functional as a storm water ghutnalli

channel, its outlet at the top of the Fort blocked off by 

a sewage chamber. Instead, its place has been taken by 

a pair of sewage pipes, barely 6 inches in diameter, that 

snake down the hillock, punctuated by unsightly cement 

fi nished chambers that crudely project out of the slope.

The drain pipes are barely able to take up the load of 

the sewage of today’s Fort, but they are further expected 

to carry not just sewage but also the storm water during 

the monsoon and the out-of-season downpours. It takes 

no great imagination to see that the pipes cannot cope 

with the load and this has resulted in huge overfl ows and 

fl ooding. Much of this dangerous cocktail of sewage, slime 

and storm water goes into the hillock where it eats into 

and further weakens the lower layers of mudstone and 

clay that form the base of the hillock.

The ghutnallis that have disappeared were once located ghutnallis that have disappeared were once located ghutnallis

at the centre of the west face slope and at the south west 

corner, and like the ghutnalli of the north west corner, ghutnalli of the north west corner, ghutnalli

they have been replaced by 6-inch diameter drainage 

pipes. The picture below which was taken in February 

2007(completely out of the monsoon months) shows the 

profuse overfl ows that take place from the sewage line 

even during an out-of-season downpour. 

It is diffi cult to imagine why the traditional ghutnallis 

were blocked off and removed? Why the sewage lines 

are located in and follow the same path as that of the 

storm water and scar the slopes by projecting out of the 

ground? And how could it ever be imagined that two 6-

inch diameter pipes could effectively replace a traditional 

channel (that could accommodate 60 similar sized pipes) 

in a situation that demands increased capacity to cope 

with the ever increasing rainfall? As a recipe for disaster, 

it is diffi cult to fi nd a more fatal combination!

Unfortunately, the harmful effects of the seepage are at 

present hidden under the ground and the only innocuous 

evidence visible is the extra profusion of greenery around 

the sewage pipes and chambers at the points where 

they come down the hill. Probes set into the hillock 

and monitored as part of the survey and investigations 

indicate movement within the hillock, particularly at 

the south west corner. This, coupled with the fact that 

a possible fracture lineament cuts across the south-west 

corner (refer GSI geophysical report), make the south-(refer GSI geophysical report), make the south-(refer GSI geophysical report)

west corner a zone that is both volatile and vulnerable. 

Hotels located above this point have blocked off the mori 

and encroach onto it, despite having to reinforce and prop 

up their own facades. Moreover, this section of the outer 

Fort walls had actually collapsed in 1999, and the inner 

bastions still exhibit signs of serious cracking. 

The situation is alarming. Given the combination of 

fi ndings and observations it is amply clear that the south 

west tip of the Fort is critically endangered. Considering 

the history of collapse in this section, the issue is a matter 

of public safety, besides being one of the stability of the 

structure. In the given circumstances, it is imperative that 

the south west section of the Fort be treated as a priority 

area, which requires continued monitoring as well as 

immediate and long term strategies for its stabilization.

The only surviving traditional ghutnaali at the North West ghutnaali at the North West ghutnaali
corner of the Fort

Sewer lines which are also expected to drain out storm water 
overflowing during an out-of-season downpour

The endangered south west corner of the Fort

The east slope with its unstable pitching wall
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A similar situation could be developing in the north west 

corner, where the existing ghutnalli originally drained ghutnalli originally drained ghutnalli

off the Fort. Here there has been no collapse, but the 

inclinometer readings (while not as much as the south 

west bore) have indicated shift and movement. Further 

the walls of the inner bastion adjoining the ghutnalli 

outlet show dangerous signs of cracking and indicate an 

outward tilt. This section needs additional and continued 

monitoring and immediate commencement of measures 

for stabilization.

2.6  REVIEW AND INFERENCES

Continued monitoring is also recommended along the 

east facing slope (near the police station) where the 

inclinometer borehole readings are clearly indicating 

movements within the slope. With a string of hotels 

above this section and the old pitching wall dangerously 

unbalanced and located very close to the road, this 

section should be classifi ed as an area of risk that needs 

monitoring and attention. 

The scientifi c evidence has clarifi ed and reinforced facts 

that were previously known and indicated but were being 

treated as casual observations. The probes and core drilling 

have proved what was long suspected and traditionally 

well known about the nature of the slopes, particularly its 

instability when exposed to water. At some of the bastion 

foundations and in stretches along the Fort slopes where 

the top debris and fi ller soil have washed away, portions 

of the original earth formations of the hillock have been 

exposed. Identical sections were also seen and studied 

in the north hillock. The formation shows stratifi ed layers 

of Jaisalmer stone (categorized geologically here as 

‘fossilliferous limestone’). Although sometimes fi ssured 

and fractured the rock layers are fi rm and solid and appear 

quite stable. However, in between the bedded rock strata 

is often found layers of clay (geological categorized as 

‘mudstone’). The clay is normally rock solid, hard and 

stable when dry, but liquefi es and washes away on coming 

in contact with water. As the clay slurry seeps out, the rock 

strata above loses its formation base, destabilizes and 

starts breaking off at the edges; a phenomenon already 

observed at the foundation bases of the bastions.

To probably prevent such an occurrence and obstruct 

the sliding tendency of the slope, dwarf retaining walls 

in ‘dry’ stone masonry were constructed and have been 

observed in the slopes of the Jaisalmer Fort. These short 

walls, no more than a meter in height, are often stepped 

and follow the contours of the hillock. Their presence was 

indicated in old revenue maps of the citadel where they 

were called ‘slope pitching walls’ accurately refl ecting 

the function they serve - that of a retainer wall pitched 

against the soil of the slope.

From traces visible on the slope and through exploratory 

excavations, a few of the original surviving dwarf slope 

walls were unearthed, their condition noted and position 

mapped. Several more probably exist below the surface. 

The original slope walls are not to be confused with similar 

present day retaining walls being constructed on the slope 

during the repair of the bastions using cement mortar. 

Such walls serve, fi rstly to create a fi rm working platform 

below the bastions and are then retained as possible slope 

stabilizers. However, these walls usually remain exposed 

on the surface and could quite possibly be blocking off 

and retaining water behind them, which defeats the very 

purpose for which they had been constructed. The original 

dwarf walls, in contrast, are loosely jointed and let out 

water while retaining soil and most importantly, remain 

discreetly below the visible surface.

The presence of the original slope walls is reassuring 

as they present a practical solution to the problem of 

retaining soil, preventing shear failure of the edge and 

stabilizing the hillock. An explanatory program to trace 

such walls must be embarked upon, since their repair 

and restoration provides the ideal example of conserving 

and retaining an original feature of the fortress slopes. In 

addition, this process would result in the stabilization and 

safety of the Fort itself.

2.6.6  THE PITCHING WALLS   

The pitching walls are the lower level walls of the Fort, 

pitched against and circumnavigating the base of the 

slopes and clearly visible from the ring road that encircles 

the Fort. 

The total length of the wall is around 1.36 kilometers, with 

a height that varies from 9 meters (max) / 7.5 meters 

(average) in the east to around 4.5 meters (average) / 

2.5 meters (minimum) in the north and south. 

The function of the pitching wall is neither primarily as 

a defensive structure (since it can be quite easily scaled) 

nor as an embankment to the ring road (since it diverges 

and often deviates from the road edge). Instead, the basic 

function of the wall is that of a retaining surface, 
Geological formations in the sister hillock showing stratified 

stone bands over leaching-out clay

Retaining walls in stepped dry masony follow 
the contours of the slope
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The Pitching wall circumscribes the base  of the slope

Old section of the pitching wall being demolished for reconstruction New pitching walls being constructed as retaining walls

pitched against and meant to hold back the clay base 

of the hillock. Its varying height is a logical outcome of 

this function, with the wall rising and falling to cover the 

varying height of the clay and mudstone layers in the 

hillock slope against which it is pitched. 

The pitching walls show evidence of having been repaired 

and / or reconstructed over time. The condition survey and 

mapping reveals distinctly identifi able repaired / restored 

sections, such as those with large weep holes, done by 

the ‘Baroda Circle’ of the ASI, under whose jurisdiction 

and control, the Jaisalmer Fort was originally placed. 

The reconstruction work continues even today, and has 

become an ongoing feature, ever since several sections of 

the wall collapsed in the monsoon of 1999. 

Unfortunately, the present work does not seem to suitably 

address the underlying problems of the pitching wall and 

is more in the nature of new construction work rather 

than a genuine effort at conservation or restoration of the 

wall.

In an attempt to address this situation and as a part of 

the requirement of this assignment, the pitching walls 

were identifi ed as the element ideally suited for a pilot 

project conservation scheme. The review and inferences 

of the study that were required to identify, justify and 

initiate this project, including critical comparisons of (and 

between) the original wall and the new reconstructed 

work, have been recorded and are included in this report 

(Refer Pilot Project section VI). 

The Pilot Project proposal for the Pitching Wall is the 

fi rst direct action outcome of the analysis and inferences 

derived out of the study to stabilize and conserve the Fort 

walls, bastions and slopes. 
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2.6.7  MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS    

The Jaisalmer stone is a fi ne grained crystalline, non-

elastic sedimentary rock, whose color generally ranges 

from yellow to chrome yellow and includes maroon as 

a variant. It can be chiseled, fi nely carved and takes a 

smooth polish. The fort structures are generally constructed 

from a hard compact golden - yellow colored variety of 

Jaisalmer stone that is free of fossils and is geologically 

classifi ed as calcareous sandstone. The natural bed-rock 

of the hill on which these structures are constructed is 

also Jaisalmer stone but is geologically classifi ed as 

fossiliferous limestone, owing to the presence of a large 

number of fossils within the rock structure. Both varieties 

are essentially sedimentary in composition. 

Yellow sandstone is the primary material used in the 

construction of this Fort. It is also commonly referred to as 

the Jaisalmer stone, since most buildings constructed in 

Jaisalmer during the earlier times were of this sandstone. 

The Fort itself is often referred to as the Sonar Killa as it 

refl ects the color of the sun, particularly during sunrise 

and sunset giving the sandstone a ‘golden’ glow.

Sandstone is a sedimentary rock composed mainly of sand-

size mineral or rock grains. Most sandstone is composed 

of quartz and/or feldspar. Because of the hardness of the 

individual grains, uniformity of grain size and friability of 

its structure, sandstone is excellent construction material.

The formation of sandstone involves two principal stages. 

First, a layer (or layers) of sand accumulates as a result of 

sedimentation, either from water (as in a river, lake, or 

sea) or from air (as in a desert). Typically, sedimentation 

occurs when the sand settles down, i.e. it ceases to be 

rolled or bounced along the bottom of a body of water 

(sea or river) or ground surface (desert or sand dune). 

Finally, once it has accumulated, the sand becomes 

sandstone when it is compacted by pressure of overlying 

deposits and cemented by the precipitation of minerals 

within the pores between sand grains.

Some sandstones are so homogeneous and soft that 

they are most suitable for elaborate carving and fi ligree 

work. The color of the rock is largely determined by the 

cementing material - iron oxides produces red or reddish-

brown sandstone, and other materials produce sandstone 

in white, grayish or yellowish color tones. In Jaisalmer 

sandstone the binder is calcite which gives it its golden 

yellow color.

NATURE AND CLASSIFICATION
The yellow fi ne grained Jaisalmer sandstone can also be 

polished smooth like most marbles.

Laboratory investigations suggest the mineral composition 

of Jaisalmer stone to be: calcite, recrystallised calcite, clay 

minerals, silty grains (quartz, feldspar), carbonaceous 

material and cherty material (cryptocrystalline silica). The 

complex structure of Jaisalmer stone makes it imperative 

to understand the broad characteristics of both limestone 

and sandstone.

In terms of stone formation, sedimentation involves a 

series of beds of sediments that are deposited over several 

geological years. These sediments are then converted into 

sedimentary rock, by the process of lithifi cation, which 

includes dewatering, compaction, binding of constituent 

particles and natural cementation of the grains by other 

minerals.

The major cementing minerals are calcium carbonate in 

the form of calcite (CaCO3), silica as quartz (SiO2), iron 

as limonite (2Fe2O3.3H2O), and calcium magnesium 

carbonate as dolomite (CaMg(CO3).

Limestone consist primarily of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) 

in the form of fi ne particles of calcite that was originally 

calcareous mud. It is quite widespread and usually has 

marked bedding. Limestone, as confi rmed by the laboratory 

test reports, is commonly richly fossiliferous. The bedrock 

of the Fort on which the bastions are constructed is a 

fossiliferous limestone. 

Sandstone is composed of granular debris of ancient 

rock types usually igneous in nature, and is formed as a Close up of the bed-rock of Jaisalmer hill showing fossil deposits

Bedding layers of a sedimentary rock formation 
at the Jaisalmer North Hillock

result of layers of deposition of similarly sized grains by 

water or wind action. These layers are cemented together 

chemically over thousands of years, and the resultant 

sandstone is a very different material from its parent 

rock type. When sandstone decays it weathers back to its 

constituent components of granular silica, which can be 

deposited all over again.

The type of binder plays a crucial role in determining the 

strength, durability and weathering of sandstones. The 

stone is only as strong as its binding material. The various 

types of sandstone are named after their primary binding 

material:

Sandstone type       Binder material

Calcareous  Calcite

Ferruginous  Iron oxides

Argillaceous  Clay

Silicaceous  Silica

Dolomitic  Dolomite (Gypsum)

Micaceous  Mica
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The Jaisalmer stone from which most of the Fort structures 

are built is calcereous sandstone.

The physical properties of sandstone are as follows:

Water absorption

The capacity of water absorption is not more than 1.0%

Hardness

Lies between 6 to 7 on Moh’s Scale Density 2.32 to 2.42 

Kg/m3 

Porosity

The porosity varies from low to very low

Compressive strength 

Varies from 365 to 460 Kg/m2 

Material        Elasticity      Density

Steel   2.0 x 106  Kg/cm2  7800 Kg/m3

Quartz   9.4 x 105  Kg/cm2  2600 Kg/m3

Marble/

Sandstone/

Limestone  3.1 x 105 Kg/ cm2  2700 Kg/m3

Concrete  4.5 x 105 Kg/ cm2  2500 Kg/m3

Table of comparison of different materials:
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2.6.8  CHANGING SLOPE CONDITION    

The slope has suffered considerably from erosion and the 

continuous dumping of trash over the years. Although it is 

likely that this had been the practice throughout history, 

until recently the amount generated by the residents tended 

to be small and entirely organic. Lately, however, both 

the amount and nature of the refuse have changed, with 

non-biodegradable material (plastic, metal, styrofoam, 

etc.) forming a large part of the debris. These tend to 

remain in place for extended periods of time, a process 

aggravated by the reduced incidences of sandstorms, 

which would previously disperse the debris over a larger 

area. Signifi cantly, much of the garbage today appears to 

be generated by tourists or tourism related industries. This 

includes plastic bags, plastic containers, fi lm canisters, 

mineral water bottles, etc.

Erosion caused by wind and water over a period of time 

has also seriously contributed to the condition of the slope. 

The base of the wall has been exposed in many places. 

The increasing precipitation has washed away much of 

the upper layer of the slope, while facilitating vegetation. 

This fact is doubly destructive, since plants tend to further 

retain water within their roots, beginning a cycle of 

deterioration. The erosion is exacerbated by the animals 

and ‘rag pickers who climb the slopes several times a day 

to forage through the garbage dumps’. (Report by WMF 

-- Jaisalmer Fort, Third Technical Mission)

2.6  REVIEW AND INFERENCES
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2.7  CONSERVATION ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS

2.7.1  CONSERVATION PHILOSOPHY     

The philosophical approach adopted for the conservation 

of Jaisalmer Fort advocates principles and practices that 

are based upon indigenous building knowledge systems 

and conform to international charters and guidelines.

Conservation means the act to preclude decay of the 

cultural and natural heritage. The philosophies of urban 

conservation should be applied in order to achieve 

longevity of the architectural heritage monuments and 

continuity of their meaning and relevance to the local 

population.

The conservation approach for the Jaisalmer Fort would 

primarily involve preservation, consolidation and 

restoration as the fundamental principles upon which the 

nature and degree of intervention would be developed. 

The overall philosophy of conservation of the material 

and intangible aspects of the Fort would recognize and 

respect its ‘living’ cultural signifi cance, whilst addressing 

the issues of ‘authenticity’ and ‘integrity’ - historical, 

aesthetic, archaeological, architectural, scientifi c and 

functional.

The archival research on the historical, cultural and 

architectural evolution of the Fort provides an insight into 

the construction systems and building traditions of the 

region, and this understanding of the context guides the 

conservation process. The ideas and experience expressed 

in the Venice Charter (1964), the Washington Charter 

(1987), the Burra Charter (1989 rev.), the Nara document 

on Authenticity (1994) and the India Charter (2004) will 

be adapted and applied in order to address the specifi city 

of Jaisalmer Fort and issues related to its conservation and 

stabilization.

The conservation processes adopted for Jaisalmer Fort 

(walls, bastions and slopes) would include preservation, 

consolidation, restoration and reconstruction.

Preservation would mean maintaining the historic fabric 

in its existing state and retarding deterioration. Repairs 

must be carried out when necessary to prevent further 

decay. The conservation strategy would address all causes 

of damage, decay and deterioration (in particular the 

damage and destruction caused by water in all its forms), 

in order to preserve the fort and its structural components 

in their entirety.

Restoration would involve returning the existing 

fabric to a known earlier state by removing accretions 

or by reassembling existing components without the 

introduction of new material. The process of restoration 

would respect the contribution of the layers of history 

subsequent to the original authentic building fabric. Any 

intervention towards restoring the fabric to its known 

earlier state would recognize and respect the historical 

and archaeological value of the structure.

Although the international conservation practice requires 

that all new intervention to the historic fabric (towards 

restoration) must be distinguishable on close inspection, 

the INTACH India charter suggests that “the legibility of 

any intervention must be viewed in its own context. If 

traditional craftspeople are employed then it must be 

accepted that their pride derives from the fact that the 

new work is in complete harmony with the old and is not 

distinguishable from it. Thus, historic ways of building must 

be valued more than the imperative to put a contemporary 

stamp on any intervention in a historic building”.

It would therefore be wise to strike the right balance 

whilst adopting any conservation principle, and preferably 

adapt the spirit of the principle in conformity with the 

specifi c problem at hand.

Consolidation would mean ensuring the structural stability 

and integrity of the deteriorating or damaged historic 

fabric by introducing additional material for support and 

strength. The entire process would be employed in-situ. 

The utilization of traditional materials and skills would 

be important and a preferred choice for conservation. 

However, where traditional methods are inadequate the 

use of modern techniques, reversible in nature, would be 

permitted as an appropriate method after their effi cacy is 

scientifi cally tested and proven.

Rebuilding or Reconstruction would mean returning 

the fabric to a known earlier state, distinguishable from 

restoration by the introduction of new material into the 

fabric. At many locations, the historic fabric or its building 

components were found missing, damaged or severely 

weathered. These parts (or whole) would need partial or 

total reconstruction in order to preserve the continuity of 

historical truth and meanings for future generations. 

It is essential to assert there that the conservation 

of Jaislamer Fort project would provide a valuable 

opportunity for the support and engagement of 

indigenous conservation practices and traditional building 

cultures. The involvement of conservation experts in India 

along with an international group of professionals would 

ensure that the efforts towards preserving and stabilizing 

the fort conform to the international understanding of 

conservation principles and are rooted in the specifi city of 

local Indian cultural context.

2.7.2  CONSERVATION PRACTICES     

The conservation work at site would recognize, respect, 

protect and enhance the integrity and authenticity of the 

Fort. The various structural, archaeological, architectural, 

scientifi c, historical and aesthetic aspects shall be 

considered whilst addressing the ‘signifi cance’ of the site.

In order to retain the original authentic character of the fort 

while addressing the critical issue of stabilization, it would 
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be advisable to adopt ‘minimal intervention, reversible 

in nature’ as the fundamental conservation practice. The 

fort walls, bastions and slopes need to be strengthened 

and consolidated in-situ; this would be done using the 

traditional construction system of dry stone masonry, 

with lime mortar wherever required for stability and 

bonding. The architectural elements of the fort, including 

jharokhas, gun holes, crenellations, brackets, etc, that 

need to be restored, rebuilt, preserved or replicated 

would be conserved as per original design. 

In addition to conserving the historic fabric, it would 

be essential, and mandatory, to reinstate the historic 

meaning that the Fort and its various parts have held 

for the local community for years that have passed, and 

generations that are to follow.

The knowledge system as perpetuated through local crafts 

and skills would be adapted to address the conservation 

issue at site. This would not only help engage local 

craftspeople in the contemporary conservation work, 

but also in turn advance their own traditional ways of 

building.

The measures adopted to stabilize the fort as per the geo-

technical requirements and the conservation processes and 

procedures adopted for the architectural forms should be 

reversible in nature. Consolidation of the structure should 

be given prime importance before introducing any other 

measures. The sensibility of the practice of ‘reversibility’ 

allows the structure to be restored and re-restored with 

the advancement of more suitable technology.

2.7  CONSERVATION ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS

2.7.3  WEATHERING DECAY AND DETERIORATION OF  

          STONE     

This section primarily deals with the weathering and 

decay mechanisms of the stone based on the observations 

and analysis of the physical condition assessment of the 

historic fabric of the Fort and its various component parts. 

Both limestone and sandstone belong to the category of 

sedimentary rocks, and therefore are very similar in their 

physical properties and weathering mechanisms. When 

exposed to atmospheric and / or human actions, they 

are susceptible to weathering, decay and deterioration. 

This would primarily include the mechanical or chemical 

breakdown of the stone fabric leading to structural failure, 

aesthetic disfi gurement and physical loss of material. 

The various types of decay and weathering mechanism 

observed in the stones of Jaisalmer Fort can be discussed 

as follows.

Exfoliation, powdering and blistering 
of surface

The chemical changes caused by the conversion of calcium

carbonate to calcium sulphate (sulphation) results in the 

formation of surface blisters and exfoliating edges which 

appear on the surface of the stone in the form of fl aky 

deposits. This could be the result of acidic pollutants, or 

the carbon dioxide naturally present in the air and sulphur-

based acids released during the decay of organic matter. 

The main agent in this type of decay is sulphur dioxide 

(SO2); this gas is soluble in water and reacts with it to 

form sulphurous acid (H2SO3). There are two processes / 

paths that can lead to this type of chemical conversions:

1. H2SO3 (sulphurous acid) + O2 (oxygen from air) = 

H2SO4 (sulphuric acid)
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2. H2SO4 (sulphuric acid) + CaCO3 (limestone) = 

CaSO4 (calcium sulphate) and H2O (water) 

This calcium sulphate then absorbs water as it 

crystallizes as the mineral gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O).

H2SO3 could also directly react with CaCO3 in the 

limestone to give calcium sulphite (CaSO3), which would 

then combine with oxygen (O2) from the air to produce 

calcium sulphate (CaSO4) that would eventually crystallize 

as gypsum.

It is the fi rst path that is most commonly seen in the case 

of the decay of the stones of Jaisalmer Fort; while the 

second path, though not as common, cannot be totally 

excluded. Once decay sets in, what follows is a slow and 

steady erosion of the outermost affected layers of the 

stone due to rain or wind, leaving behind stone fabric that 

is more vulnerable to further decay and deterioration. 

Other causes of decay could include mechanical stresses 

exerted by internal salt movement, or the various 

fl uctuation cycles of thermal expansion and cooling or 

wetting and drying.

In the case of sandstone layers which are cemented by 

calcite (calcareous sandstones), the weathering process 

is much more severe as sulphur based acids in the air 

readily attack them causing calcite to dissolve into sand 

grains. Delamination, as it is commonly called, is a form 

of exfoliation decay in sandstone. 

Efflorescence of salts
Effl orescence is the visible crystallization of soluble salts 

on the surface of a stone. This would commonly appear 

as loose and powdery white deposits on the outermost 

layers of the stones. However, the crystallization of salts 

2.7  CONSERVATION ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS

can also occur internally within the fabric of the stones, 

this is known as ‘cryptofl orescence’. This phenomenon 

requires particular attention, for the symptoms are not 

normally visible and the cause becomes evident only 

after blistering, exfoliation, substrate separation or 

disaggregating of fabric. This delay poses a real threat to 

the structural integrity of stone.

Crystallization and deposition can occur as a result of 

the absorption of soluble salts from groundwater, rain 

or surface drainage. In the Jaisalmer Fort the sources of 

infected water are many:

Surface drainage

Underground sewage disposal system

Unregulated water supply

Use of open areas for human excretion

Another cause which is usually overlooked or is not given 

much consideration is the use of ordinary Portland cement, 

which is responsible for signifi cant salt contamination of 

the masonry where it is used. The reason for this could be 

new construction activity that comes in contact with the 

historic stone fabric. In addition to this, the conservation 

work that involves the use of Portland cement, either 

in its pure form or mixed with lime in small quantities, 

could induce salt contamination in the associated stone 

masonry.

Scaling
This decay mechanism is associated primarily with 

sandstone. It involves the separation of thin layers 

along the surface contours of the stone and the bedding 

planes. Scaling layers could vary in thickness from a few 

millimeters to as much as a couple of centimeters. 

The cause for scaling could be both moisture penetration 

and salt movement that affects the internal matrix within 

the stone fabric. This alters the mechanical behavior of the 

fabric resulting in stress fatigue, and eventual isolation of 

the constituent fabric from the substrate in the form of 

contour layers.

2.7.4 CONSOLIDATION OF STONE MASONRY

Exfoliation, effl oresence and scaling are common

weathering / deterioration processes observed in 

sandstone

Where exfoliation occurs, the surfaces can be conserved 

by strengthening the fabric of the stone with lime mortars 

of appropriate specifi cation. This is normally done by 

means of grouting or applying and packing the lime 

mortars from behind the masonry facade. It needs special 

care as the distorted surface layers of limestone become 

weaker when wet and make the under layers susceptible 

to decay.

The stones showing powdering and blistering of the 

surface can be consolidated with limewater, a clear 

solution of calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2). The application 

of dilute lime slurries to strengthen decayed and 

weathering lime stone surfaces is also an acceptable 

practice. In this method, lime putty is diluted with water 

to a milky solution, which is then applied by brush in 

multiple layers.

Such lime slurries can be used for surface consolidation, 

and colors and tones can be altered by adding appropriate 

quantities of earth pigments to match that of the historic 

stone fabric. It can also be used as a way of strengthening 

a decayed surface to receive a mortar repair. In specifi c 

cases, injection of acrylic resins can also prove to be an 

effective and reversible way of adhering adjacent surfaces 

deep within the stone.

It is crucial to control salt effl orescence, for where there 

is salt deposition damage is likely to occur. Desalination is 

necessary to remove as much of the saline contaminant 

as possible. The removal of salts from the stone surface 

will be effective in the long term only if the source of 

contamination is identifi ed and addressed. The process 

of desalination will only arrest contamination for a 

short period, and cannot be a long term solution to the 

problem. In fact, repeating the desalination process would 

only make the stone fabric more susceptible to decay and 

vulnerable to damage.

The desalination in smaller sections can be done by 

mechanical cleaning using dry soft brushes. For removal 

of salts on a large scale, a series of poultice applications 

can be made to affected stone surfaces; this will help 

draw salts from the surface into the poultice material. 

Traditionally used poultices include multani mitti or mud 

packs that cover the surface for at least twenty four hours 

under a non-permeable plastic sheet. These mud packs 

are then taken off using soft dry brushes leaving the stone 

surface free of salts. 

The decayed layer or scaling is often noticed only after 

parts of the stone surface have been lost, and the layers 

are separated from the substrate base stone. In this 

case, the affected parts or scales are carefully removed 

with the help of a soft dry brush as much as possible, 

leaving behind the stone substrate parts. The edges that 

show substrate separation could be injected with a dilute 

solution of acrylic resins, and then edge-pointed using a 

lime mortar of appropriate specifi cation. This is required 

to fi ll and seal loose edges, to stabilize and bind the edges 

and surroundings, and fi nally to prevent the negative 

effects of the weather.
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2.7.5 CLEANING OF STONE MASONRY

Stones on the masonry surface are affected by dust, 

bacteria, and other local conditions like variation in 

the weather and other natural conditions. This not only 

produces color changes and undesirable stains but also 

contributes to the decay of the material. The deposits 

close the pores, due to which water cannot pass through 

causing excessive hydraulic pressure and other damage to 

the material.

The cleaning methods for sandstone masonry surfaces 

can be classifi ed under the following categories. There 

are wide variations within each category of the applied 

processes. 

1. Soft brush with / without water

The simplest method to clean a stone surface would 

be using hand brushes of required softness. The gentle 

application of soft thistle brushes removes loose 

impurities that only stick to the outermost layer of 

the surface. The harder brushes could then be used 

depending on the nature and degree of cleaning 

required. Small amounts of water could be added 

in a controlled process to make the application less 

strenuous both for the conservator / workman and the 

surface to be cleaned. 

2. Air abrasive cleaning method

 In this method, the stone surfaces are cleaned using 

a subtle air pressure appropriate to the nature of dirt, 

dust, impurity or any such deposition on the affected 

surface. The strength of the air pressure is mechanically 

controlled and can be adjusted as per the site and 

material conditions. It is also crucial to regulate the 

2.7  CONSERVATION ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS

distance from which the technique is applied using 

mechanical cleaning devices.

 Utmost care needs to be taken so that the stone 

surfaces are not subjected to inappropriate conditions 

of this technique that could harm or damage the 

already vulnerable stone layers.

3. Chemical (dilute acid solution) cleaning

 This method is applicable for removing depositions that 

are rooted deep into the pore of the stone surface, and 

are not easily removed by using soft brushes under 

manual pressure in dry conditions. This application 

involves a diluted solution of formalin or hydrochloric 

acid that is applied using soft brushes. The component 

of acid in the solution varies between 4% and 10%, 

depending on the nature of deposition to be removed 

and the surface of stone to be cleaned. 

4. Laser cleaning

 This method involves advanced scientifi c mechanism 

and equipment for cleaning the surface of stone. A 

controlled beam of laser is directed to the affected 

area; this concentrated source of energy pointed at a 

location on the surface disintegrates the depository 

layer and removes it, rendering the under layer clean. 

It is quite an expensive technique, and is feasible only 

for a particular scale of application.

Within this available range of cleaning techniques and 

methods, there are variations that can be adapted for  

conservation practice. However, it may be suggested here 

that the scale and complexity of Jaisalmer Fort structure 

may not allow us to engage laser cleaning methods.  Out 

of the other methods, the site conservator may apply the 

one that is most appropriate to a given affected area, 

easily available, reversible in nature, economical to use, 

and which would cause the least damage to the fabric of 

the stone masonry.

As per good conservation practice, it is important to try 

out a sample patch in a discrete location and study the 

results before applying the process over a larger area.

2.7.6 DRY MASONRY AND CRACK FORMATIONS

All natural stones are susceptible to cracking and Jaisalmer 

stone is no exception. Cracks can be broadly classifi ed as 

micro-cracks and macro-cracks. Micro-cracks are seen on 

the surface of stone as a fairly shallow network of fi ne 

fi ssures. On the other hand, singular deep divisions in the 

stone would be a result of macro-cracking.

Cracks and fi ssures (in particular micro–cracks) could be a 

result of fl uctuating cycles, particularly wetting and drying, 

which can cause fi ne stress fractures to form particularly 

on the stone surface. These types of cracks are evident 

in decorative details, brackets, projecting slabs, chajja 

projections and parts of the structure that are exposed. 

Macro-cracks may originate from natural grain structure 

or fl aw in the stone, quarrying stresses, transportation or 

movement jerks or from a displacement in shift-loading. 

The differential settlement in the structure could also 

cause stress fatigue at particular points and result in 

macro-cracks. A faulty construction system could impose 

point loads on certain stone members subjecting them to 

unbalanced loading stresses which result in the failure of 

the fabric of stone and lead to macro-cracking.

The strength of a masonry wall is not entirely dependent 

on the bond between the building material and the mortar. 

The friction between the interlocking blocks of masonry is 

often strong enough to provide a great deal of strength 

on its own. The blocks sometimes have grooves or other 

surface features added to enhance this interlocking, 

and some dry set masonry structures (as in the case of 

traditional Jaisalmer works) forego mortar altogether.

The masonry in Jaisalmer Fort is dry in nature and the 

stones are interlocked with tenon and mortise joints. The 

crack formation on the walls can be treated after analyzing 

the nature and cause of the cracks. According to the type 

of crack developed, the stones and the bond between 

them can be restored by any of the following methods

  i) Crimping of stone

  ii) Stitching of stone

  iii) Clamping of stone

However, in order to adopt and apply any of the above 

restoration methods, it is imperative to seek the technical 

advice and supervision of an engineer conversant with 

conservation methodologies. 
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From the point of view of the conservation of the Jaisalmer 

Fort, a study of the Fort, bastions, slopes and walls was 

commissioned in order to observe and analyze its condition 

/ stability, with a view to devise conservation measures. 

The Fort being a ‘living citadel’, is also a signifi cant tourist 

attraction. Hence, the effort to carry out conservation of 

the Fort and to reinstate its integrity can be considered as 

a unique exercise in the fi eld of architectural conservation 

and conservation engineering in India. This is particularly 

important in the case of the Jaisalmer Fort where geo-

technical studies are a must to address the conservation 

issues. 

The fi rst requirement in order to set the process rolling 

was to prepare a geo-technical investigation program to 

understand the behavior of the underlying layers of soil 

and rock and try to analyze the soil / structure interaction 

phenomenon. This when integrated with the overall 

geological engineering fi nding (part of the Geological 

Survey of India (GSI) study program) creates a more 

comprehensive understanding of the area. 

With this in view, the conservation team worked out a full 

scale soil investigation program along with specifi cations 

and bill of quantities (BOQ). The Archaeological Survey 

of India (ASI) in turn invited quotations based on this 

document. An agency (M.K. Soils, Ahmedabad, India) was 

appointed in mid December 2005 to execute the work, and 

the work at site started around the of December 20, 2005. 

Field work has till recently been conducted (Oct 2007) and 

considerable data has been collected and tabulated. 

The results were presented by M/s. M. K. Soils in a separate 

report prepared by them (Refer CD #2 - Geotechnical 

Testing Agency’s Report). This report is the reference Testing Agency’s Report). This report is the reference Testing Agency’s Report).

document for the assessment of the geo-technical 

study presented herein. In this assessment only sample 

3.1  INTRODUCTION

data from the study is presented in order to understand 

the geo-technical issues that emerge as a result of the 

extensive geo-technical investigation program. 

The data has been collected and presented for the 

following:

 i. Bore Logs / Standard Penetration Test (SPT) /  

  Core Recovery / Rock Quality Designation (RQD)

 ii. Pressuremeter Test

 iii. Permeability Test 

 iv. Inclinometer Test 

 v. Trial Pits 

 A sample of the presentation of the laboratory data is 

enclosed 
 A complete report for each type of test with the 

respective data sheet is included

 A concluding analysis of the geo-technical investigation 

program based on the results of the M.K. Soils Report is 

also included. This is the fi nal analysis and conclusions 

on the completed geotechnical investigation and testing 

program. This section of the report should be read in 

conjunction with the geological report as presented by 

the GSI

 An assessment of the GSI report is enclosed as a 

separate item: “Engineering Geology Assessment by BC 

July 2007”.

 An appendix makes the reader familiar with some 

basic theory of soil testing.
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3.2.1  GEOLOGY OF THE AREA: 

The Jaisalmer Fort is located in a part of the Rann of

Rajasthan that has a highly undulating topography.  Sand 

dunes with heights of around 15m are observed in the 

surrounding areas. 

The region is made up of sedimentary deposits consisting 

of alternate layers of sandstone, limestone and silt stone 

formed by overburden pressure. It is observed that the 

sandstone exhibits calcareous / argillaceous binding 

material. The sandstone / silt stone layers are also 

observed on the outskirts of the city. The nearby exposed 

hill also shows the same alternate layers in weathered 

condition. Occasional inter-bedded clay layers are also 

observed within layers of limestone and sandstone which 

may have derived due to leaching process of the yellowish 

lime stone.  

(For a greater study and understanding of the geology of 

the area, refer to the GSI report which was commissioned 

by the ASI / World Monument Fund (WMF) and is attached 

as an appendix - CD #3)

3.2  SOIL INVESTIGATION PROGRAM

3.2.2  GEO-TECHNICAL INVESTIGATION WORK : 

The Fort is situated on an approximately 25m high isolated 

hillock with the central section of the crest inhabited by 

the local residents. The fortifi cations consist of the “inner” 

wall, surrounded by the mori and the “outer” bastion wall. mori and the “outer” bastion wall. mori

The outer bastion wall, where it can be seen, has been 

placed on an extending ledge of sandstone. This ledge, 

it is observed, is broken or damaged in parts. From the 

bastions, the Fort slopes down to a dry rubble masonry 

pitching wall. A road, on which vehicular traffi c of the city 

plies, hugs the pitching wall and runs round the entire 

Fort.

3.2.3 DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED DURING THE 

INVESTIGATION PROGRAMME: 

Some of the diffi culties encountered during the 

investigation program are listed below.

1. Resistance from the local population (mainly tourist 

guest house owners and hotel owners) to the execution 

of the investigation program.

2. Transportation of rigs from location to location (mainly 

on the slope), including its stable placement on the 

slopes in order to execute the drilling operations

3. Working in the mori portion due to the unhygienic mori portion due to the unhygienic mori

conditions existing in the area. 

4. Transporting and placing water and drilling mud 

(liquid) due to steep slopes in places

3.2.4 THE SCOPE OF THE GEO-TECHNICAL

INVESTIGATION PROGRAMME: 

The scope of the geo-technical investigation program was 

defi ned in the tender document specially created for the 

program, and is listed below.

1. Drilling 14 Nos. of boreholes in mori portion of depth 

40.0m

2. Drilling 13 Nos. of boreholes in slope portions of depth 

15.0m to 20.0m

3. Drilling 8 Nos. of boreholes at the base section around 

the fort of depth 10.0m to 25m

4. Drilling 6 Nos. boreholes for inclinometers of depth 

25m

5.  Collection of disturbed and undisturbed samples of 

soil and rock cores 

6. Conducting the following fi eld tests:

 i. Standard penetration test in soil strata 

 ii. Permeability tests 

 iii. Pressure meter test at different depths and in     

boreholes as per the instructions of engineer in 

charge. 

 iv. Inclinometer tests.

 v. Exposing 30 nos. trial pits to visual examination

(For a more detailed description as to how the investigation 

program was executed, refer to the M. K. Soils Report 

which gives an account of the actual fi eld and laboratory 

work - CD #2)
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The geo-technical tests conducted include various fi eld 

tests / work and Laboratory Tests. The fi eld tests / works 

are enumerated below. The sheets enclosed herewith are 

sample sheets and for each individual bore / test etc. For 

3.3  GEO-TECHNICAL TESTS

further reference the reader will have to refer the Geo-

technical Investigation Agency – Field Report by M/s. M.K. 

Soils which is an accompanying volume to this report by 

Bombay Collaborative - CD #2. 

A. Field tests / works

1. Bore log strata tests      Reference Sheet No. G – 01 / 07

2. SPT tests       Reference Sheet No. G – 08 / 09

3. Pressure meter tests      Reference Sheet No. G – 13/14/15

4. Pressure meter creep curves     Reference Sheet No. G –  25 / 26

5. Permeability test      Reference Sheet No. G – 34/35/38

6. Inclinometer test      Reference Sheet No. G – 39/40/41/42E/43/44

7. Trial pits       Reference Sheet No. G – 46 / 47

8. Nalla log       Reference Sheet No. G – 50.

B. Laboratory tests       Reference Sheet No. G – 51 / 57 /63

C. 3.4 Rainfall data       

D. 3.5 Photographic documentation 

of investigations

E. 3.6 Review and inferences

F. 3.7 Engineering geology assessment    Reference Sheet No. G – 64 / 65
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3.3  GEO-TECHNICAL TESTS

MENARD PRESSUREMETER3.3.1  PRESSURE METER TEST: 

Method of pressure meter test
Pressure meter test is a fi eld test which is used now-a-days 

to obtain stress – strain characteristics and deformation 

modulus and limit pressure of in situ condition of soil and 

weathered rock at different depths. 

The instrument is developed by French engineer Menard. 

The equipment consists of two main components: Probe 

and Pressure volume meter panel. They are connected by 

a coaxial tube in which water and gas are applied in inner 

and outer part. Probe consists of three parts: two outer 

guard cell at either end, and a central measuring cell. 

Measuring cell is infl ated by liquid under gas pressure and 

guard cells are infl ated by gas pressure only. The probes 

are available in three sizes AX, BX and NX. 

The Probe
This is a cylindrical metal body with rubber membranes 

stretched over it and attached in a manner as to effectively 

form 3 independent cells. The central measuring cell 

contains a liquid under gas pressure, the upper and lower 

cells are pressurized with gas only. The deformations are 

measured by the central cell only where conditions of 

plane strain are deemed to exist due to the presence of 

the guard cells. 

In order to minimize the possibility of the rubber 

membranes being punctured by sharp aggregates, 

these are generally protected by a shield of overlapping 

longitudinal metal strips.

The probes are available in various diameters to suit 

the standard borehole dimensions; the most common 

dimensions are AX, BX, and NX.

The Volumeter
This is metal cylindrical, water fi lled reservoir equipped 

with pressure gauges and regulators. It permits the 

controlled injection of water and gas into the central and 

guard cells respectively. 

The volume changes are read directly from the variations 

in a graduated sight–tube indicating the water level in 

the reservoir. For high accuracy reading, the sight–tube is 

isolated and reading sensitivity is increased 50 times. 

The volumeter is connected to the probe by what appears 

to be a single, fl exible plastic tubing, which in fact is made 

of 2 tubes, one inside the other. The inner tube carries 

the water to the central cell and the space between 

the 2 tubes allows the gas to reach the guard cells. This 

prevents a possible expansion of the inner tubing which 

could lead to erroneous readings of the amount of water 

injected. The pressure is supplied from a small gas bottle 

which provides CO2, for high pressure tests, compressed 

air or nitrogen.

A - 3  PRESSURE METER TESTS
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3.3  GEO-TECHNICAL TESTS

Procedure
Placing the Probe: The procedure varies according to the 

soil conditions. Three main cases are considered:

1. Free standing soils: In soils which do not cave in, 

the borehole is advanced either with an auger or by 

conventional rotary drilling. The probe is then inserted 

into the borehole and tests performed every 3 feet.

2. Loose and soft soil: The borehole is advanced with 

an auger or by rotary drilling with a bentonite mud 

injection to prevent ‘caving in’ or ‘squeezing in’ of 

the hole. The tests are then performed as mentioned 

above. In some cases, it is advisable to follow the 

advancement of the borehole with a casing to cut off 

layers likely to collapse. 

3. Sands and gravels: It is usually impossible 

to maintain a borehole open in sands or 

gravels, particularly below the water table. 

For this particular application the probe is enclosed 

within a special ‘slotted casing’ which can be driven 

into the material to be tested without previous drilling. 

When the desired elevation is reached, the test is 

performed normally.

Performing the test 
After placing the probe at the required elevation, pressure 

is applied in increments and the corresponding volume 

changes are noted at 15, 30 and 60 seconds. By plotting 

volume changes at 60 seconds versus pressure, an in-situ 

stress-strain curve is obtained, the general appearance of 

which is shown in the fi gure alongside. 

This curve normally exhibits 3 phases:

a. a curved section which refl ects a re-compression of 

the soil and a ‘nestling-in’ of the probe

b. a near linear phase referred to as ‘pseudo-elastic’. 

From this section of the curve is derived the modulus 

deformation E

c. after this phase, volume changes increase very 

rapidly in function of pressure and ideally the 

curve becomes asymptotic to what is known as 

the ‘limit pressure’ P1. This value directly refl ects 

the ultimate bearing capacity of the material. 

By plotting the volume changes between 30 and 60

seconds, the ‘creep curve’ is obtained. It represents 

the tendency of the material to deform with time. 

The point at which a defi nite upward break occurs 

is referred to as the ‘creep pressure’ Pf; it generally 

corresponds to the upper limit of the pseudo-elastic 

zone.

Test interpretation
The theoretical considerations for a pressuremeter test 

have been explained at length by various authors.

The rules applicable for the interpretation of the tests 

were published by Mr. Louis Menard in 1965. These were 

the direct results of the fundamental research carried out 

over a period of nearly ten years. 
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3.3  GEO-TECHNICAL TESTS

Bearing capacity
These rules apply to piles, caissons, deep strip footings and 

shallow foundations, and include coeffi cients to take into 

account geometrical shapes and depth of foundations. 

To demonstrate that the similarity exists with the results 

obtained from more conventional methods, the following 

example is given.

In a cohesive material, the relationship between cohesion 

(undrained shear strength) and the pressure metric test 

results is given by the expression: 

From experience, it has been found that the denominator 

has a limited range for various soils and in clay the range 

varies within the limit of 5 to 7, the most common value 

being 5.5. Substituting this value, the equation becomes. 

 P1 = Po + 5.5C                     (2)

Prandtl uses a very similar equation in his calculation for 

strip footing:

            Qult = γ + 5.14C         (3)

Therefore, the limit pressure P1 can be used directly for 

the calculation of the ultimate bearing capacity from the 

formula

            Qult = Po + K (P1 – Po)        (4)

Where K is a factor depending on the shape of roundation, 

depth of embedment and soil type.   

For a shallow foundation at a depth of 6ft in clay, the 

value of K becomes:

                                     B

                  K = 1 + 0.4 -----, 

               L

and then equation (4) becomes:

                                                         B 

                   Qult = Po + 5.5C (1 + 0.4 ----)        (5)

                       L

The corresponding formula by Terzaghi (1948) for the 

same condition is 

                                                B

                  Qult = γ3 + 5.7C (1 + 0.3 ----)        (6)

                      L

The similarity between equations number 5 and 6 is 

therefore obvious. 

Settlements 
In a purely elastic media, the diametrical expansion 

of a cylindrical cavity is related to the pressure by the 

equation:

           1 + µ

       Δ D = ( -------------) Δ P.D.        (7)

                                     E

  

                                  D

       E = (1 + µ) Δ P.  ------         (8)

                                           ΔD

which when expressed in function of volume becomes:

                                          ΔP

 E = (1 + µ) Δ 2 V.  ------          (9)

                                          ΔV 

           E

It should be noted here that the parameter -------- 

                                                                  1 + µ 

measured directly during the test, is related to the  

                                     

                                                             E 

shear modulus G by the relation 2 G -----------

                                                         1 + µ 

The modulus E derived from the slope of the pressuremeter 

curve is utilized for the computation of settlements which 

is usually expressed as the sum of 3 components.

W1: elastic settlement in relation to micro–deformations

W2: settlement due to shear deformations without                   

 volume change

W3: settlement due to volumetric variations

The initial component WI is small and usually negligible. 

The general formulae for W2 and W3 are

Where µ is Poisson’s ratio

           P is net bearing pressure

           R half width of foundation

           α  rheological factor

          λ2, λ3  shape factors

As can be seen from the equations, W2 is predominant 

where foundations are small but becomes negligible with 

respect to W3 for large foundations. As the settlement 

corresponding to the term W2 results from a fi eld or stress 

very closely associated to the one around the pressuremeter 

probe than it is obvious that the pressuremeter is extremely 

well adapted for the computation of settlement of most 

foundations as these are usually of moderate dimensions. 

When unidirectional consolidation is expected such as 

under large rafts, component W3 is predominant.  

Applications
The pressure equipment is fully portable and can be 

hand–carried into locations where trucks cannot be 

taken. Bearing capacity and settlement calculations can 

immediately be made in the fi eld without a lengthy wait 

for results from laboratory testing. 

This tool is particularly useful in soils which defy proper 

sampling such as sands, gravels and weathered rock.

2C (1 + µ)

C =
PI – PO

1 + loge  (____________)

                   

E  (____________)E  (____________) α  (____________) α  (____________)
(Gibson & Anderson 1962) (1)
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3.3  GEO-TECHNICAL TESTS

Correlation and conclusions
In soil mechanics, no tool can be considered to give 

satisfactory results or to be operational unless it has been 

subjected to correlation with other instruments, or better 

still, until its results have been checked against full scale 

load tests. In this respect, many research programs have 

been undertaken in different parts of the world. A close 

examination of these will reveal interesting data where 

anticipated settlements and failures were very close to 

actual results, clearly indicating the reliability of this tool.

                         ΔP

               

          ΔV / V

Where   ΔP = P1 – P2

ΔV = V1 – V2

 V =  790 +  V1 + V2

                  ----------------------

                   2

             (P1, V1) (P2, V2) = from graph
 E =  2 (1 +  µ ) X G

            Where µ  = 0.33

Calculation for G & E value:-

Typical calculation for fi nding G & E value for BH -1 depth 

16.6m is shown as below:-

from graph of V60 V/S pressure

limit pressure Pu = 18.75 Kg/cm2

applying air calibration corrections, Pl = Pu – PΨ + pa

Where,

 PΨ = pressure of water

 Pa = pressure for air calibration

 Pl = 18.75 – 1.5 + 1.75 = 19 Kg/cm2

 K = 2 (Vo + Vm) / (1 + V)

                    K = 2 (285 + 35)      

 E =    [ _________]     =   864 Kg/cm2

                        ( 1 + 0.35)

Where, 

V = Poisson’s ratio = 0.35

Vo = Initial volume

Vm = Average volume for straight line 

E = Modulus of elasticity 

            

E = k [ _________]

                ΔV

Where,

Δp = Change in pressure corresponding to change in 

volume ΔV (Ref. graph)

Pi = Water pressure

E = 864 (4-1.5) / (355 – 285) = 30.86 Kg/Cm2

G = Shear Modulus 

              E

         2 (1 + V)

   =           30.86

        2  X  (1 + 0.35)

   =   11.43 Kg/Cm2

 G = 

ΔE = k [ _________]ΔE = k [ _________]p - E = k [ _________]p - E = k [ _________]ΔE = k [ _________]ΔE = k [ _________]pi E = k [ _________]pi E = k [ _________]

G = 
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3.3  GEO-TECHNICAL TESTS

3.3.2 INCLINOMETER :

Inclinometers are instruments ideally suited for long–

term, precise monitoring of the position of a borehole 

over its entire length. By making a series of readings over 

time, it is also possible to monitor the rate of movement. 

The components of the inclinometer are a plastic casing 

with four longitudinal grooves cut in the inside wall, and 

a probe that is lowered down the casing on an electrical 

cable with graduated depth markings. The probe contains 

two accelerometers, aligned so that they measure the tilt 

of the probe in two mutually perpendicular directions. The 

probe is also equipped with pairs of wheels that run in the 

grooves in the casing and maintain the rotational stability 

of the probe. 

The fi rst requirement of accurate monitoring is to extend 

the borehole below the depth of movement so that 

readings made from the end of the hole are referenced 

to a stable base. Precautions are also needed during 

installation of the casing to maintain the vertical 

alignment of the grooves and prevent spiraling. Readings 

are made by lowering a probe to the end of the hole 

and then raising it in increments equal to the length of 

the wheelbase of the probe. At each depth increment, 

the tilt is measured. Figure shows the procedure for 

calculating the displacement for each increment and the 

total displacement at the top of the hole. A precaution is 

to allow time during the readings for the probe to reach 

temperature equilibrium in the hole. 

A - 6  INCLINOMETER TEST
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3.3.3   TRIAL PITS :

1. Along with the major drilling and testing program 

including various geo-technical / laboratory / and 

other soil tests, a separate schedule for excavation of 

trial pits was also planned. Nearly 40 nos. trial pits 

were excavated to visually observe the strata. They 

served to also inform us of the following:

 i. Founding material – composition.

 ii. Manner of construction adopted during the period 

the Fort was constructed

 iii. Interconnection between the inner bastion – mori

– and outer bastion 

 iv. Served to help in designing the pilot project 

pitching wall. The depth of the foundation of the present 

pitching wall in crucial sections was ascertained. 

 v. The excavation of trial pits showed the effect of 

water seepage. The clay layers, where encountered, 

were observed to be damp

2.

 i. The plan drawing shows the location of each 

individual trial pit. 

 ii. The accompanying section sketches show 

schematically the observations recorded for each trial 

pit.

 iii. The trial pits in the mori section helped in mori section helped in mori

understanding the construction of the mori. It showed mori. It showed mori

that in places, the mori has been connected with the mori has been connected with the mori

bastion construction. 

3.3  GEO-TECHNICAL TESTS

A - 7  TRIAL PITS
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3.3.4 NALA LOG / FORMATION :

It was observed during the monsoon season of 2006 (from 

July 2006 to October 2006) that Jaisalmer received heavy 

rainfall in the month of August 2006. 

The run off water, as a result of the heavy precipitation, 

formed / cut nalas (small rivulets) in the slope of the Fort, nalas (small rivulets) in the slope of the Fort, nalas

eroding considerable material along with the fl ow.  

The location of the nalas has been logged and recorded. It nalas has been logged and recorded. It nalas

showed the ‘scouring effect’ of the run off water, indicating 

that the top soil in places exhibited low shear strength 

and is a fi ll or dumped material / debris. This also led to 

the observation that the slope was originally stabilized 

by means of ‘dwarf’ masonry walls running along the 

perimeter of the slope at various levels forming a terracing 

effect. This was a simple technique traditionally used ‘’to 

achieve ‘slope stability’. It is also a method that needs to 

be fi ne tuned (using state-of-the-art knowledge of soil 

mechanics) to achieve slope stability in a very economical 

manner.  

The ‘fi ll back’ material used to dress, or rather re-dress the 

slope, should be decided upon scientifi cally, i.e. the type 

of material, its grain / particle size and its compaction. All 

these factors should be taken into consideration.  

In future, during the monsoon season, if nalas are formed, nalas are formed, nalas

they should be regularly documented in terms of location 

and geometry of the section cut into the hillock slope. 

A ‘pattern’ of formation is likely to emerge from such a 

study / observation which can help in understanding the 

behavior of the slope and in turn achieve a more safe and 

stable Fort slope.   

3.3  GEO-TECHNICAL TESTS

A - 8  NALLA LOG
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The Jaisalmer Fort is situated in an area of very low average 

rainfall intensity. However, during the 2006 monsoon 

the area experienced unprecedented rainfall, while the 

year 2007 experienced rainfall every single month of the 

year. The month wise rainfall data for the year 2006 was 

obtained from the District Collector’s offi ce (L.R. Dept.) in 

Jaisalmer and is presented below.

3.4  RAINFALL DATA 

Date

10-3-06

11-3-06

14-3-06

17-4-06

3-6-06

19-6-06

28-6-00

1-8-06 to 5-8-06

6-8-06

7-8-06

8-8-06

9-8-06

10-8-06

11-8-06

15-8-06

18-8-06

19-8-06

20-8-06

21-8-06

22-8-06

24-8-06

31-8-06

Data of Rainfall (mm)

16.00

1.00

2.00

7.00

8.00

5.00

46.00

No Rain

138.00

39.00

1.20

9.00

-

13.00

2.3

5.5

68.4

1.0

130

15

0.8

1.6

Average Rainfall : 2005 to 2006 – 499.3 mm

Average Rainfall : June – 2006 to August – 2006 – 473.3 mm 

C.  RAINFALL DATA
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3.5  PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION OF INVESTIGATIONS  

Inclino Meter Borehole BH– 6
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Inclino Meter Test For  BH – 2 Rock Core Sample For BH – 1

3.5  PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION OF INVESTIGATIONS  
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3.5  PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION OF INVESTIGATIONS  

Pressure meter test in progress
Note the technician holding the probe lifted out of borehole

Drilling Borehole For BH – 9 (Mori)

Drilling Borehole For BH – 26 (Base)
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1. The geo-technical investigation program carried out 

was defi ned in the tender enquiry and as reviewed 

in the  ‘introduction’ consisted of 35 boreholes and 

included conducting various tests like the standard 

penetration test (SPT), pressuremeter test, permeability 

test, inclinometer test. Trial pits were also excavated 

for a visual inspection of the soil strata, and the 

arrangement of the foundations of the pits revealed 

much information. Rainfall data available from the 

local meteorological offi ce was collected. During some 

heavy showers of rain, the run-off nallas that were 

observed on the slopes of the hill were also logged 

and marked on a plan. 

2. The results of all the tests have been presented earlier 

in the report. From the bore logs it can be seen that 

highly stratifi ed and fractured rocks were encountered. 

The matching rock quality designation (RQD) has also 

been calculated and presented. 

3. Apart from the fi eld tests, laboratory tests like particle 

size analysis, Atterberg limits, tri–axial tests and 

rock crushing tests have also been conducted in the 

laboratory.

4. On the basis of the extensive investigation program 

undertaken, and from results that emerged, the 

following inferences can be stated.

 i. The clay encountered in the drilling, is a dry 

hard mudstone. When it comes in contact with water 

it immediately becomes plastic, and if more water 

is added it practically becomes a liquid. This means 

that while the clay is dry, it is a hard mudstone and 

provides a fi rm base and in its confi ned state, exhibits 

good bearing capacity. But when in contact with water, 

it loses its shear strength and becomes a ‘diffi cult’ 

3.6  REVIEW AND INFERENCES 

foundation material. This clearly brings out the point 

that introduction of water into the soil of the hillock, 

poses a threat to its stability. Bearing capacity is not 

a problem if the soil does not come in contact with 

water. Further, the bastion foundations are all placed 

on layers or ledges of sandstone and thus have a fi rm 

base. The threat to the bastions is from the lateral 

pressure that is exerted on them due to water entering 

the soil. It is this ingression of water that needs to be 

controlled, if not eliminated. 

 ii. The successful pressure meter tests show a 

bearing capacity ranging from a value of 20t / M2 to 

90t / M2. In rock samples the crushing strengths are 

in the region of 200t / M2 to 4000t / M2 depending 

upon the type of rock. The reader is requested to refer 

to the M.K. Soils Report for more detailed data on rock 

properties, density, porosity, compressive strength and 

petrologic analysis and chemical analysis of water. 

 iii. The permeability tests show that the permeability 

of the soil is of a very low order, especially through the 

clay layers. This possibly gives a chance for the general 

ambient temperature and the heat to cause the water 

(which the hill is absorbing due to inhabitation within 

the Fort precincts) to evaporate. This can be said only 

qualitatively and not quantitatively. In fact, it was 

observed during the ongoing pitching wall work that 

the layer of clay behind the wall was still fi rm, though 

moist. It had not yet reached the liquid limit.

 iv. The real test that showed what is happening 

within the hillock was the inclinometer test. This test 

was conducted in 6 boreholes. The borehole at the 

southern tip (IM1) has shown considerable movement 

and indicates that this particular portion of the hillock 

is facing distress. IM3 which is near the traditional 

ghutnalli at the northern portion of the Fort also shows 

the same amount of movement. From these readings, 

we draw the following inferences.

 a. Around the borehole IM1, IM3 and IM5, we propose 

that 6 new boreholes be drilled and the inclinometer 

test be conducted at a position 20 meters behind the 

original boreholes and another one at the lower level, 

i.e. the pitching wall level. If movement is located 

in these proposed new boreholes, then it is possible 

to trace the geometry of the ‘slip circle’ that may be 

developing.

 b. All the present 6 inclinometer boreholes should be 

monitored on a six–monthly basis for the next 4 years. 

The 6 additional boreholes being proposed should also 

be monitored in the same way. The inclinometer test 

will reveal the ground movement within the slopes of 

the hillock.

5. Finally, the geo-technical investigation program has, 

to a large extent, revealed the following. 

i. It fi rmly established the sub-strata properties of 

the hillock.

 ii. It has also revealed the areas of distress.

 iii. It has thus provided a scientifi c background to the 

reason why the earlier failures had taken place.

 iv. It has also revealed that the effect of water 

seepage in the strata has led to the geo-technical 

problems of slope stability, and loss of shear strength 

in the strata. The Fort structure was not designed to 

cater to the lateral thrust due to water seepage or the 

accompanying loss of shear strength of the soil strata. 

 v. The clay layers when dry can be termed as 

‘mudstone’. However, when in contact with water, 

they transform from hard mudstone to a plastic and 

then liquid material by losing their shear strength. 

 vi. The sandstone material when in contact with 

water remains fairly stable, but if the ‘joint infi ll’ 

material between the sandstone layers is clay, 

the ‘mass of rock’ is susceptible to slippages. This 

phenomenon could have occurred during the earlier 

bastion failures. 

 vii. The seepage of sewage water is a hazard in the 

long term to the sandstone / limestone material due 

to its chemical action. 

6. The above conclusion again leads us to the fact that 

the basic issue of water and sewage management 

of the Fort is the crucial issue that will govern the 

stability and durability of the bastions, slopes, pitching 

wall and the entire Fort in general. 

7. The subject is further reviewed and discussed in the 

‘Recommendations’ (section IV) and ‘Prioritizing 

Interventions’ (section V) sections of this report.

8. Using this report as the basis, the authorities must 

immediately take up evacuation and safety measures 

in the areas of distress that have been revealed as a 

result of the geo-technical investigations undertaken 

at the Fort site.

E.  REVIEW AND INFERENCES
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The engineering geology assessment is based on the 

information extracted from the Geological Survey of India 

(GSI) Report of June 2007. 

1. With the GSI Report in hand the lineament lines were 

plotted as suggested in the report. As per the angles 

given in the report the following drawings were 

prepared. The notes on the drawings are the inferences 

as to the formation of the hill on which the Fort has 

been built.

 i.  Drawing No. JF – G/64: Shows lineament lines 

which have, over geological time, resulted in the rock 

formation which now constitutes the Jaisalmer Fort 

hill.

  ii.    Drawing No. JF –  G/65: Depicts a possible schematic 

happening in geological time, which has led to the 

formation of the Jaisalmer Fort hill.

 iii.  These inferences are based on: observations at site, 

extracts as drawn out from reading the GSI Report of 

June 2007, the knowledge gained from the borehole 

data as a result of the geo-technical investigation 

program and the judgment by the conservation team 

on the geology of the site gathered during the process 

of various surveys and preparation of our report. 

3.7  ENGINEERING GEOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

Photograph No.1: Relates to the present times and has been taken from the adjacent hill to the north of the Fort. 
The town, as can be seen, is located in the valley.

1. Presented here are a few photographs taken at site 

that are of geological signifi cance:

F.  ENGINEERING GEOLOGY ASSESSMENT

SANDSTONE EXPOSURE
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3.7  ENGINEERING GEOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

Photograph 1A: Shows (i) the hill on which the Jaisalmer Fort has been built (to the right) and (ii) the hillock to the north of the fort (to the 
left) with the valley in between. In the valley is a block of sandstone, now a part of the town as marked and highlighted in photograph No.1. Photograph No.2: Overview of north ‘sister’ hillock as seen from Jaisalmer Fort 

Photograph No.2A: Detail of the north ‘sister’ hillock with the remnants of the outer 
city wall with dwellings built into soft clay layers underlying the hard material at 

the top.
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3.7  ENGINEERING GEOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

Photograph Nos. 3, 4 and 5: Show the stratification and formation of the hillock at the north of the Jaisalmer Fort. It was from this sister 
hillock that Photograph No.  1 was taken / shot. 

Photograph No.4: Shows sandstone layer stratification with a slight angle of dip overlying soft clay material.

Photograph No. 3                Photograph No. 5                       
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Photograph No. 6: Shows a collapsed burrow / hole below a hard 
layer of sandstone. Formation of a ledge is clearly seen. Photograph No. 7                       

3.7  ENGINEERING GEOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

Photograph No. 8 Photograph No. 9

Photograph Nos. 7, 8 and 9: Show close-ups of the sand stone formation in the valley between the two hills, i.e. 

Jaisalmer Fort and the sister hillock in the north. This exposed sandstone zone is now a part of the town and its position 

is marked clearly in Photograph No. 1. Notice the seepage of water through the cracks and horizontal bedding planes in 

Photograph No.9.
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2. The preceding photographs of the geology of the area 

depicts the following:

i.  The Jaisalmer Fort and the sister hillock in the 

north clearly exhibit horizontal stratifi cation with a 

mild angle of dip with intermediate layers of soft soil, 

mudstones, clay etc. 

 ii.    The intermediate high ground of exposed sandstone 

between these two hills is another example of 

stratifi ed hard material. This material is likely to have 

been the top of a single plateau, situated between 

and combining the two present day hills (Jaisalmer 

Fort hill and the sister hillock to the north of the Fort) 

which we are comparing. During geological times, the 

comparatively soft material or alternate layers of soft 

material and thin beddings of sandstone underlying 

the hard material (which is seen at present) of this 

intermediate plateau, got weathered or washed away. 

The hard material settled and remained in its present 

position as a sandstone block or tableland. This is an 

inference but could very likely be plausible.

 iii.  The stratifi ed hard material of this exposed 

sandstone block is at a slight angle of dip and 

exhibits large number of vertical cracks and horizontal 

stratifi cation as seen in the photographs. 

3. In general, in both cases -- the Jaisalmer Fort hill and 

the sister north hillock, stratifi ed layers of hard and 

soft material are seen. Underneath the comparatively 

hard sandstone stratifi cation lie soft layers of soil, 

which have been eroded or can be washed away, 

result in the upper sandstone layers forming a ledge 

which leads to structural instability. This is clearly seen 

in Photograph No. 6. 

4. The drilling data shows that the soil samples extracted 

contain fossil material. 

5. The fossil material (calcium carbonate) is prone to 

attack from sewage water and can cause structural 

distress in the Jaisalmer Fort hill. This leads to the 

question of re-engineering required for the existing 

water supply, drainage and sewage systems of the 

Fort. The fl ow of sewage water into the soil, ground, 

crevices etc of the Fort hillock is a potential threat to 

the Fort stability and needs to be addressed in terms 

of long term stability. 

6. One of the lineament lines passes through the south 

apex of the Fort. This south apex has had a history of 

a collapsed bastion in the past (1999). 

7. The inclinometer tests taken in this zone show a 

clear ground movement between the results taken in 

December 2006 and in May 2007. 

8. On looking at the geo-technical investigation 

program in hindsight, it can be said that specifying 

the inclinometer test in the soil investigation study, 

has proved to be an eye–opener and a very strong 

investigative procedure. This should be continued as a 

monitoring tool for the next 4 years. 

9.  In the geo-technical investigation section, we have 

tried to match the geo-technical investigation fi ndings 

with the enclosed ‘Engineering Geology Inferences’ 

drawn by us. At this juncture, it may be added that 

this assessment statement has tried to look at the 

entire site in a holistic manner. To further expand on 

this, what has been illustrated is that the present day 

terrain has two hill sites (i) the Jaisalmer Fort hill and 

(ii) the northern hillock. In between these two hills 

is now a valley as shown in Photograph 1A with an 

exposed sandstone block still prevalent. Both these hills 

exhibit similar soil / sandstone layered stratifi cations 

and similar geology, and in all probability were once 

part of a single plateau formation. This aspect has not 

been highlighted in the GSI Report of June 2007. For 

a comprehensive understanding of this site, an overall 

view is essential. Hence, a study of the geology and 

soil layering of the northern hillock is another key 

to understanding the geo-technical behavior of the 

material on which the Jaisalmer Fort has been built.    

10. There is considerable co-relation between the geological 

observations and the geo-technical investigations 

and in fact, the conservation team is seeking greater 

inputs and participation from the GSI in supplementing 

views or correcting inferences. A clearer map showing 

the lineament lines would greatly enhance the study. 

The engineering geology input and inferences now 

emerging from the present assignment (as far as GSI 

and BC are concerned) can be considered as one of the 

landmarks and the highlight of the work undertaken 

by ASI, WMF, GSI and BC. The scientifi c content of 

such an input would be of immense value for all the 

future studies of the Jaisalmer Fort and its surrounding 

region. 

3.7  ENGINEERING GEOLOGY ASSESSMENT 
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The recommendations for the restoration of Jaisalmer Fort are summarized in this section. 

In keeping with the scope of this report, the recommendations focus on works of stabilization and conservation. Also 

included are general as well as specifi c strategies for dealing with the different outer peripheral elements of the Fort, viz. 

its walls, bastions and slopes. 

The chapter concludes by advocating and outlining an integrated management plan which incorporates management 

strategies to restore and rejuvenate the Fort.
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4.1.1 Fort stability here refers to the overall structural 

stability of the following components, which constitute 

the structure of Jaisalmer Fort. 

a. The fortifi cation walls, both inner and outer, including 

the mori

b. The natural slopes of the fort hillock 

c.. The lower level peripheral pitching wall

4.1.2 In order to establish the structural stability of 

these elements, the criteria that need to be examined 

are:

a. Sliding 

b.  Overturning 

c. Cracking or bulging 

d. Settlement 

The fi rst three, are governed by the basic principles of 

structural mechanics viz.                                  , while the 

fourth is governed by the underlying soil characteristics. 

4.1.3 Site observations do not indicate any sliding or 

overturning problems, nor is any major settlement seen in 

the case of the Fort walls. The founding of the fortifi cation 

walls, either on naturally exposed rock ledges or when 

the foundations of the walls are exposed, is found to be 

on layered rock. Hence settlement is not a major issue or 

problem. The question that arises is ‘what are the factors 

that are causing structural distress resulting in the opening 

of joints, cracking and bulging that is commonly observed 

in the bastion walls?’

4.1.4 Bulging and opening of joints in a wall is most 

often caused by internal pressure. Jaisalmer Fort is a 

‘living’ Fort. It is the uncontrolled disposal of drainage 

4.1  FORT STABILITY

and sewage that is identifi ed as the single most important 

factor that is causing distress in the bastion walls. The 

water and sewage seeping into the soil layers is causing a 

lateral thrust onto these walls. This lateral thrust is largely 

responsible for the bulging and cracking as seen in the 

photo-documentation enclosed earlier in this report.

4.1.5 Further, much of the lower base of the Jaisalmer 

hillock is clay. Once clay gets wet, it tends to lose its 

strength. As a result of seepage of water into the soil, 

the shear strength of the clay drops considerably as the 

material becomes plastic and tends to reach the ‘liquid 

limit’.

4.1.6 Based on the above observations and analysis, 

the measures required to protect the stability of the Fort 

walls are listed as follows: 

a. Reassess, augment and redesign, if required, the 

overall drainage and sewage disposal system of the 

Fort taking into account present day demography, living 

conditions and usage of the Fort as a living entity. The 

basis of the design should be the data, fi ndings and 

conclusions included in this report.

b. As this solution of redesigning the drainage and 

sewerage would have a large time implication in 

its execution, it is critical to identify some interim 

methods to protect the Fort walls. This should include 

the reinforcement and water tightening of the existing 

drainage and sewerage routes, and their diversion (if 

possible) into dedicated conduits that are routed to the 

bottom of the Fort and connected to the city municipal 

drainage system. While this is also a major task, it 

would be a logical way to begin this process and 

should be started right away. This should be prioritized 

for the south west slopes where the problem is most 

acute.  

structural mechanics viz.                                  , while the structural mechanics viz.                                  , while the structural mechanics viz.                                  , while the 
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4.2.1 In order to address the issue of the stability of 

the Fort walls and bastions a drill of tasks need to be 

undertaken, viz:

a.  Examine, through the condition photodocumentation 

and physical site verifi cation, the obviously 

endangered bastions. 

b.  Map and draw these bastions in detail in all aspects: 

plan, elevations, foundation etc, as also the contour 

lines of the slope hugging the bastion base. The 

drawings enclosed in the report should be the 

guiding documents for this work. 

c.  Physically map the individual cracks in the bastion 

walls and also record the width of the crack.

d.  Trace any drainage path outlets behind particular 

bastions being studied to locate leakages, seepages, 

unprotected excess water fl ows etc, to ascertain the 

hydraulic pressure the bastion is being subjected to 

and work out a loading (force) diagram. 

e.  Cut off or divert to the existing Fort drainage system, 

all pipes directly discharging onto the mori behind 

the bastion or the slopes below it.

f.  Clear the outer slope of debris and material, and 

expose the existing structure up to the foundation 

base of the bastion wall. 

g.  Fill the noticeable cracks with lime mortar. (The 

choice of fi ller material should be debated before 

work commences and could vary from situation to 

situation.)

h.  Consolidate any cavities in the foundation base 

and provide plinth protection along the outer base 

of the bastion wall foundation as an additional 

precaution. 

4.2  BASTIONS & WALLS

i.  Lay a geotextile material for drainage over the 

foundation and plinth protection masonry. This 

blanket material should be laid such that it remains 

concealed within the slope but its edges emerge 

out at the surface of the slope. The idea is that the 

geotextile material will create a drainage path for 

any excess water retained inadvertently behind the 

wall. Thus, accumulated water retained in the soil 

at bastion wall foundation level can freely drain 

and be distributed over the slope of the Fort, from 

where it will easily evaporate.

j.  Fill back granular soil and properly consolidate the 

material over the geo-blanket to abut against the 

bastion wall and make up the landscape as per the 

required slope and natural profi le. 

k.  Provide a stone splash surface under the outer 

bastion wall water outlets as an energy dissipating 

surface to minimize the impact of the run off water 

from the bastion spouts, as well as toilet outlets, 

and decrease its capacity to scour and create furrows 

and soil erosion down the slopes.
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4.3.1 The mori is an important element in the stability mori is an important element in the stability mori

of the Fort as it is both, a structural connect between inner 

and outer fortifi cations as well as a crucial component 

in the drainage system. The following points should be 

considered for the mori:

a. The mori structurally connects the inner and outer mori structurally connects the inner and outer mori

bastion walls along the south face of the Fort. Parts 

of the eastern face of the Fort are built in the same 

way. Along the western face of the Fort i.e. along 

Shiv road, the fl oor of the mori does not appear to mori does not appear to mori

be a connector between inner and outer bastion 

walls. Here, the mori is practically like a tiled fi ller mori is practically like a tiled fi ller mori

between the two walls, and facilitates surface 

drainage.

b. The mori and the outer fortifi cation walls are mori and the outer fortifi cation walls are mori

constructed on the very edge of the escarpment 

and (on account of their precarious location and 

the fragility of the edges of the rocks on which the 

foundation is established) should not be overloaded 

(refer GSI Report). 

c. The drainage to the mori fl oor is a critical issue. If mori fl oor is a critical issue. If mori

the fl oor is not leveled correctly, it collects water 

in the mori which in turn creates a seepage and mori which in turn creates a seepage and mori

stability problem in the slopes. In addition, stagnant 

water further loads the mori fl oor. mori fl oor. mori

d. The new tiles introduced over the old fl oor of the 

mori have added a layer of material that results in mori have added a layer of material that results in mori

extra load. Additional loading of the mori means an mori means an mori

unnecessary horizontal thrust on the outer bastion 

walls. 

4.3.2 In the sections where work on the mori has already 

been carried out, the recommendations for restoration are 

as follows:

4.3  MORI

a. Where the levels have gone awry and the mori fl oor mori fl oor mori

does not match the drainage outlets of the outer 

bastion wall, the stone material comprising the 

new fl oor needs to be removed and reset to correct 

lines and levels that adhere to the original fl ooring 

patterns.

b. Where the fl oor levels are not adverse to the 

general fl ow of water, and do not disturb the overall 

Fort and mori drainage (even if the stone layout mori drainage (even if the stone layout mori

and pattern does not match the original existing 

layouts), available funds will govern whether this 

section needs to be re-done. 

c. The implication of these suggestions is that the mori 

fl oor level has to be checked in an overall review 

of drainage, and could lead to redoing the already 

executed mori fl oor work.mori fl oor work.mori

4.3.3 In the sections where work on the mori is still to mori is still to mori

be carried out, the following can be done:

a. A well thought out conservation oriented design 

should be evolved and executed such that the 

slopes, drainage and details largely adhere to the 

original situation.

b. As far as possible, restoration and repair of the 

existing mori fl oor should be attempted. mori fl oor should be attempted. mori

c. Where redesign is inevitable, additional loading 

must be restricted to the minimum possible. 

4.3.4 It is further recommended that a special catch-

drain be designed along the existing inner bastion wall 

base in the mori to accept the toilet drainage of the mori to accept the toilet drainage of the mori

now ‘fait accompli’ hotels and rest houses. This elevated 

platform type drain, accommodating a suitable pipe can 

be designed to have manhole covers and chambers for 

inspection and upkeep. The mori drain could be connected mori drain could be connected mori

to sewage outlets at conveniently spaced intervals that 

are located and designed to run under the mori fl oor and mori fl oor and mori

down the slope through concealed sewage pipes to join 

the city’s sewage drainage system.
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4.4.1 It is observed that where there is no major water 

seepage the slopes appear to be stable. However, water 

seepage into the slopes is already a major and growing 

problem, largely due to the proliferation of hotels and guest 

houses along the Fort fringes. The problem is particularly 

acute around the natural drainage passageways out of the 

Fort and also along the eastern slopes. These areas have 

been identifi ed and outlined below:

a. The southern tip, down which a large amount of the 

Fort’s water is drained, has experienced collapses in 

the recent past. It is a section that still shows distress 

and is identifi ed as a critical zone of instability by 

the geo-technical investigations and especially by 

the inclinometer tests.  

b. The central section of the slope along Shiv Road is 

quite steep and unstable and is a potential problem 

area, particularly around the central drainage 

outlet. 

c. The area around the existing ghutnalli on the ghutnalli on the ghutnalli

northern side of the Fort is identifi ed as an area of 

distress and vulnerability. 

d. The eastern slopes above the police station are also 

an area of vulnerability where the inclinometer tests 

indicate movement within the slopes. 

4.4.2 An engineering design strategy for the stabilization 

of the slopes is listed below:

a. Restoration and reconstruction (where necessary) of 

the dwarf contour walls along the slope in traditional 

dry masonry as a means of stabilizing the slope.

b. Consolidation of the projecting natural stone shelves 

of the slope by means of underpinning or fi lling 

the voids with dry rubble masonry. These cavities 

4.4  FORT SLOPES

have been created as a result of erosion of the soft 

underlying material. The consolidation adds to slope 

stabilization.

c. Spread granular fi ll to match the slope and cover 

the top of the dwarf contour walls. Add a soil 

reinforcement fabric under the fi ll surface for greater 

stabilization. 

d. Soil nailing, as a way of additionally reinforcing the 

slope, is also an item of work to be considered. 

However, this method is to be considered only 

for slopes that are already reasonably stable but 

need reinforcement. For volatile slopes, where the 

inclinometer tests continue to indicate movement, 

soil nailing is not an option to be considered or 

applied.

e. Restore and revive the ghutnallis to perform their ghutnallis to perform their ghutnallis

traditional role of storm water channels, once the 

sewerage is segregated from the storm water 

drains. This work is connected with the larger water 

management plan for the Fort.

f. Install horizontal drains by means of horizontal 

drilling and packing of drainage material in the 

slopes through which the seepage in the hillock 

would fi nd drainage paths. This hi-tech geo-

technical solution would need careful planning, a 

good study of the bore hole data and would involve 

appropriate, experienced agencies working with 

and monitoring a pilot project; before it could be 

applied to the rest of the slopes. Once successful, 

this solution will provide tremendous relief to the 

acute ‘seeping water’ problem that the hillock is 

presently being subjected to. Further, it will provide 

the vital ‘holding period’ that is required before the 

overall Fort drainage scheme is implemented.

4.4.3 Protection of the bedrock at the base of the 

bastion foundations:

In many places, the foundations of the outer fortifi cations 

and bastions are founded on stone ledges, the underside 

of which have been eroded and are today hollow. A 

detailed outer bastion wall foundation survey, in terms 

of evolving a site-specifi c design strategy, is urgently 

required. Stabilizing and protecting these foundations 

is essential as they are at the edge of the escarpment 

and if left untreated are prone to breakage, seriously 

endangering the fortifi cation walls above. 

The general procedure for stabilization would be as 

follows:

a. Locate and expose the foundations with projecting 

cantilevered stone edges. 

b. Fill back and pack the underside with dry stone 

masonry to stabilize the ledge on which the 

foundations have been based. 

c. Design and construct a dry rubble masonry toe wall 

to protect the ledge from any further erosion or 

deterioration, if site conditions allow such a design 

intervention. 
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4.5.1 The recommendations for the pitching wall 

restoration work fall under two categories:

a. Restoration and reconstruction of the pitching wall 

of height less than 5 meters

b. Restoration through reconstruction of the pitching 

cum retaining wall of height between 5 to 8 

meters

4.5.2 In the fi rst case, complete engineering designs 

for such walls have already been submitted to the ASI for 

implementation on site. Details of the work are included 

in this report under Section VI – Pilot Project.

4.5.3 In the second instance, special designs will have 

to be evolved and worked out for the pitching wall in 

the zone adjoining the parking area (near the south east 

corner), where the wall heights reach up to 10 meters. 

Here, the pitching wall assumes the status of a retaining 

cum pitching wall. Normal structural engineering 

principles, along with data obtained from the geo-

technical survey, will have to be used by the appointed 

consulting engineers as the basis to arrive at a  ‘working’ 

solution for specifi c sections of such high walls. A similar 

section of the wall at the north east corner (near Akhey 

prole) was reconstructed by the ASI after the collapses of 

1999. Lessons learnt from that process and the present 

pilot project could be integrated with new engineering 

and geo-technical inputs to arrive at a fi nal solution.

4.5  PITCHING WALL
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4.6.1 Major movement in the slopes of the Fort was 

recorded by the inclinometer tests at the following 

locations:

1. South west tip of the Fort (Borehole IM 1)

2. North west corner of the Fort, near the existing 

ghutnalli (Borehole IM 3)ghutnalli (Borehole IM 3)ghutnalli

3. East corner of the Fort (Borehole IM 5). 

4.6.2 During the visit for monitoring and recording the 

inclinometer readings in October 2007, it was noticed 

that borehole IM 1 had unfortunately been vandalized 

and valuable data was lost. Nevertheless during future 

investigations proposed, a new borehole IM 1 (A), is 

recommended to be drilled and tested on a long term 

basis, taking adequate precautions this time to see that the 

borehole is not vandalized. It is further recommended that 

we continue to monitor and analyze all the inclinometer 

readings twice a year, in the dry season and immediately 

after the monsoons.

4.6.3 Meanwhile, to stabilize the slopes, the following 

design strategy is to be adopted.

4.6  PRIORITY PROJECT - Based On Major Movement Recorded At Various Locations In The Fort Slopes

a. Investigation and location of the open as well as 

sub–surface drainage paths.

 Excessive water seepage as a result of illegal or 

faulty drainage from the sewage lines above these 

sections results in lowering the effective stress in 

the soil leading to lowering of the shear strength 

and bearing capacity. All pipes and drains directly 

discharging onto the slopes via the mori above mori above mori

should be blocked off or diverted to the offi cial Fort 

drainage lines.

b. Repair and reinforcement of the existing drainage 

pipes and augmentation or redirection of the present 

existing drainage lines down the slope as a separate 

priority project, de-linked from the overall proposed 

drainage system of the Fort (which will take time to 

implement and be effective).

c. Having temporarily tackled the drainage, the 

methods suggested in Section 4.4 of this report 

should be applied for stabilizing these sections of 

the slope.
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Considering the status of the Jaisalmer Fort as a ‘living’ 

and thriving urban precinct as well as a heritage site 

of international signifi cance, all works within the Fort 

precinct (even those of the simplest utilitarian nature) 

need to follow and conform to the conservation guidelines 

and principles as laid down in established Conservation 

Charters (refer section 2.7). 

The ASI is the prime custodian of the Fort precinct and 

is responsible for the upkeep, maintenance, protection 

and preservation of the Fort as a nationally ‘protected’ 

Monument. Therefore, all designs and plans of any 

proposed works within the precinct must have ASI’s 

approval in order to ensure conformity with the historic 

fabric. 

In compliance with, and under consideration of the above 

mandatory requirements, all works (as anticipated by 

this report) of a general as well as specifi c nature, have 

been elaborated upon below from the point of view of the 

conservation principles and guidelines that they would 

generally need to adopt, conform to and follow. 

4.7  CONSERVATION & RESTORATION
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One of the outstanding iconic features of the Fort is that 

all the visible built - up heritage fabric, from street paving 

and platforms to building facades, have been constructed 

out of the locally available, yellow Jaisalmer stone. The 

variety in the built fabric is to be found in the different 

fi nishing textures and carvings and the versatility and 

skill of the craftsmen when putting these stone blocks 

together to serve different functions in different structures 

and situations.  

Stone Work

It is important, from the point of view of conservation, 

that when dealing with stonework the material, texture 

and the method of construction must match the original. 

Where change is inevitable, the technical engineering 

inputs must be so designed that they are discreet and do 

not have a negative impact on the function and aesthetics 

of the structure. 

As always, wherever possible, and particularly in cases of 

doubt, a sample patch in a typical but discreet location is 

advisable, so that effects can be monitored and necessary 

adjustments made before the fi nal work is undertaken. 

Regarding the material to be used (in this case Jaisalmer 

stone), besides retaining the original scale and size, care 

should be taken that all visible stones are of a uniform 

color that matches the original stone masonry. Stones with 

fossils or maroon / chocolate colored streaks or patches 

should not be used, particularly on visible surfaces. This 

is essential not only from an aesthetic point of view but 

also as a practical restoration measure, since the streaked 

or fossilized stones are structurally weaker and the stone 

tends to crack and split at the points where the colors 

meet.

A sample of stones that are to be used for the conservation 
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work must be tested, particularly for physical strength, 

mineral composition, water absorption and visual 

appearance. It is crucial that the stone is cut and dressed 

in a manner that matches the grain of the original stone 

members in the Fort walls. In this respect, it becomes 

critical to understand the traditional practice of stone 

masonry as applied to the construction of the Fort and its 

components (refer section 1.2.5).

Landscaping 

The traditional and original setting of the Jaisalmer Fort 

has always been within a desert landscape. The natural 

landscape is made up of rocks and sand whose overriding 

color scheme is golden yellow that is refl ected in the 

Fort, being commonly referred to as the  ‘Sonar Quilla’ or  ‘Sonar Quilla’ or  ‘Sonar Quilla’

‘Golden Fort’. Traditional local plants are mostly seasonal 

desert shrubs whose leaves have evolved to spines and 

thorns, in order to preserve water and allow them to 

survive in the harsh landscape. 

Recent climatic changes and easy availability of water 

are changing the face of the surrounding landscape and 

making it possible for a variety of leafy plants, lawns 

and even large evergreen trees to grow and thrive in the 

desert. 

While such green landscaping could be portrayed as 

providing welcome relief in the desert, it is important that 

the original desert landscape setting be maintained given 

the historical context of the Fort, especially on the slopes 

and the immediate surrounding buffer zone beyond the 

road level pitching wall. It is also important to note that 

this requirement is not just for aesthetic reasons, but 

because the alternative planting is inappropriate from an 

ecological and structural point of view. Leafy plants and 

trees require water, attract rainfall and retain moisture 

within and around the Fort hillock which would only 

further contribute to the instability of the Fort. 
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Integrated Water Management 
Scheme 

This is a crucial and fundamental scheme that involves 

a large amount of technical planning and inputs. From 

the conservation point of view, it is assumed that most 

services will be underground, so the question of aesthetics 

is secondary to the vital requirement of all pipes or drains 

to be absolutely watertight.

It is important to note that the present preferred plastic 

pipes cannot withstand the differential thermal expansion 

and contraction due to the extremes of heat and cold and 

therefore crack, open up and leak. Stoneware pipes would 

be preferable on account of their stability, but the number 

of joints again makes this system vulnerable to leakages. 

Cast iron is a better, though costlier, alternative. The fi nal 

decision would depend on budget and feasibility as per 

location, and should be taken under advice of a competent 

hydraulic engineer. 

While the pipes and drains could run underground, the 

surface fi nishing above would be visible and walked upon 

and would need careful consideration. Originally, the 

surface of the streets was of rough Jaisalmer cobblestones 

that worked well. Today these are replaced in most streets 

by fi nely dressed and fi nished stone tiles that are slippery 

and provide no traction to vehicles or pedestrians. In 

fact, in most places, the tiles subsequently have to be 

chipped and notched to roughen their surface. A return to 

the original rough fi nished cobblestones, as seen on the 

Fort approach road through the proles, would be authentic proles, would be authentic proles

restoration that is aesthetically pleasing, comfortable and 

safe.

Similarly, inspection chamber covers were traditionally cut 

out of stone blocks and these would be preferred to cast 
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iron or mild steel covers that are presently being used to 

cover the drain chambers. 

Where pipelines are unavoidable on facades and exposed 

frontage surfaces, they could be covered in stone cladding 

or set within stone offsets to conceal or camoufl age their 

presence. 

Inner Bastions

The inner bastions, for all practical purposes today, 

are privately owned. Due to the steady conversion of 

the fringe buildings from homes to hotels, these inner 

bastions have been, and continue to be, the most modifi ed 

element of the original defense structures of the Fort. 

This situation exists despite a legal restriction on any new 

building activity without the permission and no-objection 

certifi cate from the local Municipality and the ASI. If left 

unchecked, these modifi cations (which include additions, 

alterations and even re-construction) can completely ruin 

the historic fabric of the inner bastions that determine 

and dominate the skyline, and form the crowning visual 

feature and iconic façade of the Fort. 

  To conserve and maintain the authenticity of the 

original inner bastions, all facades that are original, 

(i.e. built using the traditional stone-craft techniques 

and construction of load bearing interlocked Jaisalmer 

stone masonry) must be documented, preserved, 

conserved and restored where required, following the 

traditional building practice and knowledge systems. 

  Where facades are being reconstructed under repair 

/ renovation schemes, and original authentic records 

of the original facades are unavailable, the traditional 

pattern of load bearing construction with small 

openings set in Jaisalmer stone block masonry must 

be adhered to and strictly enforced. In the case of 

diffi culties in attempting to replicate the authentic 

original materials or methods of construction, new 

interventions or reconstructions could be developed 

based on evidence from contemporary sites. The 

archival research of this report on the Fort elaborates 

on architectural vocabulary, building elements and 

construction methods and these should be adopted in 

the restoration work. 

   Modern additions in cement and brick, plastered, 

painted or patched over to look like the original stone 

should not be permitted. Inappropriate interventions 

such as wall to wall sliding windows, glazed sidings 

and metal balconies, and balustrades must be banned. 

All new additions or alteration that would involve 

material or techniques that are foreign or alien and 

would detract from the existing visual experience of 

the Fort should not be allowed.  

   All design elements on the façade such as windows, 

openings, jharokhas, chajjas etc must follow and chajjas etc must follow and chajjas

borrow from the authentic and traditional patterns for 

such elements that are in existence and in use even 

today in the original inner bastions of the Fort. 

   Height restrictions based on an adherence to original 

terrace fl oor levels and traditional skyline patterns 

(such as crenellations) must be preserved and 

adhered to, since they form important silhouette 

elements when viewing the Fort from the city below. 

With similar intent, water tanks and air conditioning 

units on fringe terraces and / or directly visible on the 

facades should be disallowed or relocated to discrete 

locations. Since it is almost impossible, to undo the 

construction activity that has already taken place in 

the Fort over the past few years, it is suggested that 

an urban design study be immediately conducted to 

compare the present building sprawl and the historic 

vertical limits. These would then overlap to establish a 

reconciled built skyline of the Fort city, beyond which 

no activity shall be permitted. 

   On terrace tops, traditional seasonal awnings of a 

temporary nature in colored canvas or thatch may 

be permitted (and even encouraged) as a traditional 

roofscape feature, which is reversible.

   Pipes on the facades should be permitted only if they 

connect up to the public drainage system and even 

when allowed must be properly routed and concealed 

or clad in stone. No pipes should be permitted, in any 

case, on the upper surfaces of the inner curved bastion 

facades above the outer bastions crenellation line. 

Mori

From a conservation point of view, the original levels and 

the radiating stone block work surface of the mori needs mori needs mori

to be retained. However, it is equally crucial to ensure that 

the fl oor is waterproof and maintains adequate slopes 

in order to effectively drain rain water into the original 

outlets and water spouts set into the outer bastion walls. 

The recent conservation work executed in large sections 

along the mori has (in parts) not only affected the mori has (in parts) not only affected the mori

physical nature of the fabric, but also distorted the original 

construction system and intention. It is recommended 

that this work be reassessed in order to make sure it is in 

keeping with proper conservation procedure and ensures 

the stability, longevity and integrity of the historic fabric. 

This is crucial, as the mori is not to be seen in isolation mori is not to be seen in isolation mori

but as an integral element that connects two signifi cant 

structural components of the Fort, viz. the inner and outer 

bastions. 
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In sections where the mori fl ooring work has not yet been mori fl ooring work has not yet been mori

carried out (which includes the entire northern wing of 

the Fort), a process of patching the gaps between the 

blocks and, if necessary, relaying or chipping the block top 

surface to waterproof and level the fl oor is recommended. 

Cement mortar, appropriately sand textured and colored, 

is suitable and sensible here as a surface sealant between 

the stones, particularly around the ghutnalli and natural ghutnalli and natural ghutnalli

drain outlets.

In places where the mori fl ooring work has already been mori fl ooring work has already been mori

carried out, a removal process merely for aesthetic reasons 

is not advisable, particularly where the work fulfi lls the 

basic requirement of a fl oor surface that is sloped and 

waterproofed, and removal of the fl oor might do more 

harm to the original fabric than any good. However, 

certain situations and circumstances outlined below do 

warrant interventions including, if necessary, removal of 

the tiles 

a. where drains and water pipes are concealed beneath 

the tiling to directly discharge onto the slope via 

the outlets. These drains are to be removed and the 

pipes plugged up or redirected into the Fort drainage 

system 

b. where the levels of the tiling do not effectively drain 

rain water out of the outlet points 

c. where tiling is laid over the projected toilet niches 

of the toilet outlets, adding unnecessary loading in 

these vulnerable sections and forming an awkward 

depression around the original toilet opening

In the case of (i) and (ii) above, where large stretches of 

tiling are to be removed, it might make sense to restore 

the original fl ooring levels. Alternatively, if this is proving 

more damaging than useful, the tiles may be re-laid but 

in larger, rough fi nished, radiating patterns to match the 

original fl oor layout. 

In the case of the toilet niches (iii), the tiling in the niche 

could be carefully removed, exposing the original fl oor 

and outlet, reducing the load and maintaining a drop in 

level where the new tiles of the mori meet the niche. mori meet the niche. mori

In the case of detailing the level drop (as in the case 

of all new tiling intervention) an attention to details is 

vital and essential. Original authentic detailing (such as 

the water spout connections within the mori) needs to mori) needs to mori

be acknowledged and suitably accommodated in the 

restoration process with sample work of each section and 

situation being designed, supervised and approved before 

general application. 

Similarly, the present build-up of solid stone block 

masonry below the original cantilevered bracket supports 

of the gun ports, detracts from the authenticity of the 

original details, besides blocking off the mori fl oor and the mori fl oor and the mori

surface drainage. A pedestal support (perhaps in a tough 

but transparent material such as polycarbonate) would 

provide the essential structural support in an intervention 

that is minimal and easily reversible; an ideal solution 

from the conservation point of view. 

A simple, effective and easy to accomplish conservation 

process, but one most ignored in the case of the mori 

is a regular cleaning and maintenance schedule. Though 

water is a convenient cleaning agent, it is to be avoided 

because of the damaging effects of the drain-off on the 

slopes of the Fort. Dry brushing, sweeping and manual 

collection on a regular basis will ensure that the mori is mori is mori

clean and the vital storm water outlets are kept clear of 

rubbish and obstructions. Collected material should be 

carted away and properly disposed or recycled, but not be 

dumped over onto the slopes, as is the case at present. 

After restoration, the mori is expected to provide a freely mori is expected to provide a freely mori

accessible, continuous passageway all around the Fort that 

would be in keeping with the original defense corridor 

function. Additionally, this would make the mori an ideal mori an ideal mori

and important heritage walkway and tourist attraction 

today. For this to become a reality, however, it is essential 

that all encroachments and blockages along the mori be mori be mori

removed. Such a move should not be viewed merely as a 

concession to heritage and a harassment of the residents, 

but as an essential requirement in the interest of public 

safety as the following arguments will prove.

The GSI Report of 2007 clearly states that the mori is mori is mori

constructed on the edge of the escarpment and that 

all additional loads must be reduced and controlled 

(refer GSI Report, June 2007). Considering the fault lines 

lying alongside the Fort (identifi ed and indicated in the 

GSI Report) and the ominous movement within the 

slopes (refer geo-technical inclinometer readings), it is 

much more a matter of public safety than conservation 

convention that requires the mori to be kept free of all mori to be kept free of all mori

barricades, crosswalls, rubble and rubbish, and any other 

encroachments or obstructions. 

Removal of all accretions, extensions and additions over 

and into the mori would help maintain free continuous mori would help maintain free continuous mori

access for movement and monitoring. This would also 

ensure uninterrupted and quick drainage of storm water 

and prevent loading and strain on the outer walls and 

escarpment of the Fort. 

As a matter of public safety and in the interest of heritage 

conservation, such a move is unavoidable and urgently 

required, besides also being vital for the continued well-

being of the mori and the walls and structures of the mori and the walls and structures of the mori

Fort. 

Outer Bastions

Unlike the inner bastions, the outer bastions are not 

undergoing any regular changes and, with the exception 

of the collapses of 1999, have rarely required to be 

reconstructed. When reconstruction is required, the work 

is the responsibility of the ASI that does a creditable job 

and has maintained the material, form, fi nish and features 

of the original construction. 

The only reconstruction required today is that of the 

crenellations at one or two places along the western face. 

This is an ongoing job being carried out by the ASI and it is 

presumed that these crenellations would be reconstructed 

in the manner as has already been successfully done along 

the entire southern face of the Fort. The one exception 

that requires attention to detail is that the traditional view 

ports should be maintained at normal eye level (from the 

mori fl oor or crenellation base) and need to be sloped mori fl oor or crenellation base) and need to be sloped mori

downward at the base, as per the original design, to 

provide a view of both the slopes and the surroundings. 

However, besides the minimal reconstruction, a large 

proportion of the work on the outer bastion today involves 

repair and maintenance. This repair is largely concentrated 

on the cracks (actually opening-out joints) of the wall in 

a process that raises a few questions (refer Review and 

Inferences Outer Bastion section 2.6.4).

It is hoped that eventually, the control of water and waste 

will prevent the internal pressure problems that have 

caused the wall to open out in the fi rst place. For the time 

being this does not seem to be the case, but either way 

the present process of cutting out and cementing back the 

facia wedges along the cracks as a process of repair being 

followed by the ASI, is far from ideal. Because internal 

pressure causes the wall to open out, common sense 
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distates that what is necessary is a clamp that will pull the 

wall together rather than a wedge that spreads it apart. 

Stitching or clamping (with non–corrosive fi xtures and 

discreet detailing) would accordingly provide a far better 

solution. Cutting out and chipping an ancient wall is not 

advisable since it sends tremors and loosens the entire 

dry block masonry. It is only justifi ed where the stone is 

so badly cracked or damaged that it requires removal and 

reconstruction or replacement. 

Besides stitching (which should be done for joints wider 

than 20 mm), the opened out joint will be far better 

plugged by fi lling in lime (not cement) mortar mixed with 

stone dust coloration to match the old wall. It is not that 

cement is non-traditional and hence should be generally 

banned. But wherever it is being presently used in the 

Fort it is causing unsightly staining, leaching and micro–

cracking of the adjoining stone faces. Also in a situation 

where internal water pressure is an issue, a cement 

bonded section acts as a dam that could unevenly exert 

stress on the adjoining sections and actually aggravate a 

collapse. 

It is essential to stabilise the stone substrate before fi lling 

the surface cracks. This could be done with lime slurries. 

Once the internal matrix is consolidated and taken care 

of, the cracks or fi ssures could be fi lled using lime mortar 

with added pigments to match the colour of the original 

stone member.

Lime is a more porous material and weaker than the 

present stone but in this weakness lies its strength as a 

conservation material. Lime mortar would not only allow 

the masonry to breathe but will provide moisture and 

pressure conduit via the joints, instead of through the 

stones (as is the case when cement mortar is used). Lime 

takes longer to set but is longer lasting and more fl exible 

than cement. In the current scenario where strength is 

not as important as stability, lime mortar packing is highly 

recommended for the repair of the majority of the joints 

of the outer bastions. 

Large macro-cracks when they occur in the fortifi cation 

walls, can lead to serious structural issues that would 

not only affect the specifi c section of the Fort wall, but 

undermine the Fort structure as a whole. The cause of 

these cracks may be settlement, subsidence, seismic 

activity, or changes in the loading of the masonry. Where 

a large crack occurs across several courses of the masonry, 

it needs to be monitored using telltales or advance crack-

monitoring systems to establish if the movement is still 

occurring. It is only after the exact cause of a crack is 

established that an appropriate conservation approach can 

be adopted. In treating such cracks, the involvement of a 

competent and sensitive structural engineer is essential, 

to evaluate, advice and collaborate with the conservation 

specialist to arrive at a suitable solution. 

Another important area of repair and one that requires 

specifi c attention is the bed-rock of the foundations. 

Often the stone boulders and sheet rock ledges on which 

the foundation rests, are undermined by the moisture 

that leaches the clay and mudstone layers sandwiched 

between and below the stone stratifi cations. This creates 

hollows that leave the bedrock exposed and the projecting 

edges unprotected making them liable to snap or break 

off from the base rock undermining the stability of the 

entire wall and the fortifi cations above. 

It is essential that the foundation of all the bastions be 

fi rst exposed to reveal the bedrock base. All hollows, 

cavities and fi ssures of the rock need to be packed up 

and consolidated and the leading edges should be shored 

up in dry rubble packing (with lime mortar if structurally 

required) to reinforce and restore the stability of the 

foundation base and the fortifi cation walls above. 

Once the outer walls are stabilized and the drainage 

controlled, a cleaning exercise of the walls should be 

undertaken. Simple brushing with minimum use of water 

should be generally suffi cient to clean off the stones. A 

non–ionic detergent could also help but the water run–off 

must be controlled. A mild acetic acid solution should 

prove effective for any leaching and fungal disfi gurement. 

For any other stubborn stains, approved proprietary 

removers and processes may be carried out, but only after 

the proper testing procedure in a discreet sample patch 

proves appropriate and effective. 

Slopes 

With the exception of the light fi xtures for Illuminating the 

Fort and the traditional ghutnallis (storm water channels) ghutnallis (storm water channels) ghutnallis

within the slope, all other utilities and services on the 

slope should be concealed within the slope or camoufl aged 

within the fi ll of the slope. The fi ll itself should consist of 

graded granular Jaisalmer stone chips, sand and gravel. 

Dumping of rubble and rubbish (particularly plastic) onto 

the slopes must be banned. 

Only the traditional thorny desert shrubs should be 

permitted on the slopes when they spring up during 

the monsoons. After the rains these must be cut while 

the roots should be retained in the soil to act as slope 

stabilizers. Trees are a recent addition on the slopes and 

ideally must be removed. Grass and leafy plants are 

likewise to be discouraged and regularly removed. 

Once the storm water and sewage drains are separated, 

the traditional ghutnallis set within the slopes may ghutnallis set within the slopes may ghutnallis

be restored and revived. The inside joints need to be 

rendered watertight through the use of colored cement 

pointing or colorless silicate sealant that will prevent 

water ingression into the slopes, and preserve the original 

aesthetic ambience of the ghutnalli. 

It is vital that sewage drains, instead of being concentrated 

at the present storm water channel outlets, be independent 

of storm water drains and that sewage lines be located 

at several additional points down the slope. Inspection 

chambers, if necessary on the slope, should be concealed 

(like the pipes) within the slopes and their tops fi nished in 

a sloped surface to match the original slope of the hillock 

and camoufl aged by granular fi ll fi nish. At the base of 

the slope the ghutnallis and sewage pipes should drain ghutnallis and sewage pipes should drain ghutnallis

into chambers concealed behind the pitching wall which 

connect to the city’s drainage system through pipes set 

behind and below the pitching wall and not over the wall 

as is being done at present. 

Likewise, all cabling and supply pipes that climb up the 

slope from the road below, should be eventually concealed 

behind the pitching wall and not fi xed over the face of the 

wall as is being done at present. 

Light boxes set on the slope need to be pilfer-proof and 

suitably designed with sloped covers so that they visually 

blend with the hill slopes while quickly draining off any 

water that presently accumulates around the fi xture. 

All existing dwarf retaining walls within the slope should 

be repaired and restored using traditional dry masonry 

block work. Lime or cement mortar should not be used as 

this may create a water retaining bund within the slope. 

Similar dry masonry walls and rubble packing may be 

constructed along the slope and below the outer bastion 

foundations, in places where the clay below the rock 

ledges has been undermined. 
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From a conservation point of view, the fi nish of the dwarf 

retaining walls within the slope and that of the rubble 

packing below the stone ledges is not as important 

as their function, since the work is eventually to be 

concealed by the slope fi ll. However, their function as a 

traditional and time tested feature of slope stabilization 

(that has only been recently revealed through the survey 

and investigations) make these non-descript walls a key 

element in the conservation and stabilization program of 

the Fort slopes. 

Pitching Walls 

The pitching wall is the one element of the Fort that appears 

to have required constant repairs and maintenance. This 

process has dramatically increased since the year 1999 

which saw the collapse of several sections of the pitching 

wall during the monsoons. Since then, the repair and 

reconstruction of the pitching wall has been an ongoing 

exercise, making it the ideal element for conservation. 

Recognizing this position, and the fact that the function 

and form of most sections of the wall are similar (and so 

sample work could be easily replicated), the conservation 

of the pitching wall was identifi ed as a project that offered 

the best possibilities for a ‘Pilot Project’ of the Fort.

The Pilot Project report (refer section VI) outlines the entire 

process proposed for the conservation of the pitching wall. 

After discussing the conservation issues and outlining 

the critical requirements, the report presents a proposed 

solution that aims to meet the requirements, address the 

issues and ideally resolve all the present problems in the 

context of a conservation / restoration process. 

The pitching wall pilot project is due to commence, in two 

identifi ed sections of the wall, this year and its process 

and performance must be monitored. The pilot project is 

expected to provide a sample of the conservation work 

that sets the standard and provides the model for all 

future work on the pitching wall. 
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The fi ndings of the study on the stabilization and 

conservation of the Jaisalmer Fort slopes, walls and 

bastions have clearly indicated that a water management 

plan is a critical requirement to stabilize and save the Fort. 

Such a plan requires the present scope of the study to 

go beyond the Fort’s fringe defense elements and start 

planning from within the core of the Fort. Signifi cantly, 

it has served as a reminder that the problems of the Fort 

(as with any historic precinct), are often interrelated and 

cannot be regarded in isolation or by concentration on 

any particular elements, but need to be tackled as an 

interdependent and integrated whole. 

This aspect of an integrated approach was refl ected in 

the requirements put forward by the residents of the Fort 

at a public meeting in Jaisalmer in October 2007, that 

sought to bring administrators and residents together 

to discuss and deliberate on the problems facing the 

Fort. At this public meeting, the problem of water was 

paramount in the discussion and was highlighted by 

Bombay Collaborative in a presentation that focused on 

the fi ndings of the scientifi c study and investigations of 

this report. An Integrated Water Management Scheme as 

a proposal to provide stability, prevent structural collapse, 

and secure the safety of the public, was well received by 

the residents and endorsed by the administration. 

While the water management scheme was accepted as 

an essential immediate requirement and a project of high 

priority, several other issues such as jurisdiction, signage 

and sanctions were raised at the meeting, prompting the 

residents to ask for an overall plan for the Fort to address 

all such issues. 

This request was taken up by the Secretary (Culture), 

Government of Rajasthan, who was present at the meeting 

and is responsible for the Fort as a cultural monument. 

4.8  MASTER PLAN & MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

The Secretary proposed an overall master plan for the 

Fort, incorporating the water management scheme and 

including planning for all services such as power and 

phone lines as well as aesthetic issues involving heritage 

facades, advertising and signage. Such a master plan was 

proposed to be taken up immediately and simultaneously 

with the water management scheme. 

The ideal master plan would involve a planned exercise 

and program that identifi es and addresses all aspects of the 

Fort precinct (including the 300 meter zone of jurisdiction 

beyond the pitching walls), which acknowledges and 

appreciates the Fort as a national monument and 

signifi cant world heritage site, and which includes and 

accommodates not only its unique built heritage but 

also its legacy as a living fortress. The master plan and 

management strategy is expected to draw from the past, 

provide for the present and project into the future. 

To be relevant, the master plan must include planning 

for infrastructure upgradation (such as water and waste 

management, power and phone provisions) and must lay 

down building byelaws and heritage regulations (covering 

renovations, repairs and restoration including signage) and 

advise on administrative controls (on commercial conversions, 

restrictions on dumping in streets and slopes etc) so as to 

allow for development that is appropriate and in conformity 

with both the historic fabric and that of the lifestyle, customs 

and traditions of the residents of the Fort. 

The master plan and management strategy must 

necessarily draw on the past and present scientifi c studies 

and surveys of the Fort. It would require consultants of 

multi–disciplinary skills working in partnership with the 

ASI, state administration and planning offi cials and all 

local agencies, authorities, residents and stakeholders, for 

it to be successful. 

An integrated master plan incorporating management 

strategies is a means to overcome the present problems 

that plague and threaten the Fort. The plan deserves the 

co-operation and support of all concerned to make it a 

reality and restore, rejuvenate and revitalize Jaisalmer 

Fort. 
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This section highlights the priority in terms of areas of intervention that emerged during the course of the study of the 

Jaisalmer Fort. This section also briefl y lists the action and further steps (in the form of a supporting technical note) 

necessary, to make the priorities operational. 
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1. Pitching Wall  

a. Restoration or reconstruction (where necessary) of the 

pitching wall that is of a height less than 5 meters.

b. Restoration through reconstruction of the pitching 

cum retaining wall which is of a height between 5 to 

8 meters. (It was generally observed that the taller 

walls required more reconstruction.)

2. Slope Stabilization

a. Reconstructions of the dwarf contour walls along the 

slope. 

b. Rebuilding or where possible consolidation of the 

projecting stone shelves within the slope, created as a 

result of erosion of soft underlying material.

c. Vegetation management in order to achieve greater 

stabilization of the slope. 

d. Revival of the ghutnallis, and ensuring watertight ghutnallis, and ensuring watertight ghutnallis

drainage systems. This would necessarily have to 

be dovetailed into the larger, drainage and sewage 

management plan for the Fort.

3. Outer Fortifications   

a. Strengthening of the foundations

b. Control of run off storm and waste water and sewage 

drainage 

4. Mori

i. Restoration of the mori based on conservation norms mori based on conservation norms mori

and principles.

ii. Addressing the issue of the reversal of inappropriate 

work carried out earlier in the mori.

5.1  LIST OF PRIORITIES

5. Inner Fortification Walls and Bastions 

a. Reconstruction of the broken down bastions.

b. Consolidation of the existing dilapidated bastions.

c. Emergency stabilization and restoration of the drainage 

underpass of the original ghutnallis. 

6. Vital High Priority Tasks

a. Project to segregate and redesign the sewage system 

and the storm water drainage systems – this is a major 

utilities engineering initiative.

b. Ghutnalli revival along the slopes, and integrating this Ghutnalli revival along the slopes, and integrating this Ghutnalli

with the redesigned storm water drainage system.

 A technical note elaborating on each of the above 

list of priority tasks follows. Using this technical note 

as a guideline, the listed tasks can be translated 

into individual ’work projects’ with their associated 

specifi cations, bill of quantities and estimates.

 The proposed projects when executed would bring 

about a positive change in Jaisalmer Fort in terms 

of reinforcing its image and integrity as well as 

increasing the longevity and durability of its built 

fabric and result in restoring the Fort to its former 

glory.
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5.2   SUPPORTING TECHNICAL NOTE

PITCHING WALL

a. Monitor the process and performance of the pitching 

wall pilot project. This feedback will be critical in fi ne 

tuning any further work on the pitching wall.

b. Where the pitching wall is less than 5 meters in height, 

if the working and performance of the Pilot project 

is found to be satisfactory, then it is recommended 

that the same design be continued as per suggested 

phases, in dilapidated sections of the wall identifi ed in 

this report (refer section VI – Pilot Project).

c. In the case of heights greater than 5 meters, it is 

observed that the wall acts, and is required to be 

designed, as a retaining wall cum pitching wall. 

Hence, the solution is more complicated and amounts 

to a major engineering project which will need 

considerable design and planning inputs based on 

specifi c site investigations. 

d. The pitching wall at the base of the eastern slopes fi ts 

into the above category. The wall is at present buckling 

and distorting due to the effects of water on the 

claysurface against which it is pitched. It is to be noted 

that a similar section of the wall was reconstructed by 

the ASI after the collapses of 1999. Lessons learnt from 

that process could be integrated with new engineering 

and geotechnical inputs to arrive at a fi nal solution.

SLOPE STABILIZATION

a. Dwarf walls exist at two or three levels along the slope 

running parallel to the contour lines of the slope.

b. These existing dwarf walls along the contours of 

the slope should be exposed and the masonry 

consolidated. It is essential that these walls should be 

consolidated adopting traditional dry stone masonry 

to create terraces that retain the soil and stabilize the 

slope without holding back or retaining any moisture. 

c. The natural stone shelves along the slope where the 

edges are projecting as cantilevers should be clearly 

identifi ed and thoroughly investigated. Here, softer 

base material below the rock has been washed away. 

Consolidating such layers by underpinning with dry 

rubble packing or by adding dwarf walls beneath as 

Pitching cum Retaining Wall, 
Notice the height of the wall at the base  of the slope.

supports, would be critical and essential.

d. Allowing for a process of removal of grass, leafy 

bushes and shrubbery after each monsoon season, 

(while retaining the root systems) would add to slope 

stability. (Historically, plenty of thorny desert growth is 

seen in photographs). Such traditional shrubs suck up 

moisture from the slope and keep the slopes dry and 

Pitching wall in need of repair and restoration.

could be retained. 

e. Reviving the existing, and restoring the earlier 

ghutnallis to function as the traditional storm water ghutnallis to function as the traditional storm water ghutnallis

channels, after isolating the sewerage lines above at 

Fort level is an extremely crucial step. This forms part 

of a major project to restore the larger drainage system 

mentioned further on in this section of the report. 

Retaining Walls along the slope folowing Bastion Contours.
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5.2   SUPPORTING TECHNICAL NOTE

Natural stone outcrop as foundation of Outer Bastion Wall.
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5.2   SUPPORTING TECHNICAL NOTE

OUTER FORTIFICATION WALLS

Before work on the outer fortifi cation walls is carried out, it 

is essential to ensure that all pipes that directly discharge 

onto the mori behind the bastion or the slopes below it, mori behind the bastion or the slopes below it, mori

are cut off or diverted to the Fort’s drainage system.

Once this is done, the following procedures are 

suggested:

a.  Clear the outer slope of debris and material and expose 

the existing structure up to the foundation base of the 

bastion wall. 

b. Fill the noticeable cracks with lime mortar. (The 

choice of fi ller material can be debated further at the 

working design stage and could vary from situation to 

situation).

c. Consolidate any cavities in the foundation base and 

provide plinth protection along the outer base of the 

bastion wall foundation as an extra precaution. 

d. Provide drainage with geo textile material laid over 

the foundation and plinth protection masonry. This 

blanket material should be laid such that it remains 

concealed except for the edges that emerge out at the 

surface of the slope. The idea is that the geotextile 

material will create a drainage path for any excess 

water retainedinadvertently behind the wall. Any 

accumulated water retained in the soil at bastion wall 

foundation level would then freely drain over the 

slope of the Fort and evaporate.

e.  Fill back granular soil (after properly consolidating 

the material) over the geo-blanket to abut against 

the bastion wall and make up the landscape to the 

required slope and natural profi le. 

f. At the top of the slope and under the outer bastion 

wall water outlets, provide a stone splash surface 

(stone rubble pitching) as an energy dissipating 

surface to minimize the erosive impact of the run off 

water pouring out from the bastion spouts, and the 

toilet outlets. This will decrease the capacity of the 

falling water to scour and create furrows and erode 

the soil down the slopes.

Bastion nos. o 7, 8, and 9,  bastion no. o 36,  bastion 

nos. o 45, 46, and 47 and bastion nos. o 62 and 63 

have been identifi ed as being especially vulnerable 

(refer section 2.6.4) and must be given priority when (refer section 2.6.4) and must be given priority when (refer section 2.6.4)

undertaking the above work.

Built up offset foundation of outer bastion wall.
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5.2   SUPPORTING TECHNICAL NOTE

MORI     

Recently, work has been carried out on the mori fl oor in mori fl oor in mori

a manner which raises a number of questions, and the 

work has been temporarily suspended. The question 

that remains to be answered is how does one go about 

completing the work in areas that remain untouched, as 

well as perhaps reversing or rectifying those areas where 

the work has already been carried out. Essentially, in both 

cases, a well thought out conservation oriented design 

needs to be evolved and executed such that the slopes 

and the drainage system, adhere, as far as possible, to 

the original confi guration with a minimum amount of 

additional loading. This is a priority project, the details 

of which can be worked out with some discussion and 

debate as per suggestions given below. 

a. In the sections where work has already been carried 

out, the suggestions are as follows: 

Where the levels have gone awry and the mori fl oor does mori fl oor does mori

not properly discharge into the drainage outlets of the 

outer bastion wall and in places where drain pipes are 

concealed below the new tiling, the stone material 

comprising the new fl oor needs to be removed and 

reset to correct lines and levels, and requires to adhere 

to the original fl ooring patterns. All drain pipes must 

either be cut off or diverted to the Fort’s drainage 

system.

 Where the fl oor levels are not adverse to the general 

fl ow of water, and do not disturb the overall Fort and 

mori drainage, although the stone lay out and patterns mori drainage, although the stone lay out and patterns mori

may not be matching with the original scheme, 

available funds will govern whether this section needs 

to be re-done.

 The additional suggestion is that a special catch-drain 

be designed along the existing inner bastion wall base 

in the mori to accept the toilet drainage of the now mori to accept the toilet drainage of the now mori

’fait accompli’ condition created by the hotels and 

rest houses along the outer fringes of the Fort. This 

built up platform accommodating a suitable pipe can 

be designed to have manhole covers and chambers 

for inspection and upkeep. This mori drain could be mori drain could be mori

connected to conveniently spaced sewage outlets 

which run   under the mori fl oor and down the slope mori fl oor and down the slope mori

through special concealed sewage pipes to join the 

city’s sewage drainage system. 

b.  In the sections where work on the mori fl oor is still to 

be carried out:

 A well thought out conservation oriented design needs 

to be evolved and executed such that the slopes and 

the drainage largely adhere to the original situation.

 As far as possible, an attempt should be made to 

restore and repair the existing mori fl oor. 

 Where redesign is inevitable, additional loading must 

be restricted to the minimum possible. 

The above observations and suggestions could be 

formulated into a large scale ‘Mori Project’ as one of the 

priority projects to be undertaken for the conservation 

of the Fort.

New tiling over original rough paver blocks in mori.

Possible platform for drainage channel in mori.

New tiles in straight patternOriginal blocks in radial pattern
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5.2   SUPPORTING TECHNICAL NOTE

INNER FORTIFICATION WALLS AND 
BASTIONS

a. Where the foundations are stable, reconstruct the 

broken down bastions using traditional techniques 

and materials based on the authentic original models 

existing on site. 

b. Consolidate existing dilapidated bastions by resetting 

the stones if possible, using traditional construction 

methods for the renovation. Bastion nos. i 41 and i 68 

are examples of bastions that fall under this category 

(Refer section 2.6.2).

c. Where it is not possible to repair, and major 

reconstruction of even the foundation is required, 

excavate around the bastion up to foundation level and 

construct stone masonry counter forts and buttresses 

in the mori up to ground level (not to be visible) to 

consolidate the bastion wall from lateral movement, 

before reconstructing the bastion as per item (i) 

above. Bastion no. i 42 falls under this category.

(Refer section 2.6.2.)

d. In addition to the above, it is vital and of crucial urgency 

that the underpass of the original ghutnallis passing ghutnallis passing ghutnallis

below i 35 / 36, i 45 / 46 and i 62 / 63 be taken up 

for immediate emergency stabilization and restoration. 

(Refer section 2.6.2.) Damage to the underpass could (Refer section 2.6.2.) Damage to the underpass could (Refer section 2.6.2.)

jeopardize and shut down the entire Fort’s drainage 

system with serious cataclysmic effects; so this task 

must be accorded the highest priority.

Collapsed inner bastion within the mori.
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5.2   SUPPORTING TECHNICAL NOTE

VITAL HIGH PRIORITY PROJECT

This project, to restore and re-design the sewage and 

storm water drainage system for the Jaisalmer Fort, has 

been accorded top priority, because if not executed in 

time, it will jeopardize the benefi ts derived from all the 

conservation works earlier envisaged.

a. It is strongly recommended that a watertight and 

exclusive sewerage scheme for the entire Fort be 

planned. This scheme must consider the future 

potential of the Fort as a prime tourist attraction, and 

will be a major utilities engineering project using this 

report and the GSI survey map as base documents. 

b. While designing the above, the original storm water 

drain system should be completely detached from 

the sewerage system. The original storm water drain 

system needs to be reviewed and restored or re-sized 

as per projected increased   rainfall fi gures, as a part 

of the above mentioned civil engineering project. 

Whether restored or redesigned, the long term 

waterproofi ng of the drains is to be given the highest 

priority. 

c. This water management and engineering project must 

constantly be guided by this report such that its civil 

engineering proposals do not violate the historicity of 

the Fort. It must necessarily also follow conservation 

principles in a way that the ’tourist attraction’ and 

authenticity of the Fort is not diminished.

d. The above work will lead to a separation of the 

sewerage from the storm water drain systems. 

Once this is achieved, the storm water drains can be 

redirected to drain into the traditional ghutnallis.

e. The traditional ghutnallis existing on the slopes of ghutnallis existing on the slopes of ghutnallis

the Fort can be revitalized and the earlier existing 

ghutnallis reconstructed, to revive and restore the ghutnallis reconstructed, to revive and restore the ghutnallis

traditional storm water drainage system.

Existing sewerage system urgently needs to be revamped.Remnant of Ghutnaali - to be restored.
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5.2   SUPPORTING TECHNICAL NOTE

The lessons that are learnt at the end of a major survey and 

investigation assignment usually point to additional areas, 

items or issues that need to be either further investigated 

or need confi rmation. From the studies conducted so far, 

we recommend that during the process of implementation 

of the restoration and conservation work, the following 

be investigated to arrive at more defi nite conclusions and 

to further reinforce the design concepts and parameters 

being established.

1. There is a possibility that the mudstone and clay 

material exhibit swelling properties – that is the 

volume increases when in contact with water. This 

phenomenon needs to be studied and confi rmed by 

means of detailed ‘swelling tests’ of the mudstone 

and clay samples.  

2. In recent years, Rajasthan has been experiencing 

seismic activity (the Gujarat earthquake in January 

2001 was also felt in this region). This activity, 

according to local inhabitants, supposedly opened up 

several cracks in the bastion walls. A follow up study 

of this issue needs to be made to understand whether 

seismic activity is also a major reason for cracks seen 

and mapped on the surface of the bastion walls.

3. The inclinometer tests should be conducted twice a 

year in the existing inclinometer boreholes, preferably 

at the peak of summer and soon after the monsoons. 

Further, a few more boreholes should be undertaken 

for ‘Inclinometer tests’ at appropriate locations that 

have been identifi ed in this report (refer section 3.6).

4. The sandstone and limestone samples from the 

Jaisalmer Fort hillock should be examined in the 

laboratory with respect to the effect of infi ltrated 

water and the resulting bearing capacity. The tests 

should be carried out with water of varying quality 

to observe and study whether water pollution has 

any effect on the soil strength or other characteristics. 

Polluted water is likely to have a chemical effect on 

the calcareous material within the soil and stones of 

the hillock. 

5. A survey should be conducted, to quantify the area of 

the surface within the Fort and the mori that needs 

to be well-paved with proper slopes and alignment. 

The survey should also include the storm water outlets 

channels and drains that need to be paved, and / or 

pointed to decrease water ingression. 

6. The permeability tests included in this report were 

conducted by the ‘Falling Head’ method. This could 

potentially lead to an under estimation in the value of 

permeability. It was found that it was not possible, for 

various reasons, particularly those of site constraints, to 

conduct the permeability test by means of introducing 

a ‘double’ packer system. This test was envisaged at 

the outset of the investigation program but could not 

be eventually conducted on site. With fi ssures and 

cracks in the rock mass, this test would have lead to 

a more  ‘realistic’ determination of this parameter. It 

is important, even now, that every attempt be made 

to have this test carried out in-situ, using the double 

packer system. A correct estimation of the permeability 

co-effi cient would help in designing and understanding 

the drainage system, and of what is actually taking 

place in the soil mass. This could lead to a proper 

design of  ‘fi lter drains’ that may be adopted to collect 

and extract the water seeping into the hillock soil and 

rock mass.
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One of the requirements of the study to conserve and 

stabilize the walls, slopes and bastions of the Jaisalmer 

Fort, was to identify and initiate a pilot project. After 3 

months of the condition survey study and analysis exercise 

it was felt that the ‘restoration of the pitching wall’ would 

provide an appropriate pilot project. 

This idea was fi rst discussed at a project implementation 

committee (PIC) meeting held at Delhi on January 31, 

2006, and an in-principle go-ahead was given. Further 

analysis and studies resulted in the preparation of the 

Pitching Wall Pilot Project Report which was presented 

and received offi cial sanction at the next PIC meeting held 

in Delhi on November 23, 2006. This offi cial presentation 

report and the subsequent developments to date, as 

regards the progress of the pilot project, are now included 

as a part of this report and presented in this chapter.

The Jaisalmer Fort with the Reconstructed Pitching Wall in the foreground.

6.1  INTRODUCTION
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The Original Pilot Project Report is divided into 

the following 3 sections:

6.1.1  IDENTIFYING THE IDEAL PILOT PROJECT: 

Gives a brief outline of the range of possibilities of such a 

project and the justifi cation of the honing in on the Fort’s 

pitching walls as the element most suitable for such a 

pilot project. 

6.1.2  THE PITCHING WALL AS A PILOT PROJECT: 

Describes the existing scenario as regards the pitching 

wall, explains the issues involved, outlines the critical 

requirements and presents a proposed solution that will 

meet the requirements, address the issues and ideally 

resolve all problems in the context of a restoration 

process.

6.1.3  PRE CONDITIONS, PHASING, MONITORING: 

Identifi es the sections of the pitching walls that could 

be taken up in phases for restoration, proposes the ideal 

section for the actual pilot project work, and lays down 

the procedure for carrying out and monitoring the project, 

to provide a replicable standard for future work.
Pitching Wall along the base of the East  face of the Fort.

6.1  INTRODUCTION
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Critical elements of the Fort that can be considered as 

the suitable pilot project are listed below. Each element 

is studied with respect to the pros and cons of the site 

realities.

 i. Inner Bastion

 ii. Mori

 iii. Outer Bastion

 iv. Slopes 

 v. Elements on slope such as ghuthnalis

 vi. Pitching wall

i. Inner Bastions:  
Three such bastions are in a semi-collapsed condition and 

2 or 3 more are in a bad shape. Only one of the above 

appears to be independent of a residential property. All 

the rest (and this is almost universally applicable to all 

the inner bastions) form part of a house. The restoration 

itself would not be too diffi cult, but it would be a one-

off job and would not be easily replicable – an essential 

criteria for a pilot project. The other bastions could perhaps 

also be tackled, but the residential aspect makes it 

problematic to deal with and sets an awkward precedent. 

One can visualize the ASI being swamped by requests 

from residents to set right their houses!

ii. Mori : 
A fair amount of the mori is presently being worked on 

and has already been provided with a fresh layer of stone 

tiles. Besides the issue of whether the tiling work was 

appropriate, several other issues such as storm water 

drainage, household and hotel sewerage and the levels 

related to these and that of the original mori remain 

unanswered. Given its present status of partial repair, and 

the fact that solutions must be related to the larger issue 

of the city’s drainage, considering the mori as a possible 

pilot project at the time (2006) did not seem advisable.

iii. Outer Bastions: 
Contrary to popular perception, the outer bastions do not 

have foundation failure problems that need to be tackled! 

Collapses have been precipitated by slow seepage and 

triggered by fl ash fl oods. This is a problem linked to the 

city’s drainage – perhaps the core of the problem of the 

Fort – but requires a much more holistic and wide ranging 

problem-solving approach involving civic planning and 

utility engineering. Nothing much can be done here for 

the moment other than patch repairs, as none of the outer 

bastions (unlike the inner ones) are actually in a state 

of collapse. Outer bastions in any case are not all similar 

and repairs, if any, need a case-by-case study and specifi c 

solutions which do not make for easy replication.  

iv. Slopes: 
The stabilization of the slopes would be interesting and 

seriously worth looking at. However, the geo-technical 

data and monitoring is still in progress and does not 

provide a clear picture at present (2006). The dwarf walls 

running parallel to the contours (and only discovered 

during condition mapping) provide exciting clues of 

earlier solutions, but a further study and collaboration of 

architectural, structural and geo-technical data is required 

before any defi nite conclusions can be drawn up.

v. Ghuthnali : 
The ghuthnalis down the slope provide a great opportunity ghuthnalis down the slope provide a great opportunity ghuthnalis

to revive a traditional but very workable solution and a 

model already exists, begging to be replicated. However, 

the interlinking of the storm water drains and the Fort’s 

sewerage would mean that the restored ghuthnalis would ghuthnalis would ghuthnalis

be nothing short of an open sewage channel, pouring 

sludge and fi lth onto the road below. Until the storm-water 

and sewage systems are ratifi ed and separated, reviving 

the ghuthnalis would not, for the moment, be advisable.ghuthnalis would not, for the moment, be advisable.ghuthnalis

vi. Pitching Wall: 
This wall, circumnavigating the base of the hill, offers the 

best possibilities of a pilot project. Except for one or two 

places, the problem to be tackled here is similar and so 

a ‘sample’ solution should be easily replicable. It is an 

element that needs constant repair and reconstruction 

so interventions to better the process are defi nitely 

required. Further, the work is already being handled in-

house directly by the ASI so incorporating changes should 

not be too diffi cult. Areas of intervention to provide 

enhanced stability and aesthetics with perhaps lesser cost 

implications than at present have already been identifi ed. 

These have been further outlined and developed.

The Pitching Wall in the process of being dismantled for reconstruction.

6.2  IDENTIFYING THE IDEAL PILOT PROJECT
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The rainfall has, over the years, been increasing (with the 

slow but steady greening of the desert). This rain water, 

which comes in a burst, can cause rapid damage and even 

collapse an already shaky wall. 

It is important to note that the distortion and failure of 

the wall has always been due to back pressure (once the 

normally solid and stable clay gets destabilized by water). 

Contrary to common perception, there is no evidence to 

suggest that the failure of the existing wall is due to any 

foundation failure.

PRESENT DAY RECONSTRUCTION:

At present the pitching wall is being reconstructed; it is 

being built as a retaining wall rather than a conventional 

pitching wall.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: 

The pitching wall, built of Jaisalmer stone blocks, 

circumnavigates the base of the Jaisalmer Fort hillock.

The basic function of the pitching wall is as a retaining 

device to hold back the clay base of the hillock.

The total length of the wall is around 1.36 km. 

The height of the wall varies from 9 meters (max) / 7.5 

meters (avg) in the east to around 4.5 meters (average) / 

2.9 meters (minimum) in the north and south.

EXISTING OLD AND ORIGINAL WORK: 

The original wall is a conventional pitched wall with a 

fascia layer of Jaisalmer stones set at an angle against the 

clay face. 

The original wall is built without mortar but with the 

stones interlocked with mortise and tenon joints that are 

cut out of the stone itself to hold them in position.  

The original wall has no weep holes but older repair 

reconstructions of the wall show weep holes that are large 

and have a height equal to that of the stone course in 

Old/New Pitching wall along the South – East Face

Original wall pitched at an angle against the clay face.

Dry masonry construction &  mortice & tenon joint in pitching wall.

Rough finished texture and overlap of stone courses at N-W Corner. Distortion / offset of wall due to back pressure.

6.3  THE PITCHING WALL AS THE PILOT PROJECT

which they are provided (ASI Baroda Circle construction)

In the original walls, the exposed surface of the stones is 

rough hewed and textured. In certain areas of the wall, 

the stones appear to overlap each other, creating a kind of 

drip mould to keep water from entering into the mortar-

less joints.

REASONS FOR DISTORTIONS IN THE ORIGINAL 

PITCHING WALL: 

The clay behind the pitching walls is perfectly stable when 

dry but dissolves into a slurry on contact with water. 

Until about 10 years ago the water within the fort was 

limited. Today it is plentiful and in the absence of a proper 

drainage system, is constantly seeping down into the base 

of the hillock, destabilizing the clay and creating uneven 

pressures behind the wall. It is this pressure that causes 

the pitching wall to bulge and buckle. 
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POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS:

The ideal solution to stabilize the pitching wall would 

be to keep the clay behind the wall dry and stable and 

so prevent the wall from distorting under back-pressure. 

For the moment (in 2006) this does not seem practical 

because it involves treating the entire Fort’s drainage and 

sewage system. 

Although this is a problem we must address and tackle 

in the immediate future (now offi cially taken up as a 

priority project – 2008) it is a man-made situation and 

so is eventually under our control. For now, however, we 

must assume seepage will continue to affect and distort 

the clay face behind the wall. 

stone tends to fl ake and crack at the point where the color 

variation occurs.

The smooth fi nish of the façade (achieved by overdressing) 

is a time-consuming process and costly to achieve. 

Additionally, it jars aesthetically with the original rough 

fi nish and goes against good conservation practice

The new walls are being reconstructed on the original 

foundation base of the existing wall after completely 

demolishing the old visible section of the wall. 

The new walls are much wider than the old single fascia 

stone pitched walls and the stones are being set in 

cement lime mortar without any mortise and tenon 

interlocking as in the old walls. 

The walls are being dressed to a smooth fi nish that 

matches the upper defense bastion walls but which is in 

sharp contrast to the rough fi nish of the original pitching 

walls. 

Weep holes are being left in the walls, but they are tiny 

Dark colored stones cause visual disturbance and are 
structurally weaker.

Smooth finish and small weep holes seen in new pitching wall.

Moisture leaching out from wall via the stones causing 
heavy efflorescence.   

and appear to be constructed as per standard spacing for 

RCC retaining walls. They are provided mechanically and at 

a set spacing regardless of the variations and positioning 

of the natural stone blocks. 

Although the walls are being constructed in Jaisalmer stone 

there is no conscious attempt to maintain the original 

golden yellow color of the blocks used on the façade.    

Increasingly, blocks with a purple or maroon streak or 

patch appear on the façade, distorting the original mono-

colored scheme.

DRAWBACKS OF THE PRESENT 

RECONSTRUCTED WALLS:

The walls are physically and literally retaining walls, but 

rather than the clay (which is normally quite stable even 

as a vertical face), it is the moisture the walls are retaining 

and trapping behind them. 

This trapped moisture eventually leaches out from the 

wall and appears as damp patches on the outer face. Due 

to the strong cement mortar of the joints, that inhibit 

seepage, the damp is traveling out through the stone 

blocks themselves, causing heavy effl orescence on the 

outer faces and eventually disfi guring and damaging the 

stone. 

The weep holes are too small, often not penetrated through 

the wall adequately and blocked by debris. In addition, 

they do not have a proper back-fi ll and consequently 

rarely weep, even during a downpour. Because of their 

standard spacing (derived from RCC work) they appear 

contrived and awkward and out of sync with the overall 

architectural patterns of the Fort. 

The darker colored stones used in the façade are not only 

disturbing visually, but are also structurally weak as the 

Pitching Wall reconstructed as a retaining wall.

6.3  THE PITCHING WALL AS THE PILOT PROJECT
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Proposed Pitching Wall Project:
In order to achieve the appropriate characteristics of the 

pitching wall as outlined previously, it is proposed that the 

wall be re-constructed as follows: 

1.  Dismantle (not demolish) the existing pitching wall up 

to its visible base, having fi rst numbered the façade 

stones and stacked them for re-use, taking particular 

care to see that the original exposed faces and the 

projecting tenons are not damaged. Future weep hole 

positions should also be identifi ed and marked out on 

the blocks before dismantling. 

2.  Identify the damaged broken stones and provide 

replacements, taking care to see that the new stones 

match in color and have a rough-hewn fi nish matching 

as best possible the overall texture of the original 

fascia stones. Essentially this means the use of any dark 

colored stones on the façade will not be allowed. Such 

stones may be used only in the inner fi ller courses. 

3.  Remove all loose back-fi ll and friable natural material 

from the exposed face of the hillock. Clean out and 

check the visible foundation layer for stability. Replace 

broken blocks of the foundation or consolidate in lime 

mortar to provide a stable base. 

4.  Begin reconstruction of the wall using the existing 

numbered blocks on the façade. Build up the wall 

bonding the old facade blocks with fresh blocks behind, 

to the desired width. 

5.  As construction proceeds, introduce weep holes in the 

wall. These should be of the nature and spacing of 

the ASI Baroda Circle Restoration, viz. height equal to 

that of the course and running clear the full depth of 

the wall. For existing reused façade stones which do 

not have weep holes provided, create the opening 

by chiseling off the ends of the stretcher block to the 

required width of the hole and at the approximate 

spaced location required for the holes. (Refer Drawing 

W-01 and W-02.) In fact, the identifi cation and marking W-01 and W-02.) In fact, the identifi cation and marking W-01 and W-02.)

of such weep holes might ideally be done prior to 

dismantling the old wall as mentioned above. 

6.  The reconstructed wall could ideally be laid in a bond 

without any mortar. The local masons are experts at 

chiseling blocks to accurately fi t any size and shape. 

However, should the need arise for additional bonding, 

lime mortar, as specifi ed by a structural engineer 

conversant with conservation practices, may be used 

for binding the blocks. Alternatively, non-corrosive 

metal pins could be used in drilled notches to hold the 

blocks together in a bond similar to the mortise and 

tenon interlock of the original wall.  

7.  All stone chips that result from chipping the rough 

blocks to size, are to be collected and stored. These 

should be used as an infi ll material between the back 

of the re-constructed wall and the natural clay face of 

the hillock. This infi ll will act as a porous buffer that 

will encourage evaporation of any dampness that may 

percolate down the clay face of the hillock. Further, 

during a downpour, the stone chips will permit the 

free passage of storm water through the weep holes 

and prevent the build up of water behind the wall.

Weep holes as seen in the  old wall repaired by the ASI Baroda Circle

6.3  THE PITCHING WALL AS THE PILOT PROJECT

The natural phenomenon of increased rainfall on the 

other hand is not something we can easily control and 

is an aspect that will continue to increasingly affect the 

wall. We may reduce its impact by having a storm water 

drainage system but the water falling on the slope would 

continue to percolate and create a back pressure on the 

wall. Under the circumstances, we would need a wall 

system with the following characteristics. 

  The wall has to be self-supporting and strong enough to 

resist the buckling tendencies of the clay face it retains.  

  The wall system must allow for the release of any back 

build-up water whether the slow damp of percolated drain 

water or the sudden gush of rain water. 

 The wall should maintain, as far as possible, the 

aesthetics of the traditional pitching wall (color, scale, 

texture, etc) in keeping with best practice conservation 

policy and considering the heritage status of the Fort. 
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Using a section drawn from actual measurements taken 

at the time of demolishing an old section of the pitching 

wall (Section-H), the new wall, as proposed above, has 

been drawn up and its working schematically explained 

in a set of the following drawings. 

The drawings schematically indicate the construction of 

the proposed ‘pilot project’ pitching wall and indicate 

how it is expected to function vis-à-vis the percolating 

dampness and sudden rain water that have de-stabilized 

the wall in the past.

Please note:

The wall is not expected to and will not look brand new, but 

it certainly is expected to perform better than the present 

reconstructions, while retaining the original material and 

authentic weathered look that good conservation practice 

requires.

The fact that it will probably also be cheaper is an added 

incentive. 

6.3  THE PITCHING WALL AS THE PILOT PROJECT

SCHEMATIC SECTION THROUGH THE OLD PITCHING WALL
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SCHEMATIC PROPOSAL FOR RECONSTRUCTED PITCHING WALL SCHEMATIC WORKING OF PROPOSED PITCHING WALL TO AVOID BACK PRESSURE OF WATER

6.3  THE PITCHING WALL AS THE PILOT PROJECT
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PRE-CONDITIONS OF THE PROPOSED WORK

The following checks are pre-requisites to the proposed 

work being carried out.

1. Check that the existing pitching wall actually needs 

repairs and reconstruction. There is no point in pulling 

down a reasonably good wall to re-construct another 

one.

2. Check that the foundations are broad and stable or 

capable of being stabilized or else construction may 

have to be done from the foundation itself.

3. Check that the height of the wall does not exceed 

5 meters maximum. Up to this height the construction 

proposed is capable of bearing its own self-weight and 

any normal pressure of the clay wall behind. Walls 

beyond this height (such as the eastern facing pitching 

walls) will need a far more detailed investigation of 

wall construction and thickness, backfi ll conditions and 

foundations before a designed engineering solution 

can be proposed.

PROPOSED SEQUENTIAL PHASES & 
IDENTIFICATION OF IDEAL SECTION FOR 
PILOT  PROJECT

1. In order to identify the possible section of the wall, 

ideal for carrying out the pilot project, the entire 

pitching wall has been numbered, its condition mapped 

and each section listed  as to its status (old / original 

/ new) and its height. Using this list and following 

the pre-requisite conditions listed alongside, the ideal 

sections for carrying out the work in a phased manner 

have been identifi ed.

2.  Section F has been identifi ed (in 2006) as being the 

ideal section for Phase I of the project. Within Section 

F, portion F-40 to F-60 measuring around 20 meters 

has been identifi ed as the ideal section for carrying 

out the pilot project, for the following reasons:

  It is in need of reconstruction

  It falls within the requisite height 

  It has suffi cient space around to carry out work without 

hampering any other activities or traffi c movement, 

which will be useful in the monitoring process once 

the wall is reconstructed.

3.  A map identifying the different numbered sections of 

the pitching wall, the list which identifi es the proposed 

phases of work and the photographs for the preferred 

Section F of Phase 1, including portion F-40 to F-60 

where the pilot project is proposed to commence, 

have been attached for reference.

MAP OF JAISALMER FORT, SHOWING THE DIFFERENT SECTIONS OF PITCHING WALL 
& PHASES FOR PROPOSED RECONSTRUCTION

6.4  PRECONDITIONS, PHASING, MONITORING
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Existing Pitching Wall Data As Documented Between Oct 2005 & Dec 2005

WALL

A – 10 

A – 20 

A – 30

A – 40

A – 60

A – 714

B – 20

B – 40

B – 49.4

C – 20

C – 40

C – 60

C – 74.3

D – 20

D – 40

D – 64.1

E -20

E – 42.3

F – 20

F – 40

F – 60

F – 79.6

G – 20

G – 40

G – 63.7

H – 20

H – 40

H – 60

HEIGHT 

6 – 7 M

5 – 6 M

6 – 6.5 M

5 – 6 M

7 M

7 M

7 – 8 M

7 – 8 M

8 – 9 M

7.76-8 M

7 – 8 M

7.6-8.2 M

5 – 8 M

6-76-4.6 M

4.4-4.0 M

6 M

6 – 4.2 M

4.2-4.75 M

3.6 M

3.6-2.9M

29-4.2 M

4.2-4.6 M

4.6-6.2 M

6.2-2.7 M

2.7-1.4 M

1.4–4 M

4-4.46 M

4.46 M

STATUS

Original/New

Original/New

Original/New

Original/New

Original/New

Original 

New

Old/New 

New

Old/New

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Old/New

Original/Old

Original/Old

New

Old/New

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Old

Old

Old 

Original/Old

Old/New

New

PR
O

PO
SE

D
 P

H
A

SE
 1

, i
nc

lu
di

ng
 P

IL
O

T 
PR

O
JE

CT

WALL

H – 80 

H – 100

H – 120

H – 130.3

I – 20

I – 40

I – 60

I – 80

I – 100

I – 120

I – 140

I – 161

J – 20

J – 40

K – 20

K – 40

K – 60

L – 10

L – 30

L – 60

L – 70

L – 90

L – 110

L – 118.2

M – 10

M – 20

M – 30 

M – 60 

HEIGHT 

4.46-3.96 M

3.96-4.15 M

4.16-4.6 M

4.6-4.6 M

4.6-4.3 M

4.3 – 4 M

4 – 6 M

6-4.76 M

4.76-6.16 M

6.16-6 M

6 – 6.2 M

6.2 – 6 M

6 M

6 M

6 – 6.2 M

6.2 M

6.2-6.8 M

6.26 M

6.26 M

6.26 M

6.26 M

6.26 M

6.26 M

6.26 M

6.2 M

6.2 M

6.2 M

6 M

STATUS

New

New

New

Old

Old

Old

Old

Old

Old

Old

Old

Old/New

New

Old/New

Old/New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

WALL

M – 70

M – 90

M – 104.6

N – 20

N – 30

N – 40

N – 60

N – 60

N – 70

N – 81.1

0 – 10

O – 20

O – 26.7

O – 40

O – 60

O – 60

O – 70

O – 80

O – 80

O – 98.8

P – 20

P – 30

P – 40

P – 60

P – 70

P – 90

P – 110

P – 136.6

HEIGHT 

6 M

6.5 M

6 M

6 M

6 M

6 M

6 – 6.6 M

6 M

6 M

6 M

4.76-3.6 M

3.6-3.4 M

3.4 – 3 M

3 –3.75M

3.76 – 4 M

4 M

4 – 3.76 M

3.76-4.2 M

4.2 – 4 M

4 – 4.6 M

4.6-4.76 M

4.75-4.6 M

4.6-4.2 M

4.2-4.3 M

4 – 6 M

6 – 6.2 M

6.2 – 6.1 M

6.1 – 6 M

STATUS

New

New

New

New

New

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Original/Old

Old/New

New

New
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Pitching Wall F - 20 To  F - 0 Pitching Wall F - 40 To F - 20   

Pitching Wall F - 60 To F - 40, - PORTION PREFERED FOR PILOT PROJECT  Pitching Wall F - 79.5 To F - 60

Pitching Wall Section  F  -  Proposed For Phase 1 

PREFERRED SECTION FOR PILOT PROJECT- WALL F.

6.4  PRECONDITIONS, PHASING, MONITORING
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FINALIZING THE PILOT PROJECT

Although the ideal section for carrying out the pilot project 

has been identifi ed, this location needs to be fi nally 

evaluated on site with the ASI engineers for its suitability 

and future monitoring.

Also it would facilitate the process a great deal if the 

ASI were to offi cially make available a copy of the cross-

section drawings of the pitching walls being presently 

constructed (in 2006.) along with a set of specifi cations of 

the work. This would assist in focusing inputs to address 

any specifi c problems and enable the ASI to produce 

appropriate drawings, specifi cations and quantities 

required for fi nalizing the pilot project.

MONITORING THE PILOT PROJECT

The pilot project is essentially a working model for a 

theoretical solution that requires to be monitored and 

checked for its performance under in situ (actual site) 

conditions. Observations and records will indicate its 

effectiveness as a solution, and changes, if any, would 

need to be incorporated prior to replication on a larger 

scale.

6.4  PRECONDITIONS, PHASING, MONITORING
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Subsequent to the presentation report for the pilot project, 

a site visit to Jaisalmer was organized on December 19, 

2006 to fi nalize the sections of the pitching wall proposed 

to be taken up under the pilot project. Besides the 

preferred section F 40 to 60 of the report, 2 other possible 

locations in section ‘D’ and section ‘O’ of the pitching wall 

were identifi ed as being suitable for the project.

In consultation with Mr Mishra, the then SA, ASI Jaipur 

Circle, it was decided and recorded that 2 sections would 

be fi nally taken up under the pilot project as follows:

   Section 1: A 10 meter stretch around section D 40 – 60 

of the wall

   Section 2: A 15 meter stretch around section F40 – 60 

of the wall 

After fi nalizing the locations, a schematic working section 

was produced by BC and a rough bill of quantities was 

drawn up to assist the ASI in their procedure for getting 

the project underway.

As a preparatory measure, the ASI had the stones and 

courses of the 2 fi nalized sections numbered and 

exploratory pits were excavated to understand the nature 

of the foundations below these walls. Based on this 

information BC produced preliminary working drawings 

for the 2 fi nalized sections 1 and 2. These drawings are 

attached at the end of this chapter (Refer drawing W / 01 

and W / 02).

In October 2007, the DG–ASI along with other ASI offi cials 

involved in the project, including Dr Mani -- archaeologist 

and director of ASI, and Mr. Kanade, superintending 

archaeological engineer of ASI, visited Jaisalmer. The 

fi nalized pitching wall pilot project sections were checked 

out on October 7, 2007. The specifi cations for the wall 

were discussed and in addition to the requirements as 

6.5  DEVELOPMENT TO DATE

spelt out in the report, the following further decisions 

were taken and recorded. 

 i. The wall must reach at least up to the height of 

the clay face in the slope behind, even if it means 

marginally increasing the existing height.

 ii. A toe wall at the base is to be provided (for 

further structural stability) wherever space permits, 

even in sections where it does not exist at present.

 iii. Since there were a lot of variations in the stone 

sizes used in the existing pitching walls, standard stone 

sizes in a standard pattern (of interspersed header and 

stretcher in a single course) should be adopted.

 iv. The wall itself, as well as the individual stone 

courses, are to have a sloped outer face and each 

course is to overlap slightly the course below, to create 

a sort of drip-mould and restrict ingression of water 

into the bedding of the course.

A sample of the existing pitching wall at the north–west 

corner (section O, alongside the toilet) was also inspected 

during the site visit and agreed upon as the model to 

follow. A picture of this section of the wall, had been 

included in the original presentation to precisely indicate 

the kind of work desirable in the pilot project.

It is anticipated that this project, that has been given the 

fi nal go-ahead and allotment of funds, will eventually 

commence in the fi rst quarter of 2008. It is expected to be 

a model that will be monitored and modifi ed, if required, 

before being replicated as a fi nal design for the restoration 

of similar sections of the pitching wall.

Detail of Model Section ‘O’ at North West corner
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        THEORY OF GEOTECHNICAL TESTS

1.0 General terms & definitions

1.1 DEFINITIONS

1. Rock: A natural aggregate of mineral grains connected 

by strong or permanent cohesive forces that cannot be 

separated by simple mechanical means.

2. Boulder: Coarse grained material of size more than 

300 mm.

3. Cobble: Coarse grained material ranging in size 

between 75 mm and 300 mm.

4. Gravel: Consists of coarse-grained particles larger 

than 4.75 mm but less than 75 mm.

5. Sand: Consists of coarse-grained particles fi ner than 

4.75 mm but coarser than 0.075 mm.

6. Silt: Consists of fi ne grained soil material ranging in 

size between 0.075 to 0.002 mm.

7. Clay: The fi nest and most active portion of the soil 

material and is generally characterized by high to very 

high dry strength. The grains have size less than 0.002 

mm.

8. Organic Clay: A combination of fi nely divided 

organic matter with a signifi cant amount of clay 

size particles. It is black or dark grey in color and is 

generally characterized by very high dry strength.

9. Soil: Natural aggregate of mineral grains, with or 

without organic constituents that can be separated by 

gentle mechanical means such as agitation in water.  

10.Coarse Grained Soil: Consists of mineral fragments 

independently visible with the naked eye and having 

a gritty feel when rubbed between the fi ngers.

11.Fine Grained Soil: Consists of mineral particles 

of microscopic or sub-microscopic size which have a 

smooth or fl oury feel when moistened with water.

12.Poorly Graded Soils: Composed of particles having 

an excess or a defi ciency of certain sizes.

13.Well Graded Soils: Contain a properly distributed 

representation of particles of several sizes ranging 

continuously from coarse to fi ne.

14.Black Cotton Soils: Consists of inorganic clays of 

medium to high compressibility and form a major soil 

group in India. They are predominantly montmorillonitic 

in structure and black or blackish grey in color. They 

are characterized by high shrinkage and swelling 

properties.

15.Unit Weight of Soil Mass (Yt ): The density or 

unit weight (also called Bulk density) of a soil mass is 

defi ned as its weight per unit volume.

16.Dry Density (Yd): The weight of soil solids per unit 

of total volume of the soil mass.

17.Saturated Density (Ysat): The ratio of weight of 

soil mass in saturated condition to its volume.

18.Submerged Density (Ysub): Unit weight of 

saturated soil mass minus unit weight of water.

i.e.    Ysub =Ysat –Yw

19.Void Ratio (e): Void ratio of a soil mass is defi ned as 

the ratio of volume of voids to the volume of solids.

           i.e.    
e =

     Vv   
=
 Va + Vw

          Vs             Vs

 Where    Vv = Total volume of voids 

             Va = Volume of air in voids 

             Vw = Volume of water in voids

              Vs = Volume of solids

20. Porosity. (n): The ratio of the volume of voids 

Vv to the total volume (V) of soils mass

  i.e.  
n =

  Vv   
=
    Va  +  Vw

            V       Va  +  Vw  +  Vs

It is usually expressed in percentage.

21.Water Content (w): Water content of soil is defi ned 

as the ratio of weight of water to the weight of solid 

mass

i.e.  
w =

   Ww

                                   Ws

The weight Ww is the weight of water lost when the 

wet soil is heated at a temperature of 105º to 110º C 

for such a time that its weight becomes constant. In 

routine laboratory tests, 24 hours heating in an oven 

is considered adequate.

22.Dry Strength: Measured by the effort required to 

break an intact fragment of dry soil about 3 mm in size 

between the thumb and fore-fi nger.

1.2 TERMS RELATING TO BEARING CAPACITY 

1. Net Loading Intensity – The net loading intensity on 

the foundation is the gross intensity of loading minus 

the weight of displaced soil above the foundation 

base.

2. Ultimate Bearing Capacity – The intensity of 

loading at the base of the foundation which would 

cause shear failure of the soil support.

3. Safe Bearing Capacity – Maximum intensity of 

loading that the foundation can safely carry without 

the risk of shear failure of soil, irrespective of any 

settlement that may occur.

4. Safe Bearing Pressure or Net Soil Pressure for 

Specified Settlement - The intensity of loading 

that will cause a permissible settlement or specifi ed 

settlement of the structure.

5. Allowable Bearing Capacity - The net intensity 

of loading which the foundation will carry without 

undergoing settlement in excess of the permissible 

value for the structure under consideration, but not 

exceeding net safe bearing capacity.

1.3 GENERAL TERMS

1. Density index (Relative Density) -- The ratio of 

the difference between the void ratios of cohesionless 

soil in the loosest state and any given state to the 

difference between its void ratios at the loosest and 

densest states.

2. Effective surcharge at the base level of 

foundation – The intensity of vertical pressure at the 

base level of foundation, computed assuming total unit 

weight for the portion of soil above the water table 

and submerged unit weight for the portion below the 

water table.

3. Footing - A structure constructed in brickwork, 

masonry or concrete under the base of a wall or 

column for the purpose of distributing the load over a 

larger area.
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D. CLAYEY GRAVELS (CG)

E. WELL GRADED SANDS (SW)

F. POORLY GRADED SANDS (SP)

G. SILTY SANDS (SM)

H. CLAYEY SANDS (SC)

1.5 FINE GRAINED SOIL

If more than 50% of the soil passes 75 micron IS:sieve, the 

soil may be generally silt (ML), silty clay of low plasticity 

(CL), medium plasticity (CI) or high plasticity (CH) or may 

be clayey silts (ML-CL).

For proper identifi cation, Atterberg limits test shall be 

performed on minus 425 micron IS:sieve soil. Where the 

liquid limit is less than 35 and plasticity index above A-

line or hatched zone, the soil is classifi ed as CL. The soil 

possessing liquid limits less than 35 and plasticity index 

or SP). If Cu of the soil is greater than 6 and Cc between 1 

and 3, the soil is SW otherwise SP. Where the percentage 

of soil passing 75 micron IS:sieve is between 5-12%, the 

soil is given a dual symbol e.g. SW-SM or SP-SM. 

Where the soil passing 75 micron IS:sieve is more than 

12%, Atterberg limits test shall be conducted on minus 425 

IS:sieve and plasticity index shall be noted. For plasticity 

index above A-line or hatched zone the soil is termed as 

SC. If the plasticity index value lies in the hatched zone 

the soil is termed as SM-SC. In case the plasticity index of 

the soil is below hatched zone the soil is termed as silty 

sand (SM).

The hatching representation of some of the important 

types of soil has been shown [IS:1498 -1970 (amended 

in 1987)]

Coarse Grained Soil ( Half or more than half of 

total soil is retained on 75 micron IS sieve)

A. WELL GRADED GRAVELS (GW)

B. POORLY GRADED GRAVELS (GP)

C. SILTY GRAVELS (GM)

4. Foundation - That portion of a structure which is in 

direct contact with soil and transmits load onto it.

5. Shallow foundation – A foundation whose width 

is greater than its depth. The shearing resistance of 

the soil in the sides of such foundation is generally 

neglected.

6. Soil classification- As per I.S. 1498-1970, soils are 

classifi ed according to their sizes, as per listing below.

  Boulder - above 300 mm

  Cobble - 300-75 mm

  Coarse Gravel - 75-20 mm 

  Fine Gravel - 20-4.75 mm

  Coarse Sand - 4.75-2 mm

  Medium Sand - 2.0-0.425 mm

  Fine Sand - 0.075-0.002 mm

  Silt - 0.075-0.002 mm

  Clay - below 0.002 mm

Grain size analysis and Atterberg limit values are also 

used to classify the soil. In a broad sense the soil is fi rst 

classifi ed as  ‘coarse grained’ or  ‘fi ne grained’ soil. The 

fraction of soil smaller than 75-microns (0.075 mm) size 

i.e. passing through 75 micron sieve are termed as ‘fi nes’, 

and that retained on 75 micron sieve, i.e. gravel and sand, 

are termed as ‘coarse’.

According to IS:1498-1970 (Amended in 1987) coarse 

grained soil is that where 50% or less passes through 

75 micron sieve. If the greater percentage (>50%) of the 

coarser fraction is retained at 4.75 mm IS:sieve, the soil is 
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termed as gravely soil and is represented by GW, GP, GM 

or GC. Where greater percentage of the coarser soil passes 

4.75 mm IS:sieve, the soil is called sandy soil and may be 

represented by WE, SP, SM or SC.

1.4 COARSE GRAINED SOIL

If the percentage of soil passing 75 micron IS: sieve is less 

than 5%, the whole soil is GW or GP. For soil to be GW, the 

uniformity coeffi cient

       Cu =  D60 

           D10       

should be greater than 4 and coeffi cient of curvature  

    Cc =    (D30)2 

                                  D10 X D60

should be between 1 and 3. The soil not meeting both the 

requirements is designated as GP.

If a fraction of the soil passing 75 micron IS:sieve is between 

5-12%, the soil is given a boundary line classifi cation e.g. 

GW-GM or GP-GM, whatever the case may be. 

Where the portion of the soil passing 75 micron IS:sieve is 

more than 12%, the Atterberg limit values on minus 425 

micron IS:sieve shall be determined. Where the plasticity 

index is above the A-line or hatched zone of plasticity chart 

the whole soil is classifi ed as GC. Where the plastic index 

value is in the hatched zone, the soil is known as GM-GC. 

If the plasticity index of the soil is below the hatched zone 

the soil is silty gravel (GM).

For greater percentage of coarser fraction passing 4.75 mm 

IS:sieve and less than 5% passing .075 mm IS:sieve, the 

soil may be called well graded or poorly graded sand (SW 
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in hatched zone (i.e. between 4-7) is classifi ed as ML-CL. 

The soil having liquid limit less than 35 and plasticity 

index below A-line or hatched zone (i.e. plasticity index 

less than 4) is termed as ML. For soil having liquid limit 

between 35-50 and plasticity index above A-line, the soil 

is termed as CI. Where the liquid limit is greater than 50 

and plasticity index above A-line, the soil is designated 

CH.

The hatching representation of some of the important 

types of soil has been shown [IS:1498 -1970 (amended 

in 1987)]

Fine graded soil (more than half of soil passes 

through 75 micron IS sieve size)

A. INORGANIC SILTS AND FINE SANDS

B. INORGANIC CLAYS (CL) SILTY CLAYS WITH LOW 
COMPRESSIBILITY  AND LIQUID LIMIT LESS THAN 
35

C. IN ORGANIC CLAYS (CI) SILTY CLAYS WITH HIGH 
COMPRESSIBILITY AND LIQUID LIMIT GREATER 
THAN 35 AND LESS THAN 50.

D. INORGANIC CLAYS (CH) SILTY CLAYS WITH HIGH 
COMPRESSIBILITY AND LIQUID LIMIT GREATER 
THAN 50.

2.0 Moisture Content Determination

Theory: 

Moisture content of a soil is the ratio of the weight of water 

present to the weight of dry soil in a given soil mass. It is 

usually expressed as percentage of the dry mass

       
W =

    Ww   

                   Ws

where Ww = Weight of water in soil mass 

  Ws  = Weight of dry soil

  W   = Moisture content (%)

3.0 Specific Gravity Determination

Theory:

Specifi c gravity of soil is the ratio of the weight of a given 

volume of soil particles in air to the weight and equal 

volume of distilled water at a temperature of 4ºC. The 

specifi c gravity of a soil is often used in relating the weight 

of soil to its volume. Although specifi c gravity is employed 

in the identifi cation of minerals, it is of limited value for 

identifi cation or classifi cation of soils because the specifi c 

gravity values of most soils fall within a narrow range. 

However, it is an important factor required for computing 

several other properties e.g. void ratio of a soil, unit 

weight, particle size determination by hydrometer 

method, degree of saturation of a soil etc.

 Mathematically, it is expressed as 

             
 G =

                 W2 – W1

      (W2 – W1)  –  (W3 – W4)

where, W1 = Weight of pycnometer (g)

 W2 = Weight of pycnometer + soil (g)

 W3 = weight of pycnometer + soil + water (g)

 W4 = Weight of pycnometer full of water (g) 

x 100
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4.0 Grain Size Analysis

Theory:

The knowledge of grain size analysis of a soil is very 

useful in the modern geo-technical world. The results 

of this analysis are widely used for soil classifi cation, 

design of fi lters, construction of earth dams, highway 

embankments and determining the mode of bearing 

capacity computations and for construction of buildings, 

hydraulic structures, road construction etc. Hence grain 

size analysis tests are conducted on almost every soil 

investigation project.

Objective: To determine the percentage of various particle 

sizes in a soil sample.

Grain size analysis of a soil is generally carried out by two 

methods:

 1. Dry sieving 

 2. Wet sieving

4.1 DRY SIEVING 

Theory:

Dry sieving consists of shaking the soil by a mechanical 

device through sieves of known aperture size. The particle 

size, therefore, is defi ned by the dimension of the square 

hole of the sieve. The soil particles are generally fl aky 

in shape, and in this analysis the width of the fl ake is 

measured.

4.2 WET SIEVING 

In case of soils containing silty and also clayey particles, 

wet sieving shall be carried out.

Procedure: Take 200gm of oven–dried soil, passing 4.75 

mm IS:sieve. Put this soil in a tray containing water for 

a period of about 4-6 hours. Then wash the soil on 75 

micron IS:sieve. The method of washing is: fi rst place the 

sieve (75 micron) with soil on a bucket. Pour clear water 

on the sieve. Stir the soil on the sieve with a glass rod. 

Continue to pour the water till water passing the sieve is 

substantially clear. Allow the suspension in the bucket to 

settle for 24 hours. Remove the clear water (after about 

24 hours) gently so that the soil settled in the bucket does 

not fl ow with water. Dry this soil in oven (105-110ºC) and 

keep it for Hydrometer analysis. Meanwhile, also dry the 

soil (in oven) retained on 75 micron sieve during the 

washing process; perform sieve analysis test on it and 

record the observations as shown in the adjoining table:

      PRECAUTIONS:

i. While drying the soil, the temperature of the oven 

should be about 105 to 110ºC, because higher 

temperature may lead to some organic changes in the 

material fi ner than 75 micron.

ii. While removing clear water from the bucket care 

should be taken so that no soil particles fl ow with the 

water out of the bucket.

iii. If the soil is highly fl occulated, simply submerging the 

soil in water shall not be suffi cient. In such a case, 

2gm of sodium hexametaphosphate or 1gm of sodium 

hydroxide mixed with 1gm of sodium carbonate per 

liter of water should be added to the soil. The mix 

should be thoroughly stirred with a glass rod and left 

for submerging for about 1.5-2 hours before washing.

        THEORY OF GEOTECHNICAL TESTS

Sieve No.(IS Sieve  Wt. of Wt. of sieve Wt. of soil Percent  Cumulative Percent 
designation)  opening sieve (g) +soil (g) retained (g) retained(%) percent  fi ner (%)   
(mm)      [col. (4)-  retained (%) 100-col.   
     col.(3)]   (7)

 (1)  (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

   4.75 mm 4.75 300 300 0 0 0 100

   2.00 mm 2.00 300 300 0 0 0 100

   1.18 mm 1.18 300 304.5 4.5 2.25 2.25 97.75

  425 micron 0.425 300 309.7 9.7 4.85 7.10 92.90

  300 micron 0.300 300 311.4 11.4 5.7 12.8 87.2

  150 micron 0.150 300 323.0 23.0 11.5 24.3 75.7

   75 micron 0.075 300 320.4 20.4 10.2 34.5 65.5

    Pan  - 350 < 0.075
      mm size
       soil. Passed 
      in the 
      bucket    
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4.3 HYDROMETER ANALYSIS

This method is used for the grain size analysis of the soil 

passing through 75 micron IS:sieve out of the fraction 

passing 4.75 mm IS: sieve, to determine the percentage 

of various sized (silt and clay) particles and to plot the 

grain distribution curve. This method is not applicable if 

less than 10% of the material passes 75 micron IS:sieve 

(IS : 2720, Part 4-1985).

Theory:

Sieving is not practical for soil grains fi ner than 0.075 mm. 

The method for estimating the grain size distribution of 

such soils is based on Stoke’s law, which discusses the 

rate of free fall of a sphere through a liquid. The velocity 

of such a particle increases at fi rst, due to gravity, but a 

constant terminal velocity is reached within a short time. 

According to Stoke’s law the terminal velocity is given by

           
V  =

     Ys  -  Yw    

             18 . ŋ  

   Ys  =  unit weight of the soil particle

   Yw  =  unit water of water

   ŋ   =   viscosity of water  

   D   =   diameter of the particle

   
D   = 

       18  X ŋ     

    (Ys   -   Yw)

       18  X 

    (Ys   -   Yw)

For a soil particle of size  ‘D’ falling through a distance ‘h’, 

in time ‘t’

    
V  =

    h

              t

Therefore,   

    
D  =

        18  X  ŋ     
X

  h

       (Ys  -  Yw)      t   
D  =

       (Ys  -  Yw)      t   
D  =

If the units of ŋ, h and t are taken in poise, centimeters 

and minutes respectively, the diameter D (mm) of the 

particle is given by

           
D  = 

      30  X  ŋ        
 X 

     h

           980(Gs -Gw)           t
D  = 

           980(Gs -Gw)           t
D  = 

Here Gs  =  specifi c gravity of soil

   Gw  =  Specifi c gravity of water generally = 1 

A suspension of soil contains particles of different sizes. 

After a lapse of time t, all particles equal to and greater 

than D settle through a depth h according to the equation. 

The concentration of particles smaller than D remains 

unchanged at this depth. All the remaining particles 

at this depth are, therefore, fi ner than D size and their 

percentage by mass (W) is given by the relation:

    
 W  = 

          Gs             Rh x 100

             (Gs – 1) Wd

where, Wd  =  Weight of dry soil (g)

   Rh = Corrected hydrometer reading  

Apparatus / Materials Used

a. Hydrometer calibrated at 20 or 27ºC

b. Two glass cylinders (more than 1 liter capacity each) 

– about 7 cm dia. and 33 cm high marked at 1000 ml 

volume.

c. Defl occulating agent 

d. Stirring apparatus – high speed 5000 rpm

e. Balance – accurate to 0.01 g

f. Distilled water

g.  Sieve – 75 micron IS:sieve and receiver 

h. Oven

i. Thermometer – to cover the range up to 50ºC, accurate 

to 0.5ºC

j. Stop Watch

k. Weight box

        18  X  

       (Ys  -  Yw)      t   

      30  X  

           980(Gs -Gw)           t

HYDROMETER

D2

X  V
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5.0  Atterberg Limits and Indices

Theory:

The behaviour of all the soils and specially clays 

considerably differs with the presence of water. A clayey 

soil depending upon its water content may be almost 

like a liquid, or it may be quite hard too. Atterberg, a 

Swedish Scientist in 1911 gave an idea of the consistency 

of cohesive soils and proposed a number of tests for 

defi ning their properties. The liquid and plastic limits of 

soils depend on the amount and type of clay in a soil. This 

also makes the basis for the soil classifi cation system for 

cohesive soils. These values are also used in specifi cations 

for controlling soil for use in a fi ll.

Liquid limit is the water content at which the soil 

has such small shear strength that it fl ows to close a 

groove of standard width when jarred in a specifi ed 

manner.

Plastic limit is the water content at which the soil 

begins to crumble when rolled into threads of specifi ed 

size. Liquid limit is the boundary between liquid and 

plastic states.

Shrinkage limit is the maximum water content 

at which a reduction in water content will not cause 

decrease in the volume of the soil mass. It is the 

boundary between semi-solid and solid states.

The amount of water which must be added to change a 

soil from its plastic limit to its liquid limit is an indication 

of the plasticity of the soil. The plasticity is measured by 

the ‘plasticity index’ which is equal to the liquid limit 

minus the plastic limit.

6.0   Consolidation Test

Theory:

Consolidation of soil is the process of compression by 

gradual reduction of pores under a steady applied pressure. 

The main purpose of the consolidation test is to obtain 

soil data required for predicting the rate and amount of 

settlement of structures. The data can also be used to 

develop void (e) versus pressure (p) curve generally for 

cohesive soil.

The void ratio (e) of a soil specimen under any applied 

pressure (p) may be computed using the following 

relationship:

    
e =

   H  -  Hs

               Hs

where, H  = height of soil specimen at the end of each  

               pressure increment (cm)

   Hs = equivalent height of solids (cm), which is  

         determined as follows:

    
Hs  =

      Ws

              G. Yw. A

where, Ws = dry weight of the specimen (g)

   G   =  specifi c gravity of the solid particles

   Yw =  unit weight of water (g/cc)

   A   = cross–sectional area of the soil specimen  

            (cm2).

        THEORY OF GEOTECHNICAL TESTS
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equal to the initial volume V0, the corrected area Ac is:

     
  Ac  = 

  A0

     1 – ε

        where  A0  =  initial area

  ε  = strain  = ∆ L  

           L

    ∆ L = change in length 

 and 

  L = initial length of the specimen

Unconfi ned compressive strength, qu = P/Ac

        where P = axial load at failure for ordinary soils. 

If ф is the angle of shearing resistance, 

                 qu  = 2c tan (45 + ф/2)

For clayey soils, ф = zero (for saturated soil when drainage 

is not permitted during test)

        Thus qu = 2c . 1= 2c =  P 

                 Ac

        Shear strength  S  =  c + ơf tan ф

        for   ф = 0, S = c qu/2 

7.0  Unconfined Compression Test

THEORY:

The unconfi ned compressive strength (qu) of a soil 

specimen is the ratio of failure load and cross-sectional 

area of the specimen (at failure) when it is not subjected 

to any confi ning pressure. It is the simplest and quickest 

laboratory method commonly used to measure the shear 

strength of a cohesive soil, collected in natural state (in 

undisturbed form) from the fi eld. Since a cohesionless 

soil does not form an unsupported cylinder, the method 

is mainly used for cohesive soils. It is normally employed 

as a measure of in situ strength to check the short 

term stability of foundations and slopes. As during the 

laboratory test the rate of loading on the specimen is fast 

and no pore water is allowed to drain or dissipate, this 

test is essentially an undrained test.

By unconfi ned compressive strength test, the sensitivity 

(reduction of strength due to remoulding) of a soil may 

also be determined. Marine soils are most sensitive with 

sensitivity as 100, i.e. marine soils suffer the maximum 

reduction of strength when remoulded.

Sensitivity measures the effect of remoulding of soil on 

its strength without any change in its moisture content. 

Normally, sensitivity (S) is defi ned as below:

    S =
 unconfi ned compressive strength (undisturbed) 

          unconfi ned compressive strength (remoulded)
    S =
          unconfi ned compressive strength (remoulded)
    S =

If sensitivity is 1 to 4, the soil is classifi ed as Normal; if 4 to 

8, it is termed as Sensitive; if 8 to 15 it is Extra Sensitive; 

and for more than 15, it is termed as Quick Soil.

In the test, a circular soil specimen is compressed axially 

without any confi ning pressure. The cross-section of the 

specimen increases with a corresponding decrease in 

length. Assuming that the volume V at any time is almost 
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Unconfi ned compressive Consistency of Soil
 strength qu (kg/cm2)

 < 0.25 Very soft

 0.25-0.50 Soft

 0.50-1.00 Medium

 1.00-2.00 Stiff

 2.00-4.00 Very stiff

 > 4.00 Hard

Category of soil in terms of unconfined 
compressive strength values is as below.
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8.0  Permeability Test

Theory :

Permeability is defi ned as the property of a porous 

material which permits the passage or seepage of water 

through its interconnecting voids. Permeability is involved 

in the problems of fl ow of water through soils, such as 

seepage under dams, the squeezing out of water from 

soil by the application of a load and drainage of sub-

grades and backfi lls, computation of losses from canals 

etc. This can be determined in the laboratory by either of 

the following tests:

 (i) constant head permeability test

 (ii) falling head permeability test

For constant head permeability test:

  
K  =

    Q.L.

           A.h.t.

For falling (variable) head permeability test:

  
K  =

               a .  L                h1

                        A . t                 h2

        where, K  =  Coeffi cient of permeability at TºC  

          (cm/sec)

  Q  =  Quantity of water collected (cm3) in 

                                 time t (second)

  L   =  Length of soil specimen (cm)

  h   =   Constant hydraulic head (cm)

  a   =   Cross–sectional area of stand pipe      

           (cm2)

  A  =   Cross–sectional area of the soil  

           specimen (cm2)

 t    =   (t1 – t2) Time interval (sec.) for the head  

           to fall from h1 to h2

 h1 = Initial head of water at time t1 in the pipe  

        above the outlet (cm)

 h2 = Final head of water at time t2 in the pipe  

         above the outlet (cm)

General values of permeability for different types of soils 

are given below:

 Type of Soil  K (cm/sec)

  Gravel   10-2 to 1.0

  Sand    1.0 to 10-3

  Silt   10-3 to 10-6

  Clay   less than 10-6

  Fly ash   1 X 10-4 to 5 X 10-4

According to the US Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) 

recommendations, when considering permeability, soils 

are classifi ed as below  

  K   -   less than 10-6 cm/sec – Impervious 

   K   -   between 10-6 to 10-4 cm/sec – Semi pervious

  K   -   greater than 10-4 cm/sec – Pervious

8.1   FALLING HEAD TEST METHOD

The falling head permeameter is used for relatively less 

permeable soils, where the discharge is small. After 

the soil specimen in the mould is completely saturated, 

disconnect the water storage from the outlet at the 

bottom and connect the selected standpipe (mounted on 

a wooden board or fi xed to a wall) to the inlet at the top 

plate. Fill the stand pipe with water.

Open the stop cock at the top and allow the water to fl ow 

out so that all the air in the cylinder is removed. After 

about 5 minutes, close the stop cock and allow the water 

to fl ow through the soil specimen and establish a steady 

fl ow. Note the height h1 at time t1 of the water level in 

the stand pipe from the centre of the outlet and at the 

same instant start a stop watch. Allow suffi cient time so 

that the water level lowers by about 15 to 20 cm. Stop the 

watch and note the height h2 at time t2 of the water level 

in the reservoir at that instant. Repeat the observations 

from the same height and for same height difference till 

three successive observations give about the same time 

interval

Alternatively fi ll the reservoir again with water and repeat 

the above observations by noting the heights h1 and h2

and note the time when the water level reaches h1h2

also.

Compare the elapsed time for fall from h1 to h1h2 and 

from h1h2 to h2. If these timings do not agree within 

5%, repeat the procedure. Note down the readings and 

calculate the coeffi cient of permeability.

        PRECAUTIONS:

1. Each layer of soil sample should be scratched before 

putting the next layer over it to ensure proper bond 

between the layers.

2. There must be no leakage from any of the joints. All 

joints and washers must be thoroughly cleaned and 

fi tted.

3. Air should be eliminated carefully from the soil 

sample.

4. Whenever there is a metal to metal contact, grease 

should be applied.

               a .  L                h1

                        A . t                 h2

and note the time when the water level reaches h

 to h

5. The soil specimen should be fully saturated before 

taking observations.

6. Clean water (distilled water desirable) containing 

minimum air content should be used for the test. If 

the air testing water is high, there is possibility of air 

being released within the specimen and deposited in 

the pores leading to reduced permeability.
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VARIABLE HEAD PERMEAMETER

2.303
               a .  L                h1

2.303
               a .  L                h1

log
               a .  L                h1

log
               a .  L                h1

                        A . t                 h2
log

                        A . t                 h2
10

                        A . t                 h2
10

                        A . t                 h2

from h
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9.0 Triaxial Compression Test

Theory:

Triaxial compression testing apparatus gives the most 

versatile test so far available for shear testing of soils. In this 

method, a soil specimen cylindrical in shape is subjected 

to direct stresses acting in three mutually perpendicular 

directions. In the common cylindrical specimen tests, the 

major principal stress ớ2 and ớ3 (ớ3 = ớ2) are applied in 

the horizontal direction by the fl uid pressure all around 

the specimen. The tests are performed on cylindrical 

specimens of diameters 38, 50, and 100 mm. The height 

of the specimen should be equal to twice that of its 

diameter. The ratio of the diameter of the specimen and 

the maximum size of particles in the soil specimen should 

not be less than 5. The diameter of the soil specimen to 

be tested should be selected according to the nature of 

the soil and the maximum size of the particles present 

in the sample. The specimen size should also be decided 

taking into consideration the type of project e.g. earthen 

/ rockfi ll dam, embankment, on–shore / off–shore 

structure etc. Generally, a diameter of 38 mm is suitable 

for homogeneous fi ne grained soils. 

10.0 Standard Penetration Test

Theory:

The standard penetration test (SPT) is a widely used 

method for determining the in situ parameters of the soil. in situ parameters of the soil. in situ

This test conducted by means of a split spoon sampler 

furnishes dependable and reproducible data about the 

resistance of soil to penetration. The number of blows (N-

values) per 30 cm penetration of a standard split spoon 

sampler using a specifi ed weight assembly, are widely 

used for determining the bearing capacity and other 

important in situ parameters of the sub-soil strata. 

11.0 Field Density and Void Ratio

Theory:

Field density is an important parameter in geo-technical 

engineering. It plays an important role in the design of 

foundations for all types of structures, embankments, 

dams and water retaining structures. Void ratio is also an 

equally important parameter and is utilized in settlement 

computations for the foundations resting particularly on 

cohesive soil.

Field density is defi ned as the weight of unit volume of 

soil present at a site. Void ratio of a given soil sample is 

the ratio of the volume of voids to the soil solids in the 

given soil mass.

When determined by core cutter method, void ratio is 

given by

        e = GYw V   _ 1
     W

       where, G   =  Specifi c gravity of solid particles

  Yw  =  Unit weight of water (g/cc)

  V    =  Volume of the sample (cm3)

  W   =  Dry weight of the soil sample (g)

        Also, 
S   =

  wG

            e

    where, S    =  Degree of saturation 

  w    =  Water content

  G    =  Specifi c gravity 

12.0 Determination of pH Value of      
    Soils

The presence of certain chemical constituents in excess 

of permissible limits causes a deleterious effect on the 

foundation material comprising mainly steel and concrete. 

The damage caused may be visible even after decades 

when it may become irreparable. It is therefore essential 

to estimate the chemical constituents expected in the soil 

mass existing within the vicinity of foundations, so that 

protective measures may be adopted if the same exist 

excessively. The foundation soils are mainly tested for pH 

value, total dissolved solids, sulphate contents and organic 

matter. The process for identifying the pH value has been 

briefl y given in the following paragraphs.

Theory:

The hydrogen ion concentration of soil is designated as 

its pH value. The pH value of a solution indicates its acidic 

or alkaline nature. A pH value of the order of 7 suggests 

a neutral solution, less than 7 as acidic and more than 7 

as alkaline. The pH value of a solution is expressed as the 

logarithm of the reciprocal of hydrogen ion concentration 

as shown below.

    pH = log10      1 

                  H+

The pH value is determined by electrometric, calorimetric 

and indicator method. For accurate work the electrometric 

method is a standard which has been described here.

The electrometric method is based on the principle 

(Housel – 1964) that the solution to be tested can be 

considered as an electrolyte of a voltaic cell. The reference 

electrode remains at a constant voltage with respect to the 

solution and is not affected by the changes in pH values. 

The other electrode is of such type that its potential is 

affected by the pH of the solution under test. The measured 

voltage of the cell immersed in the unknown pH solutions 

is converted to pH units.

 1 

                  H
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        THEORY OF GEOTECHNICAL TESTS

13.0 Inclinometer

Inclinometers are used to monitor lateral earth movement 

in landslide areas and embankments. They are also used 

to monitor defl ection of retaining wall and piles under 

load. An Inclinometer system consists of the following:

  Inclinometer casing

  Inclinometer probe

  Control cable

  Digital readout unit

Inclinometer casing is a special grooved pipe providing 

access to the probe. This tube deforms with movement 

and hence correct lateral movement is recorded by sliding 

the probe inside the casing and reading through an output 

indicator. 

This wheeled inclinometer probe tracks the longitudinal 

grooves inside the casing pipe. It is made of stainless steel 

and contains a forced balance accelerometer to measure 

the tilt in the probe direction. Probe wheels are placed at 

500 mm. 

The control cable is used to control the depth of the 

inclinometer probe and take measurements with the 

digital indicator. It is marked at every ½ meter.

Digital indicator displays the inclination measurement 

obtained from the inclinometer probe. This is rechargeable 

battery operated instrument. Gauge make digital 

inclinometer indicator is a microprocessor based dual 

mode (+and-) single channel digital inclinometer indicator 

suitable to use with gauge tilt and inclination measuring 

sensors. The channel is scanned and displayed over an 

intelligent LCD. 

The inclinometer indicator provides required input voltage 

to sensors to energize them and senses analog signal 

from the sensors. The analog signal is then converted into 

engineering units and the measured data is displayed on 

an intelligent LCD display directly in engineering units. 

Serial port may be provided to obtain on-line data on PC 

with the help of appropriate software. Channel readings 

are transferred over computer serial fi le, for further saving 

or analysis.

The indicator may be calibrated at site. The unit is portable, 

NiCd battery operated, and works on rechargeable 

batteries.  
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   Data

26. Map & Graphs Pressure G/25-G/26
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 27. Maps & Tables Permeability G/34-G/35
   Test

 28. Sections Permeability G/38
   Test Data

 29. Maps &  Inclinometer G/39 – G/41
  Sections Test

 30. Tables & Graphs  Inclinometer G/42E – G/44
   Test Data

 31. Map & Sections Trial Pits G/46-G/47

     

 32. Map Nala Log G/50

 33. Graphs Triaxial  G/51
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    to determine MV 
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    to determine CV

 36. Map Lineament Location G/64
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        ABBREVIATIONS

 AMASR ACT: Ancient and Historical Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act

 ASI: Archaeological Survey of India  

BC: Bombay Collaborative

BH: Bore Hole

 BOQ: Bill of Quantities

DG: Director General 

GSI: Geological Survey of India

  INTACH: Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage

 JHT: Jaisalmer Heritage Trust

 JIJ: Jaisalmer in Jeopardy

NGO: Non Government Organisation

  NCF: National Culture Fund

PHED: Public Health Engineering Department

PIC: Project Implementation Committee 

RCC: Reinforced Cement Concrete

RQD: Rock Quality Designation

 SPT: Standard Penetration Test

 WMF: World Monuments Fund
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        GLOSSARY

Ad hoc: Random, unorganized

Bazaar: Market place 

 Bhurj: Bastion

Bhoomi:    Land

Bhoot:  Ghost

 Bhootai:  Fierce dust storms

 Chajja: External projection from  
  a building meant   
  primarily for weather  
  protection

 Chowk / Chowta: Public square

 Chowki: Out post

Dahi:  Curds

Dasi: Maid

Dharamshala: Guest house for pilgrims

Fait accompli: Happened or Finished 

Gadh/Killa: Fort

Ganesh: Elephant - headed Hindu  
  God

 Ghut:  Knees

Ghutnalli: Sunken stone lined  
  channels for storm water  
  drainage

Haveli: Palatial House; Mansion

Holi:  Hindu festival of color

 Hawa: Breeze / Air

In situ: On site

Jharokha: Traditional balcony 
  sit-out

Khangura: Crenallation 

Mahal: Palace

 Marg: Road

  Maru:  To die

Meru:  Hillock

Mori: Traditionally means a 
  “washing place”. In  
  Jaisalmer Fort it is the  
  meandering space   
  between the inner and  
  outer bastion primarily  
  designed for defence but  
  also functioning as a  
  drainage outlet.

Multani mitti: Clayey soil from Multan

Nalla/ Nala: Rain water channel

 Pada: Neighbourhood

Paniharis: Water carriers 

 Pathar: Stone 

Pathar ki chinai: Present Construction  
  System of laying Stone  
  blocks in mortar

Pathar ko bandhana: Traditional Construction  
  System of interlocked  
  Stone blocks

Peepal: Large tree, botanical  
  name fi cus religiosa

Pol / Prole: Gateway / Entranceway

Rani:  Queen

 Sagar:  Lake

 Sthali:  Land

Sonar Quilla / Killa: Golden Fort

Sudarshan charka:  Flying disc used as a  

  means of defense

  Suraj: Sun

 Talhatti: Downhill or lower slopes.

Teebas: Sand dunes

Tilak: Ceremonial application of  
  vermilion powder on  
  forehead

Trikuta/ Trikuth: Three cornered 

Torana vallari: Decoration over a   
  doorway
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